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The following key government initiatives and legislation informed and influenced the 
development of the W&RSETA Strategic Plan:  Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP IV), National 
Skills Accord (NSA), National Development Plan (NDP), Human Resource Development South 
Africa (HRDSA) strategy, National Skills Development Strategy (NSDS) III, National Growth Path 
(NGP), and the White Paper on Post-School Education and Training (WP-PSET). 

Ÿ Provision of strategic orientation

The WP-PSET 2013 profoundly impacts on the SETA landscape as it aims to provide a clear 
strategic direction in terms of what post-school education and training aims to achieve.

Ÿ The Sector Skills Plan

Ÿ Building supply-side capacity

Ÿ Organisational environment

Ÿ Building demand-side capacity

Collectively, the aforementioned documents, the Wholesale and Retail Sector Skills Plan 
Update, the Service Level Agreement (SLA) signed with the Department of Higher Education 
and Training (DHET), and the SETA Grant Regulations (2012) directed and shaped the 
W&RSETA Strategic Plan.

Ÿ Bridging supply-demand mismatch
Ÿ Delivering the skills required

Ÿ Performance environment  
Ÿ Organisation’s strategic challenges

Ÿ External environment, which is inclusive of the economic environment

The Strategic Plan demonstrates the integration of the W&RSETA's primary responsibilities as 
sustained by sound management of levy funds, Human Resources and Operational Systems; 
the specific strategic objectives based on the Sector Skills Plan (SSP); and the National Skills 
Development Strategy (NSDS) III objectives, as well as managing the performance thereof.

The W&RSETA has considered the following strategic areas in the process of updating the 
Strategic Plan 2015/16-2019/20:

The Strategic Plan 2015/16-2019/20 outlines the strategic priorities of the Wholesale and 
Retail SETA (W&RSETA) in accordance with national imperatives, including the Medium-Term 
Expenditure Framework (MTEF).  

Our Strategic Plan is therefore a presentation of the Accounting Authority’s decisive and fact-
based organisational re-engineering and repositioning in order to ensure that our strategy fully 
addresses skills supply and demand as determined by the wholesale and retail SSP. 

Extensive consultations and engagements have been conducted with key stakeholders in the 
wholesale and retail sector to ensure that the implementation of skills development initiatives 
(developed to address and implement our strategy) is responsive to the sector’s skills needs and 
is geared towards measurable impact. 

The Strategic Plan fully complies with the National Treasury Framework for Strategic Plans and 
Annual Performance Plans, which further assists in ensuring the alignment and articulation of 
our goals into strategic objectives, performance indicators, operational plans and employee 
annual performance agreements.

On a strategic level, the re-engineering and repositioning includes: 

FOREWORD

Reviewing of the W&RSETA’s vision, mission and values;

Reducing the number of strategic objectives and performance indicators while ensuring 
that our strategy remains aligned to the SLA we have signed with the DHET and effectively 
responds to national imperatives and relevant legislation. 

Restructuring our strategic goals and objectives to ensure that these enable us to address 
challenges identified through our research activities and the SSP, risks and the W&RSETA’s 
aims, to ensure that our skills development programmes have a greater impact on our 
beneficiaries;

It is anticipated that monitoring and evaluation of interventions and measurements of pre-
determined objectives will be improved due to the substantial reduction in the number of 
strategic objectives and performance indicators.

 

3.

2.

1.
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Revisiting the operating model of the W&RSETA:

The SETA is in the initial stages of planning for a more decentralised operating 
model, where stronger operational and implementation capacity will be established 
at regional level.

4.

4.1.

 

c)  Systems
d)  Leadership

b)  Processes

The W&RSETA Board has recommended that the W&RSETA appoints a service 
provider to assist with the new Operating Model which will encompass the four 
pillars viz.

a)  People

4.2.

The long term operational/ delivery plan will be built upon the six months 
turnaround plan. The turnaround focus areas include service expansion, skills and 
competencies, culture change and leadership strengthening, collaboration and 
partnership building, trust, image and relationship building, devolution to regions, 
systems and process efficacy, governance and regulatory compliance 

W&RSETA will implement a decentralized model together with the respective 
Delegation of Authority (DOA) for ease of implementation.  A decentralisation plan 
will be developed and implemented in the next six months as part of a short-term 
turnaround plan. 

    

4.3.

The changes effected represent our continuous drive to improve our services and our 
contribution towards the achievement of the NSDS III outcomes and, therefore, the impact of the 
said outcomes on South African communities.The strategy we have put in place will assist us to 
successfully deliver on our mission to “develop a skilled, competent and professional workforce 
to transform the wholesale and retail sector”.

Mainstreaming W&RSETA special projects to optimise effective and efficient delivery of 
skills development projects targeting persons with disabilities and learners in the rural 
areas: It was resolved to mainstream planning and delivery of Disability and Rural targets 
within projects.

5.
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DATE
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

ALC

ATR

BUSA

CGCSA

CPI

DBE

DHET

FMCG

FRA

GDP

IPAP

NDP

NGP

NQF

NSA

NSDS

OFO

Adult Learning Centre

Annual Training Report

Business Unity South Africa

Consumer Goods Council of South Africa

Consumer Price Index

Department of Basic Education

Department of Higher Education and Training

Fast-Moving Consumer Goods

Fuel Retailers Association South Africa

Gross Domestic Product 

Industrial Policy Action Plan

National Development Plan

New Growth Path

National Qualications Framework

National Skills Accord

National Skills Development Strategy

Organising Framework for Occupations

PIVOTAL Professional, Vocational, Technical and Academic Learning

PSET Post-School Education and Training

QCTO Quality Council for Trades and Occupations

RA Retailers Association

RMI Retail Motor Industry Organisation

SAQA South African Qualications Authority

SETA Sector Education and Training Authority

SIC Standard Industrial Classication

SIPs Strategic Infrastructure Projects

SMME Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

SSP Sector Skills Plan

STATSSA Statistics South Africa

TVET Technical and Vocational Education and Training

W&RSETA Wholesale and Retail Sector Education and Training Authority 

WP-PSET White Paper for Post-School Education and Training

NSDP National Skills Development Plan

WSP Workplace Skills Plan

ACRONYM ACRONYMDESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION
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1.       VISION

To be the leader in skills development in the country.

2.       MISSION

To develop a skilled, capable, competent and professional workforce to transform the wholesale and retail sector.

Ÿ Responsible for decisions, actions, and results at organization and employee level
Ÿ Ownership

Agility:

Ÿ Responsive to the ever-changing needs and trends of industry
Ÿ Demand driven
Ÿ Innovative work ethic within the confines of the regulatory environment

Accountability:

Ÿ Pro-activeness through leadership

Ÿ Client centric work ethic

Integrity & Trustworthiness:

Ÿ Foresight

Ÿ Keeping your word
Ÿ Behaving in an ethical manner
Ÿ Consistent
Ÿ Compliant 

Ÿ Orientated to service fulfillment

Ÿ Adhering to standards

Ÿ Exceeding expectations

Ÿ Appreciation of others

Ÿ “Kicking the ball not the man”

Ÿ Acceptance

Ÿ Active listening

Ÿ Acknowledgment

Mutual Respect:

Ÿ Embracing diversity 

Quality Services:

Ÿ Professionalism

Ÿ Meticulousness

Ÿ Consistency
Ÿ Living the Batho Pele Principles

3.       VALUES

PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

4.       LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER MANDATES

In 2011, the Minister of Higher Education and Training launched the NSDS III with a vision of building a skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path, as derived from Government’s key outcome for 
education.  A key requirement of NSDSIII is that the strategy of the SETA should be aligned to and support national plans and strategies.

The various pieces of legislation and relevant policies that impact the implementation of the strategic plan are considered below:

4.1.       Constitutional Mandate

Ÿ Basic education, including adult education; and 

All laws of the country must be consistent with the Constitution, and all government institutions and entities derive their mandate from the Constitution.  Section 29(1) of the Bill of Rights, as enshrined in the Constitution of 
the Republic of South Africa (1996), outlines that everyone has the right to:

Ÿ Further education, which the State, through reasonable measures, must make progressively available and accessible.
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The Wholesale and Retail SETA (W&RSETA) is a schedule 3A public entity and derives its mandate from the Skills Development Act No. 97 of 1998 (as amended).  The SETA is responsible for supporting skills development 
in the wholesale and retail sector in South Africa, through the disbursement of grants to facilitate the implementation of learning programmes, and monitoring of education and training (as outlined in the Act, in 
accompanying regulations and the National Skills Development Strategy (NSDS) III).

4.2      Legislative Mandate

LEGISLATION OR REGULATIONS SUMMARY OF PURPOSE

Skills Development Act, No. 97 of 1998 (as amended) The purpose of the Skills Development Act is to:

Skills Development Levies Act, No. 9 of 1999

National Qualiications Framework Act, No. 67 of 2008 National Qualiications Framework (NQF): 

Learnership Regulations Provide guidelines to regulate the establishment and implementation of Learnerships in the workplace.

SETA Grant Regulations, 3 December 2012, Vol. 570, 35940 Assist the SETAs to develop internal policies and procedures in response to the Grant Regulations.

Requires 80% of discretionary funds to be spent on the delivery of PIVOTAL programmes.

Public Finance Management Act, No. 29 of 1999

Medium-Term Strategic Framework

Ÿ Contributes to the full personal development of each learner

Ÿ Enhances the quality of education and training

Ÿ Creates a single integrated national framework for learning

Ÿ Accelerates the redress of past unfair discrimination

Ÿ Allows for SAQA and the quality councils to oversee the NQF.

Ÿ Facilitates access to education, training and career paths

Ÿ Ensure delivery in line with the amended SDA that established the QCTO

Ÿ Encourage workers to participate in learning programmes  
Ÿ Encourage employers to use the workplace as an active learning environment
Ÿ Increase the levels of investment in education and training in the labour market 

Ÿ Ensure credible labour market analysis to provide a supply and demand analysis that inform sector skills priorities

Ÿ Ensure the quality of learning in and for the workplace, and

Ÿ Develop the skills of the South African workforce 

Ÿ Improve the employment prospects of persons who were previously disadvantaged 

Imposes the payment of skills levies by employer organisations in order to motivate investment in skills development.

Employers pay 1% of the total payroll, which is utilised as follows:

Regulates financial management in the national government and provincial governments to ensure that all their revenue, 
expenditure, assets and liabilities are managed efficiently and effectively; provides for the responsibilities of persons entrusted 
with financial management of those governments

The W&RSETA has considered the Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) 2014-2019 to guide the formulation of our strategic 
outcome-oriented goals.  These goals are discussed in Part B of the Strategic Plan.  

Ÿ 20% to the National Skills Fund

Ÿ 10% for operating costs
Ÿ 80% to the SETAs

Ÿ 0.5% to the QCTO
Ÿ 20% for mandatory grants
Ÿ 49.5% for discretionary grants.
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LEGISLATION OR REGULATIONS SUMMARY OF PURPOSE

B-BBEE Act, No. 53 of 2003.

NATIONAL STRATEGIES / POLICIES IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA

4.3      Policy Mandates

National policies and legislation inform the W&RSETA’s Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan. Below is a table summarising the national policies that guide the operations of the W&RSETA. It demonstrates 
the alignment of the W&RSETA’s Strategic Plan to government’s national policies and strategies.

Proposed amendments to the Act now include higher education. The Skills Development target, which is still at 6%, is now to be 
allocated as 3.5% spend on black people and 2.5% on black students in higher education.  In the past the Skills Development Element 
was focused on Learnerships, internships and apprenticeships. The Skills Development spend on black students includes bursaries at 
higher education institutions as a new indicator.

National Skills Accord
8 commitments to be followed:
Ÿ Expand training using existing facilities.

Ÿ Set ratios for trainees and artisans, as well as across the technical 
vocations, to improve training.

Ÿ Improve training funding and incentives for companies to train.

Ÿ Create internship and placement opportunities. 

Ÿ Set annual targets for training in state-owned enterprises.
Ÿ Improve SETA governance, fiscal management, and stakeholder 

involvement.
Ÿ Align training to the New Growth Path and improve SSPs.
Ÿ Improve the role and performance of TVET colleges.

The implications are:
Ÿ Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries.
Ÿ Increase the number of accredited training providers.
Ÿ Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges.

Ÿ IPAP has identified several growth sectors that address high 
unemployment.

Industrial Policy Action Plan II (IPAP II)

New Growth Path (NGP)

Ÿ Infrastructure for employment and development.

Ÿ Seizing the potential of new economies.

The New Growth Path identiies 5 job drivers:

Ÿ Improving job creation in employment and

Ÿ Investing in social capital.
Ÿ Spatial development.

Ÿ Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries in clothing, textiles, footwear and leather goods and 
automotive. 

Ÿ Develop projects for promoting green industries.

Ÿ Create projects to increase college-to-work transitions.
Ÿ Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries in clothing, textiles, footwear and leather goods and 

automotive. 
Ÿ Develop projects for promoting green industries.

PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
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4.4.      Relevant Court Rulings

In a recent Constitutional Court case involving the interpretation of section 198A(3)(b) of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) and whether the section stipulates a “dual employment relationship” between an employee, the 
company and the labour broker or a “sole employment relationship” between the worker and the company after the period of three months had expired.  

The Constitutional Court ruled that for the first three months the labour broker is the employer and after that period the company, where the employee was placed by the labour broker, becomes the “sole employer”. This 

means companies are obligated to provide former temporal employees with permanent contracts after the three-month period lapses.

Given the fact that the sector relies quite heavily on Labour Brokers for human resources, it is expected that the number employed within the sector will grow, with implications for skills development and budget 

implications for the SETA.

NATIONAL STRATEGIES / POLICIES IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA

Ÿ Transforming urban and rural spaces

The National Development Plan 2030 has identified the following 9 key areas 

Ÿ Transforming society and uniting the nation

Ÿ Expanding infrastructure

Ÿ Improving education and training

National Development Plan 2030 (NDP)

Ÿ Building a capable state

Ÿ Creating jobs and livelihoods
to achieve a development approach that is sustainable and inclusive:

Ÿ Transitioning to low-carbon economy

Ÿ Providing quality healthcare

Ÿ Fighting corruption and enhancing accountability

The implications are: 

Ÿ Increase the number of accredited training providers.

Ÿ Build capabilities of W&RSETA staff and Board members.
Ÿ Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries.

Ÿ Create projects to increase college-to-work transitions.

Ÿ Supporting small business development

Ÿ Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges.

Ÿ Develop projects for promoting green industries.

Ÿ Acts as a strategic guide for skills development and provides direction to skills planning 
and implementation in the SETAs.

Ÿ The vision is a skilled and capable workforce that shares in, and contributes to, the 
benefits and opportunities of economic expansion and an inclusive growth path.

National Skills Development Strategy (NSDSIII)

Ÿ Sets out the linkages with, and responsibilities of, other education and training 
stakeholders.

Ÿ Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries.
Ÿ Increase the number of accredited training providers.
Ÿ Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges.

Ÿ Expanding career development
Ÿ Increase research capacity in the SETA.

Ÿ Increase the number of accredited training providers.
Ÿ Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges.

Ÿ Increase Learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries.

Ÿ It is a vision for an integrated system of post-school education and training with all 
institutions playing their roles.

White Paper for Post-School Education and Training (WPPSET)

Ÿ Set out strategies to improve the capacity of the post-school education and training 
system to meet SA’s needs.
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5.1.1.   The Wholesale and Retail Sector

5.1.      Performance Environment

Wholesale trade deals with the bulk buying of goods from various manufacturers and the breaking down of these bulk purchases into smaller quantities, which are then sold to retailers. Retail trade deals with the 

buying of goods from the wholesaler and the selling thereof to the consumer. 

The actual activities that fall within the scope of the wholesale and retail sector are demarcated according to Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code

Table 1: SIC Codes Wholesale & Retail 

5.         SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS

It is important to note that the revised SETA landscape associated with NSDS III (and thus applicable from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2016; however, extended until March 2020) led to the transfer of the fuel retail 

sub-sector from the MerSETA to the W&RSETA.  

SIC CODE TRADE CATEGORY

61000 Wholesale and commission trade, except for motor vehicles and motor cycles 

61100 Wholesale trade on a fee or contract basis 

61220 Wholesale trade in food, beverages and tobacco 

61310 Wholesale trade in textiles, clothing and footwear 

61391 Wholesale trade in household furniture requisites and appliances 

61392 Wholesale trade in books and stationery 

61393 Wholesale trade in precious stones, jewellery and silverware 

61394 Wholesale trade in pharmaceuticals, toiletries and medical equipment 

61420 Wholesale trade in metal and metal ores 

61430 Wholesale trade in construction materials, hardware, plumbing and heating equipment 

61501 Ofce machinery and equipment, including computers 

61509 Other machinery 

61901 General wholesale trade 

61909 Other wholesale trade not elsewhere classied (nec) 

62000 Retail trade, except for motor vehicles and motor cycles; repair of personal and household goods 

62110 Retail trade in non-specialised stores with food, beverages and tobacco dominating 

62190 Other retail trade non-specialised stores 

SIC CODE TRADE CATEGORY

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
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62201 Retail trade in fresh fruit and vegetables 

62202 Retail trade in meat and meat products 

62203 Retail trade in bakery products 

62204 Retail trade in beverages (bottle stores) 

62209 Other retail trade in food, beverages and tobacco (nec)

62311 Retail of non-prescribed medicine and pharmaceutical products other than by pharmacists 

62321 Retail trade in men’s and boy’s clothing 

62322 Retail trade in ladies’ and girls’ clothing 

62323 Retail trade by general outitters and by dealers in piece goods, textiles, leather and travel accessories 

62324 Retail trade in shoes 

62330 Retail trade in household furniture, appliances, articles and equipment 

62340 Retail trade in hardware, paints and glass 

62391 Retail trade in reading matter and stationery 

62392 Retail trade in jewellery, watches and clocks 

62393 Retail trade in sports goods and entertainment requisites 

SIC CODE TRADE CATEGORY

62399 Retail trade by other specied stores 

62400 Retail trade in second-hand goods in stores 

63122 Retail sale of used motor vehicles 

63311 Sale of tyres 

63500 Retail sale of automotive fuel 

Source: WRSETA (2018): Sector Skills Plan 2019-2020

The key stakeholders in the sector are described below:

Table 2:  Key Stakeholders:

ORGANISED EMPLOYERS ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Ÿ South African Petroleum Retailers Association (SAPRA)

Ÿ Consumer Goods Council of South Africa (CGCSA)
Ÿ National Clothing Retail Federation (NCRF)

Ÿ Enterprise Mentorship of South Africa (EMOSA)
Ÿ Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) 

Ÿ Retail Motor Industry Organisation (RMI)

Ÿ Retailers Association (RA)

Ÿ Black Business Council (BBC)

Ÿ Fuel Retailers Association (FRA)

Ÿ Wholesale and retail enterprises (small, medium and large)

Ÿ Represent and articulate employer (small, medium and large) interests.
Ÿ Represented equally on the committees of the W&RSETA.

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, negotiations, marketing, inance, human resources and legal.

RETAIL
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W&RSETA Board 

TRAINING PROVIDERS ROLE AND EXPERTISE

ORGANISED LABOUR ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISEW&RSETA BOARD

COMMUNITY ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

South African Community at large. 

OTHER ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

GOVERNMENT ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Ÿ Further Education and Training Committee 
Ÿ Higher Education and Training Committee.

Ÿ Universities; TVET Colleges; Private training providers; Community colleges
Ÿ Southern African Society for Cooperative Education; 
Ÿ Association of Private Providers of Education Training and Development 

Ÿ National Union of Metal Workers of South Africa – (NUMSA)

Ÿ South African Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers Union 
Ÿ Southern African Clothing and Textiles Workers Union ( SACTWU )

Ÿ Development Institute for Training, Support and Education for Labour
Ÿ Federal Council of Retail Allied Workers - ( FEDCRAW )

Ÿ Congress of South African Trade Unions ( COSATU ) 

Ÿ  Entertainment Catering Commercial and Allied Workers Union – ( ECCAWUSA )
Ÿ South Africa Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union ( SACCAWU )

Ÿ W&RSETA Staff

Ÿ Public Skills Development Forums
Ÿ Learners (employed and unemployed)

Ÿ To provide corporate governance guidance
Ÿ To govern and control the W&RSETA by providing strategic direction and leadership

Ÿ To approve the Strategic plan and budget
Ÿ To approve the W&RSETA SSP

Ÿ Represent interests of training providers – public and private.
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, quality assurance, curriculum development. 

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, negotiations, public management and dispute resolution.

Ÿ Represented equally on the committees of the W&RSETA.
Ÿ Represent and articulate worker interests

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, small enterprise and co-operative development, 
advancement of women.

Ÿ Represent interests of communities and co-operatives.

Ÿ Represent interests of the state.
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, trade and industry and provincial growth.

Ÿ Provincial Economic Departments
Ÿ Department of Trade and Industry
Ÿ Department of Higher Education and Training

PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
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There is a need for further research during the development of the next SSP to determine the quantum of 
retail enterprises in the country and to determine the scope and size of formal and informal enterprises, 
which can assist in developing a detailed plan to assist emerging retail enterprises with the process of 
registration.

5.1.2. Employer Profile

The provincial spread of levy-paying organisations is illustrated below:

There are 87 790 levy paying wholesale and retail enterprises. These consist of 77 196 small (88%), 2 370 
medium (3%) and 919 (1%) large enterprises. There are 7 305 (8%) unclassified enterprises according to 
data received from SARS. Gauteng has the largest concentration of enterprises at 37%; Western Cape has 
18%; and KwaZulu-Natal has 15%.  

The highest number of levy paying companies is in Gauteng North (3 139), followed by Western Cape (2 
896), Gauteng South (2 305) and Kwa-Zulu Natal (2 074).  

As can be noted, the biggest contributors to the levy are small companies, followed by medium sized 
companies.  

In terms of provincial spread of levy income, Gauteng is the biggest contributor (when Gauteng North and 
South are combined), followed by Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal.

The above is an indication of where employers are concentrated, and it can be expected that the flow of 
mandatory and discretionary grants will follow the location of workplaces.

Number of Levy Paying Companies Per Region For 2017/2018

Levies received per province for 2017/18

Source: WSP/ATR, 2017/18

Graph 1: Number of levy-paying companies per province 

Graph 2: Levies received per province 2017/18

Source: WSP/ATR, 2017/18
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The employee profile of the W&R sector illustrates that job growth has been subdued between 2004 and 2017. This is consistent with the sluggish growth of the economy. There is a link between growth in the 
sector and the performance of GDP.

5.1.3. Employee Profile

The wholesale and retail sector employs 3.2 million people, which is approximately 21% of the total active labour force.  

Formal and informal employment are illustrated in the graph below.

The sector is dominated by small companies, and also has a strong component of informal traders, many of whom are not registered with SARS or CIPRO.  

Formal employment has shown a year-on-year increase from 2005 onwards, whilst the informal sector shows an uneven performance. 

Graph 3:  Formal and informal employment in the W&R 

Formal and informal employment in the W&R Sector

Source: 2018 Quantec EasyData

PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
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Employment is dominated by high levels of unskilled and semi-skilled employees, as illustrated below:

Trends in employment is illustrated below:

Source: StatsSA Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Quarter 1, 2015/16/17

Graph 4: Employees in W&R trade 2004-2017 

23%18%

Skilled

Semi -Skilled

Low- Skilled

59%

Source:  2018 Quantec EasyData

It is a male dominated sector, as illustrated in the graphs below:

Graph 6:  Gender distribution in the W&R sector

Gender Distribution (‘000 )

Source:  W&R SETA SSP 2019/10
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Ÿ Employment rebounded within the sector in 2012 and has shown slow growth between 2013 and 
2014. However, between Q4: 2015 and Q1: 2016, employment levels decreased by 119 000. Q1 of 
2017 gained 46 000 jobs.

Ÿ Employment started showing a decline in 2007, and dipped to 2.9 million in 2009 after the global 
economic crises.

Ÿ Employment peaked in 2006, when there were 3.4 million people employed in the sector.

1.84 million people employed in the 
W&R Sector (formal)

Graph 5:  Skills level of people in formal employment in the W&R sector
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Racial Distribution of Males (%)

Male domination in management positions is illustrated in the two graphs below:

Source:  W&RSETA SSP 2019/10

Racial Distribution of Females (%)

The above statistics signals the need for the ongoing focus of the SETA on transformational imperatives when incentivising skills development interventions.  

The targets and indicators for all learning programmes aimed at potentially developing females for entry into management positions will have specific target of 60% for females as specified in the Technical Indicator 
Descriptions in the APP.

Graph 7:  Racial Distribution per Occupational Category
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The trade, catering and accommodation sector declined 3.1 % after a 4.8 % jump in Q4 and construction 
decreased by 1.9% after a 1.4% decrease in Q4, marking the fifth straight quarter of falls. Decreases were 
reported for residential buildings and construction works.  

The main contributors to the increase are as follows: 

South Africa's retail sales rose 4.8% year-on-year in March of 2018, following a downwardly revised 4.2% 
increase in the previous month and above market expectations of a 4.4% gain. Sales increased faster for 
textiles, clothing, footwear & leather goods (10.6% from 7.1% in February); food, beverages & tobacco 
(4.1% from 3.1%); pharmaceuticals goods & cosmetics (7.9% from 5.0%) and furniture & household 
equipment (20.7% from 13.7%). 

5.1.4.1.   The South African Economy

South Africa's gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate declined by 2.2% in the first quarter of 2018. The 
largest negative contributor to growth in GDP in the first quarter was the manufacturing industry, which 
decreased by 6.4% and contributed to -0.8% of GDP growth. The mining and quarrying industry decreased 
by 9.9% and contributed -0.8%.

Finance, real estate and business services increased by 1.1% in the first quarter. There was a reported 
increase in economic activities for insurance, auxiliary services and the real estate activities. 

General government services increased by 1.8%, which is attributed to an increase in employment 
numbers. 

5.1.4.   Economic Performance

The agriculture, forestry and fishing industry decreased by 24.2%, and contributed -0.7% to GDP growth. 
The trade, catering and accommodation industry decreased by 3.1%. Decreased economic activity was 
reported in trades, catering and accommodation divisions.

In contrast, sales slowed for general dealers (2.4% from 2.9%) and all other retailers (3.8% from 6.4%). 

This compares with market expectations of a 0.5% decline. It is the biggest contraction since the first quarter 
of 2009 as production declined mostly for field crops, horticultural products, platinum group metals, iron 
ore and steel.

South Africa's unemployment rate came in at 26.7% in the first quarter of 2018, unchanged from the 
previous period. 

The number of unemployed people increased by 100,000 to 5.98 million and the number of employed 
rose by 207,000 to 16.38 million. The W&RSETA continues to prioritise unemployment skills development 
interventions for the sector as part of creating employment opportunities for young people.  

1 1 1

1

1

Statistics SA, 2018, Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Q1,

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

Downgrades: 

Credit ratings agency Moody's followed in the footsteps of the other two agencies and downgraded the 
country's rating by a notch on 9 June 2017. 

Although Moody's did not downgrade the credit rating to junk status as opposed to S&P Global Ratings and 
Fitch, the outlook was left unchanged at negative, meaning another credit downgrade may be on the table. 

Political Uncertainty:   

The reasons for service delivery protests include: high rate of unemployment, lack of housing, high 
transportation costs, water and electricity costs, lack of proper sanitation, and generally poor services on 
the part of municipalities, particularly in outlying areas of the country.

Moody's decision was rooted in the latest political developments which have made the country's reform 
drive more uncertain and the institutional framework less transparent.

Service delivery protests is almost a daily occurrence that flares up in local communities. These are often 
violent protests resulting in damage to public and private property, confrontation with law enforcement, 
and closure of roads. 

Service Delivery Protests and Regulatory Issues:   

Ongoing reports of corruption in state entities such as PRASA, South African Airways, Eskom, Petro-SA and 
municipalities, together with tensions in the ruling ANC party are contributing to the economic decline. 

Political and policy uncertainty along with perceptions of widespread corruption are significant 
contributors to the depressed mood of business, investor and consumer confidence in the country. 

Ÿ The biggest contribution came from clothing retailers, whose sales rose 10.6% year on year, 
contributing 1.6 percentage points to the headline number.

Ÿ The main positive contributions came from finance, real estate and business services (activities 
increased by 1.1% compared to 2.5 % in Q4) and government (1.8 % compared to 1.4%). 

Ÿ Sales of pharmaceutical, medical, cosmetic and toiletry products gained 7.9%.
Ÿ Despite the strong performance in the first three months of 2018, the sector contracted by 1.3% 

quarter on quarter in the first quarter of 2018.

The South African economy shrank a seasonally adjusted annualized 2.2%on quarter in the first three 
months of 2018, reversing from a 3.1% growth in the previous period which was the highest in 1-1/2 years
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5.1.4.2.    Economic Performance of W&R Sector

This section assesses the economic performance of the W&R sector for the 2017-2018 period.

South Africa's retail sales rose 4.8% year-on-year in March of 2018, following a downwardly revised 4.2% 
increase in the previous month and above market expectations of a 4.4% gain. Sales went up faster for 
textiles, clothing, footwear & leather goods (10.6% from 7.1% in February); food, beverages & tobacco 
(4.1% from 3.1%); pharmaceuticals goods & cosmetics (7.9% from 5.0%) and furniture & household 
equipment (20.7%from 13.7%). 

In contrast, sales slowed for general dealers (2.4% from 2.9%) and all other retailers (3.8% from 6.4%). 
Additionally, sales of hardware, paint & glass dropped further (-2.4% from -1.1%). On a monthly basis, 
retail trade was unchanged, after increasing by 1.5% in February. 

Considering the first quarter of the year, retail sales fell 0.7%, following a 2.2% rise in the previous period. 
Retail Sales YoY in South Africa averaged 4.59 % from 2003 until 2018, reaching an all-time high of 
15.50% in September of 2006 and a record low of -6.40% in April of 2009.

Disposable Personal Income in South Africa increased to R2 853 653 million in the fourth quarter of 2017 
from R2 760 742 million in the third quarter of 2017. Disposable Personal Income in South Africa 
averaged R5 426 781 million from 1960 until 2017, reaching an all-time high of R2 853 653 million in the 
fourth quarter of 2017.

Graph 8: Year-on-year retail sales growth 2016-2018

SOUTH AFRICA RETAIL SALES YOY

Source: Trading Economic (2018)
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It also increased the revenue of the W&RSETA and enabled an expansion of skills development projects with 
an increasing number of grants for apprenticeships, learnerships, bursaries and internships. Since the 
economy is now in a recession, growth is expected to slow down.

The retail trade has contributed to R1 trillion in sale in 2017. The South African consumers spent more 
compared to 2016 and spending on retail was up by 2.9% in 2017. The hardware sub-sector saw sales 
growth at -0.7%.  The W&RSETA will be undertaking sub-sector consultation with stakeholders in 
collaboration with Essential Hardware to establish training needs and challenges. 

What does this mean for wholesale and retai l in 2018?

Retail spend continues 
to recover but it remains 
fragile

Inflation

SA Junk Status will 
impact negatively on 
growth

Retailers are focusing on 
customer and technology 
as enablers in weak 
economy environment

GDP Growth – 2.2%

Food
Outperforms other 
retailers, typical of a 
weak environment

An overtraded clothing 
market results in 
squeezed or flat margins 
and falling volumes

Clothing retailers facing 
increasing foreign 
competitor presence

Consumer confidence 
down

Political /Policy 
uncertainly hurting the 
sector

Sources: Trading Economics (2018); Statistics South Africa. Quarterly Labour Force 
Survey (QLFS). 2018.
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1

Statistics SA, 2018, Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Q1,

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.
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Retail spending declined in 2017 and 2018, with several major retailers closing their businesses - the most notable big story being Steinhoff. In a weak trading environment and VAT increase, consumers tend to stick to 
essentials. Hence, food sales are expected to hold.

Technology continues to be a major driver in the sector. Online shopping has been on the increase and it reduces prices as consumers can now purchase products online directly from the warehouse. SA is in a recession 
with GDP growth at – 2.2% year-on-year in the first quarter of 2018, easing from a 0.8%expansion in the previous period. It was the weakest growth rate since the second quarter of 2017.  This has had a negative effect 
on the sector.

There are several foreign retailers in the domestic market. They are putting pressure on local retailers to lowers costs and increase quality. The positive factor is that inflation is within the Reserve Bank threshold at 4.5%. 
Consumer confidence is down due to the economic environment. Unemployment is at an all-time high at 26.7%.

Junk status and fragile economic growth have increased the cost of borrowing and frightens off foreign investment. This is reducing consumer confidence in the economy.

APPLICATIONS PIVOTAL APPLICATIONS AND ALLOCATIONS

In terms of the monetary value of grant applications, W&RSETA could only meet 28.5% of the demand. The applications are concentrated on learnerships and skills programmes, as the preferred vehicles for skills 
delivery.

5.1.6. Challenges

Ÿ Possible mergers taking account of value chains

There are a number of uncertainties impacting the SETA “landscape”.  A draft National Skills Development Plan (NSDP) has been published, and although this process has not been concluded, there are a number of 
potential factors impacting the SETA.  Some of these include:

Ÿ Establishing a system of shared services. Areas to be shared include but are not limited to information technology, human resources and regional offices

Ÿ The plan for the DHET to increase its capacity for skills planning, and a possible changing of roles for the SETAs.
Ÿ Possible adjustment of scope - movement of SIC codes 

Ÿ Transfer ETQA providers to QCTO by 2020. SETAs to focus on workplace quality assurance.

All of the above impact the ability to carry out planning with a fair amount of certainty.  It is envisaged that, once the NSDP process is finalised, DHET will commence with planning for implementation.  This may require 
adjustments in SETA SPs and APPs.

Period of Administration: W&RSETA has recently come out of a period of administration.  The W&RSETA was placed under administration in September 2016. The Board challenged the Minister's decision to place   
the SETA under administration, and based on a Constitutional Court ruling on 16 August 2017, the Board was re-instated.  Key leadership positions within the SETA was vacant or filled with temporary appointments.  
The issue of staff morale requires urgent attention, and a retention strategy needs to be implemented.

5.1.5. Demand for Services

Year on year, the demand for services from the SETA has by far exceeded the funds available in the discretionary budget, as illustrated below:

R791 971 500,00 R253 933 000,008534581695001132491715/16

Fin. Year Small Medium Large No of Learners Applied For Allocated learners Amount Applied For Allocated Amount

13/14 1114 471 13126 6924 R155 121 080,69 R139 875 403,96

14/15 4042 1109 456 48409 3881 R576 483 750,00 R98 634 884,28

16/17 5408 1216 507 42628 8142 R643 075 361,07 R125 514 111,07

17/18

TOTAL

1256 510 53528 8897 R1 460 858 750,00 R324 575 000,005500

25397 5827 2444 215860 36378 R3 627 510 441,76 R942 532 399,31

5530
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When the term of the Board came to an end in March 2018, a new Board took over the governance of the SETA.  Until the new Board took over, the SETA went through a period of instability and uncertainty, which 
impacted on operational performance and lead to low morale. 

A major drive to rebuild stakeholder confidence and improve governance and operational efficiency and effectiveness has commenced.  There is a need for differentiated engagement or customer management 
to support responsiveness in order to rebuild relationships.  SETA staff need more exposure to sector dynamics.

Stakeholder dissatisfaction emerged to the extent that some companies moved their levy registration from W&RSETA to other SETAs. 

Once the vacancies are filled, the human resource capacity can be deemed to be adequate to deliver on the SETA mandate.

In addition, the SETA has 20 TVET regional co-ordinators, some placed at TVET colleges situated in various rural and township communities.

Ÿ Misalignment of financial information with non-financial information due to non-spending of funds during the allocated financial year
Ÿ A complex delivery model that delays approval of projects

Conditions that negatively affected the W&RSETA's performance are as follows:

The W&RSETA has a total of ten regional offices, with one regional office in each of the eight provinces of the Republic of South Africa, except for Gauteng Province, which has two regional offices. 

5.2. Organisational Environment

The SETA's ability to certificate learners was affected by insufficient number of registered external moderators. Participation of stakeholders in Sector Skills Plan sessions has dropped due to dissatisfaction relating 
to unresolved stakeholder queries. Reserves increased as a result of poor and slow spending rates, which led to negative performance.

Regional offices are also responsible for ensuring quality standards in the implementation of learning programmes through assessments, moderation and learner certification.

Operational Challenges:  

The total staff current complement of the W&RSETA is 258.  Of these, 221 are permanent positions and 37 are contract appointments.  There are 12 vacant positions (a vacancy rate of 4%).

Ÿ Outdated and fragmented information technology systems and processes.

All of the other operational challenges are in the process of being addressed. 

These offices facilitate access to W&RSETA services and projects; and are adequately resourced with skilled and competent SETA officials whose duties include management and monitoring of skills interventions through 
learner verifications, monitoring, evaluation and reporting. 

In addition, the National Treasury has instructed SETAs that contracted the Deloitte IT system to terminate the contract by end of August 2018.  The whole SETA system has to be migrated to a new platform, which 
currently poses a major risk for business continuity of the organisation. The SETA has appointed a Chief Information Officer to facilitate this migration.

PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
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5.2.1    Organisational Structure

The organogram is indicated below:
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During the 2016/2017 financial year, the Human Resources Department experienced a high volume of requests for staff from various business units. This prompted a moratorium on all new positions as well as a 
scientific approach to determine the cause of the spike. 

W&RSETA then commissioned Korn Ferry Hay Group (KFHG) in January 2016 to conduct a major organisational development study. Their mandate included designing a high-level (broad) operating model and 
investigating to what degree its organisational structure was able to assist the SETA to achieve its strategic objectives.  In the meantime, the moratorium has been lifted.  For the month of August there were 4 permanent 
appointments, 3 reinstated appointments and 8 fixed term appointments.

The new SETA Board has decided that the work done provided a broad indication of a possible operating model.  The SETA is in the initial stages of planning for a more decentralised operating model, where stronger 
operational and implementation capacity will be established at regional level.  

a)    People
b)    Processes
c)     Systems

The Board agreed that the W&RSETA would need to appoint a service provider to assist with the new Operating Model which will encompass the four pillars viz. 

d)    Leadership

W&R SETA will implement a decentralized model together with the respective Delegation of Authority (DOA) for ease of implementation.  A decentralisation plan will be developed and implemented in the next six months 
as part of a short-term turnaround plan. The long term operational/delivery plan will be built upon the six months’ turnaround plan.

5.3. PESTEL and SWOT Analyses

After considering the performance delivery environment and the situational analysis, the following are presented as  PESTEL and a SWOT analyses for the W&RSETA:

EMERGING ISSUE IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA

Economic

Social

Technological

Environmental

Table 3:  PESTEL Analysis

Ÿ Political uncertainty with the next general elections in 2019
Ÿ Implications of the NSDP

Ÿ Domination of small companies and informal traders in the 
sector

Ÿ Technical recession, credit downgrades
Ÿ Increased unemployment

Ÿ White, male domination in management positions
Ÿ Growth in awareness of healthy living
Ÿ Foreign retailers in the domestic market

Ÿ The 4th industrial revolution
Ÿ On-line shopping 

Ÿ Consumer awareness of, example the green economy

Ÿ Possible change in strategic priorities and institutional arrangements post elections
Ÿ Possible change of SETA landscape, movement of SIC codes and centralisation of certain 

functions

Ÿ The need for a strategy to assist these entities to register formally and also become more 
sustainable

Ÿ Greater demand for skills development and learning interventions focused on employability

Ÿ This impact consumer confidence and disposable income, leading to a shrinkage in the 
sector and less willingness by employers to invest in skills development

Ÿ The targets and indicators for all learning programmes that potentially develop females for 
entry into management positions will have specific targets for females (60%). 

Ÿ Skills needed in the area of research and development of new products
Ÿ This puts pressure on local retailers to decrease cost and improve quality, which has 

implications for skills development.

Ÿ This may lead to a decrease in certain jobs and a need for reskilling and upskilling of 
employees

Ÿ This can lead to a shrinkage in the sector and less willingness by employers to invest in skills 
development

Ÿ Skills needed in the area of research and development of products that adhere to the 
principles of the green economy

Political
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EMERGING ISSUE IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA

Legislative

Table 3:  PESTEL Analysis Continued

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities

Recognition of the role of co-operatives and entrepreneurs in job creation and the need to 
align learning programmes accordingly

A major drive to re-build stakeholder condence and improve governance and 
operational efciency and effectiveness has commenced.  

Approval by National Treasury to maintain surplus funds

Threats

Table 5:  SWOT analysis

A new Strategic Plan has been developed with consideration of the priorities of the new W&RSETA Board.  A two-day strategic planning workshop was conducted with the Board and management.  The Board 
outlined a number of strategic issues related to business conduct and capability as opposed to workshop outcomes.  The expectations raised are listed below:

Ÿ Recognition of the role of co-operatives and entrepreneurs in job creation and the need to align 
learning programmes accordingly

Ÿ Inter-SETA collaboration

Ÿ How to align the Youth Employment Services with SETA training programmes

Ÿ Alignment of SETA training programmes to industry needs

Ÿ Research on the impact of W&RSETA training impact
Ÿ Value-for-money assessment of learning programmes

Ÿ Proactive engagement with NEDLAC to influence scope of SETA programmes

5.4.   Description of the Strategic Planning Process

Ÿ Monitoring and evaluation information management systems

Ÿ How to realise strategic planning discussions into W&RSETA operations 
Ÿ Need to pursue proactive stakeholder engagement initiatives to address employment failure in sector

Ÿ Role of SCM in enabling black business growth and development
Ÿ Incorporate Industry 4.0 digital economy skills agenda into learning programmes

Ÿ Alignment of service delivery elements of the organisation to industry and learners

Ÿ Strong focus on rebuilding stakeholder confidence
Ÿ A new Board with clear strategic direction

Ÿ An approved turnaround strategy to address backlogs in payments and certification
Ÿ Regional capacity for management of implementation skills development 

programmes (and the intention to strengthen regional capacity)

Ÿ Possible change in strategic priorities and institutional arrangements post elections in 2019
Ÿ Possible change of SETA landscape, movement of SIC codes and centralisation of certain 

functions as a result of the NSDP

Ÿ Recent Constitutional Court case involved the interpretation of 
section 198A(3)(b) of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) 

Ÿ Amendments to the BBEEE Act
Ÿ This means companies are obligated to provide former temporal employees with permanent 

contracts after a three-month period lapse.  This may lead to an increase in the demand for 
grants for skills development.

Ÿ This now include learning at HEIs and may lead to an increase in the demand for bursaries

Ÿ Misalignment of inancial information with non-inancial information due to non-spending of funds during 
the  current financial year

Ÿ The issue of staff morale requires urgent attention, and a retention strategy needs to be implemented.

Ÿ Outdated and fragmented information technology systems and processes

Ÿ Key leadership positions within the SETA are vacant or filled with temporary appointments.  

Ÿ A complex delivery model that delays approval of projects.
Ÿ SETA staff needs more exposure to sector dynamics.

Changes to the delivery model of W&RSETA
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Ÿ Should changes occur, as per indications in the National Skills Development Plan, 
the Strategic Plan will have to undergo major adjustments.  

The Strategic Plan is based on the following key assumptions:

Ÿ Buy-in from relevant stakeholders, and

Ÿ No major changes in relevant legislation 

The draft National Skills Development Plan has been considered during a Board 
strategic planning process, but due to the uncertain nature of various aspects of the 
plan, those will be considered once that plan is finalised and there is more clarity in 
terms of the implementation of the plan.

Embracing an integrated approach, the Strategic Plan has taken cognisance of national 
initiatives, including but not limited to the New Growth Path, National Development 
Plan, National Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP) II, National Development Plan  (NDP) 
2030, White Paper for Post-School Education and Training (WP-PSET) 2013, and the 
National Skills Accord.  

Ÿ That the Quality Council for Trades and Occupations will continue with the 
licensing of the W&RSETA as a qualifications development partner and quality 
assessment partner.

Ÿ The W&RSETA has incorporated rural and disability within the broader projects, 
i.e. Learnerships and Skills Programmes both for employed and unemployed.

Then a two-day planning session was held with the Management Committee of the 
SETA, where managers developed strategic objectives and developed indicators, set 
targets, and developed Technical Indicator Descriptors.

The W&RSETA’s Strategic Plan has been developed in accordance with the requirements 
of the PFMA, Treasury Regulations, the Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual 
Performance Plans and the Framework for the Management of Programme 
Performance Information. 

The Strategic Plan sets out skills development priorities for the W&R sector. 

These priorities are drawn from the research findings identified in the SSP. The picture below demonstrates the planning 
approach of W&RSETA:

IPAP, NGP, NDP

Approach To Developing The SP and APP

other 

relevant

policies

NSDS III &
and

QMRs 

Annual

Reports

Impact 

evaluations
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QMRS, Annual reports and impace evalutaions are important tools for M&E - regular monitoring of 
progress toward achievements of targets, taking corrective measures where needed and evaluating the 
extent to which objectives and goals are being achieved. The M&E process should inform the next SP and 
APP

SSP APPSP
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The principal aim of the SSP is to develop a “roadmap” for skills development in the wholesale and retail sector in South Africa. An evidence-led approach has been adopted in identifying and anticipating scarce and 
critical skills, occupational shortages, and identifying PIVOTAL programmes that can address skills needs.  The key drivers of change as identified in the SSP include the following:

5.4.1. Alignment to the Sector Skills Plan

The following table provides the “hard-to fill” occupations along with the reasons that have been provided by the stakeholders.  The following 28 occupations were above the median in terms of a “Hard to Fill Vacancy” 
survey administered during the SSP consultations:

W&R SETA SSP

 * Drivers of Change

Downgrade

Retail chains moving into townships

Technology

Powershifts
to consumers

SMME development

African retail

Mobile applications, social media, online shopping, etc. - Software Developer/ Web Designer/ Web Administrator/ ICT Security Specialist/ 
Graphic Designer/ Analyst/ Researcher/ Marketing and Sales Manager

Ethical issues, environmental considerations, etc - Environmental Manager / Social Corporate Manager / Public Relations Manager / HR 
Manager

Identifying them, locating them in supply chains, working with them to understand challenges and skills needs, partnerships to 
deliver skills as part of wider support framework

Senior Managers (executives), Sales and Marketing Manager, Advertising and Public Relations Manager, Market Researchers, 
Supply and Distribution Manager, Logistics Manager, Retail Manager (General), Import/Export Specialists, Procurement Specialists, 

Impact on existing shops - local shops trade to the big stores? Opportunities for SMMEs. Research into supply chains, identify 
niche markets for small retail outlets; develop appropriate partnerships; provide fit for purpose skills development as part of a 
broader package of support.

If retrenchment takes place in the sector, there will be a pool of skilled workers seeking employment. Lower rate of Hard-to-fill vacancies.

Table 3:  Hard-to-Fill Vacancies

NO HTF OCCUPATIONS NO OF VACANCIES NO HTF OCCUPATIONS NO OF VACANCIES

1 Customer Services Manager 92 15 Retail Buyer 105

2 Cook 143 16 Accounts Clerk 38

3 Confectionary Baker 67 17 Visual Merchandiser 149

4 Pharmacy Sales Assistant 39 18 Stock Clerk / Ocer 56

5 Retail Supervisor 316 19 Service Station Manager 40

6 Retail Manager (General) 120 20 Plumber 16

7 Sales and Marketing Manager 305 21 Accountant 44

8 Operations Manager (non-manufacturing) 55 22 Supply and Distribution Manager 60

9 Chef 62 23 Call Centre Operator 31

10 Retail Planner 88 24 Plumber 40

11 Blockman 67 25 Warehouse Manager 55

12 Corporate General Manager 72 26 e-Retail Manager 7

13 Sales Representative (Industrial Products) 61 27 Bookkeeper 44

14 Human Resources Manager 69 28 IT Manager 25

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, HTFVs survey 2018/19
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The three most common reasons for HTFVs were:

Learning programmes such as learnerships, apprenticeships and bursaries will contribute to 
addressing the lack of qualifications and skills; lack of experience will be addressed through 
interventions such as work experience and internships, and lack of skills will be further addressed 
through skills programmes and unit standard training.  

The three main reasons are skills related and include lack of experience (28%), lack of 
qualifications (28%) and lack of skills (27%).  

Support will also be provided for RPL, to enable employees that have gained experience over time 
to obtain formal qualifications.  (Refer to PIVOTAL list)

Lack of Experience

Lack of Qualifications

Lack of Skills

Poor Wages and Benefits

Other

Percentages

Table 4: Skill Gaps by major occupation groupGraph 8:  Reasons for “hard-to-fill” vacancies.

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY FIRST
SKILLS GAP

SECOND
SKILLS GAP

THIRD
SKILLS GAP

Managers Leadership Decision making Mentoring and Coaching

Professionals Leadership Decision making Interpersonal

Technicians & Associate Professionals Communication Time Management Interpersonal

Clerical Support Workers Time Management Computer skills Communication

Service & Sales Workers Customer service Planning Product knowledge

Craft & Related Trades Workers Productivity Time Management Product Knowledge

Plant & Machine Operators Time Management Productivity Communication

Elementary Occupations Communication Numeracy & literacy Productivity

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop Feedback, HTFVs survey 2018/19

The most important Skill Gaps identified in the SSP, by major occupation group are as follows:

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, HTFVs survey 2018/19
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36

Further consultations led to the identiication of a PIVOTAL list, or list of the top ten scarce occupations.

Table 5: Pivotal list

OCCUPATION OFO CODE LEARNING INTERVENTION

1.Sales Assistant (General) 522301 3305

2.Retail Manager (General) 142103 1177

3.Retail Supervisor 522201 389

4.Confectionary Baker 681201 375

5.Retail Pharmacist 226302 363

6.Blockman 681103 320

8.SHEQ Practitioner      226203 171

9.Sales Representative 164

Source: WSP ATR submission 2016/17

332203

Ÿ Work experience
Ÿ Certificate or diploma in the field of buying or procurement

Ÿ Learnership in the field of buying or procurement

Ÿ Bursary in the field of buying or procurement

Ÿ Skills programme in sales related field
Ÿ Learnership in sales related field

Ÿ Learnership in the field of health and safety

Ÿ Certificate or diploma in the field of health and safety
Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Skills programmes in the field of health and safety

Ÿ MBA

Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Bursary in sales and marketing

Ÿ Post-graduate certificate of diploma in management

Ÿ Internship

Ÿ Apprenticeship
Ÿ Learnership

Ÿ Skills programme in retail

Ÿ Bursary
Ÿ Diploma or certificate in pharmaceutical sciences
Ÿ Learnership in retail related field

Ÿ Work experience
Ÿ Internship

Ÿ Learnership in confectionary making

Ÿ Learnership in retail related field
Ÿ Certiicate or diploma in retail related field

Ÿ Learnership of certiicate in management
Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Bursary in retail related field

Ÿ Internship

Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Bursary in retail related field

Ÿ Internship

Ÿ MBA
Ÿ Post-graduate certiicate of diploma in management

Ÿ Skills programme in sales related field
Ÿ Learnership in sales related field

7.Sales & Marketing Manager 122101 245

10.Retail Buyer 322301 112
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Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills”
Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment

The development of objectives in the SP, and more specifically developing indicators and setting targets in the APP will take cognisance of the skills shortages and gaps.

The key skills priorities identified in the SSP are:

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement
Ÿ Training of people with disabilities
Ÿ Trade union capacity building

These have been considered in setting goals and objectives, and the linkages are illustrated after the goals and objectives have been stated in the SP.  

6.   STRATEGIC OUTCOME-ORIENTED GOALS OF THE INSTITUTION 

Below are the ve strategic outcome orientated goals for the W&R sector:

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 1 

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Goal statement Skills development and training strengthened to address the skills needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector with the aim of upskilling the workforce and improving the competencies of 
existing and prospective workers.

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 2 

An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Goal statement Ensure effective management of the W&RSETA through proper governance, efcient use of resources, integrated systems and improved monitoring and evaluation in order to imple-
ment the Strategic Plan

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 3 

Effective stakeholder engagement & Strategic partnerships that is benecial to both parties

Goal statement Strengthen strategic partnerships with the public and private sectors to better align programmes and resources and facilitate placement of learners

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 4 

A skilled, sustainable SMME and co-operative sector

Goal statement To strengthen and develop new training models to meet the skills development needs of co-operatives as well as small and informal businesses

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 5 

Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Goal statement Effective capacitation of existing and emerging training providers to deliver on the sector skills

PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
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For each strategic outcome orientated goal, a number of objectives have been developed, which are presented below:

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Goal Statement:  Skills development and training strengthened to address the skills needs of the wholesale and retail sector with the aim of upskilling the workforce and improving the competencies of existing and pro-
spective workers.

Strategic Objective 1:  A consultative, robustly researched and relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed and approved

Strategic Objective 2:  PITOVAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Strategic Objective 3:  Capacity building programmes for worker representatives to enhance their contribution in planning and implementation of training in the workplace

Strategic Objective 4:  Identify and implement special projects that addresses sectoral, provincial, national imperatives and priorities; including scarce and critical skills or occupational qualications to transform the 
sector

Strategic Objective 5:  Strategy to develop new growth and niche areas through the development and updating of qualiications in the sector

Strategic Objective 6:  Develop and implement a seamless integrated Career guidance programme

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 2:  An effective, efcient and client-centred organisation whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being it for purpose and enabling

Goal Statement:  Ensure effective management of the W&RSETA through proper governance, efcient use of resources, integrated systems and improved monitoring and evaluation in order to implement the Strategic 
Plan

Strategic Objective 7:  Efcient and effective use of resources to ensure good governance, compliance with laws and regulations and excellent service delivery

Strategic Objective 8:  An effective and efcient organisational system that enables the implementation of the W&RSETA’s programmes and grant disbursements

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3:  Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is benecial to both parties

Goal Statement:  Strengthen strategic partnerships with the public and private sectors to better align programmes and resources and facilitate placement of learners

Strategic Objective 9:  Formal agreements with strategic partners addressing needs of the sector (Govt. depts.; other SETAs; TVET colleges; HETs; Traditional Councils);

Strategic Objective 10:  Improved stakeholder satisfaction with SETA services
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Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4:  A skilled, sustainable SME and co-operative sector

Goal Statement:  To strengthen and develop new training models to meet the skills development needs of co-operatives as well as small and informal businesses

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5:  Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Goal Statement:  To strengthen and develop new training models to meet the skills development needs of co-operatives as well as small and informal businesses

Strategic Objective 12:  A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Strategic Objective 13:  A sufcient and sustainable Assessment Centre base is established for W&R occupational qualications

Strategic Objective 11:  Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO, co-operative and informal sector

The link between Goals, Objectives, and Priorities identied in the SSP and NSDS III is illustrated below:

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES SSP PRIORITIES NSDS III PRIORITIES

Strategic Objective 1:  A consultative, robustly researched and 
relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed 
and approved

Goal 4.1 Establishing a credible institutional mechanism for skills planning

Strategic Objective 2:  PITOVAL Programmes addressing scarce 
and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented 
(includes rural, disability, transformation)

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes

Strategic Objective 3:  Capacity building programmes for work-
er representatives to enhance their contribution in planning and 
implementation of training in the workplace

Strategic Objective 4:  Identify and implement special projects 
that addresses sectoral, provincial, national imperatives and 
priorities; including scarce and critical skills or occupational 
qualications to transform the sector

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives

Strategic Objective 5:  Strategy to develop new growth and 
niche areas through the development and updating of qualica-
tions in the sector

Strategic Objective 6:  Develop and implement a seamless 
integrated Career guidance programme

Goal 4.8 Building career and vocational guidance

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills”
Ÿ Training of people with disabilities

Ÿ Trade union capacity building

Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment (in support of sectoral, 
provincial, national imperatives and priorities and 
considering transformational imperatives)

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” (accurate 
identification of relevant scarce skills critical skills and hard-
to-fill vacancies needed to address these in a targeted 
manner)

Goal 4.4: Addressing the low level of youth and adult language and numeracy skills 
to enable additional training

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES SSP PRIORITIES NSDS III PRIORITIES

Strategic Objective 7:  Ecient and effective use of resources to 
ensure good governance, compliance with laws and regulations 
and excellent service delivery

Strategic Objective 8:  An effective and ecient organisational 
system that enables the implementation of the W&RSETA’s pro
grammes and grant disbursements

Strategic Objective 10:  Improved stakeholder satisfaction with 
SETA services

Strategic Objective 11:  Strategic projects and programmes 
identiied and implemented to address the skills needs of the 
SME, NGO/NPO, co-operative and informal sector

-

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 2:  An effective, efficient and client-centred organisation whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being fit for purpose and enabling

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3:  Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is beneficial to both parties

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4:  A skilled, sustainable SME and co-operative sector

Strategic Objective 13:  A sufficient and sustainable 
Assessment Centre base is established for W&R occupational 
qualifications

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5:  Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the wholesale and retail sector

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement (this is essential to rebuild 
stakeholder buy-in, participation in and satisfaction with 
SETA services)

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development
Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” 
(partnerships needed to implement)

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” (which is 
dependent on a provider base)

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” (which is 
dependent on a provider base)

Strategic Objective 9:  Formal agreements with strategic part-
ners addressing needs of the sector (Govt. depts.; other SETAs; 
TVET colleges; HETs; Traditional Councils);

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes

Goal 4.3 Promoting the growth of a public FET college system that is responsive to 
sector, local, regional and national skills needs and priorities

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement (this is essential to rebuild 
stakeholder buy-in, participation in and satisfaction with 
SETA services)

Strategic Objective 12:  A responsive, qualied and transformed 
skills development provider base

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes 

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes 

Goal 4.3 Promoting the growth of a public FET college system that is responsive to 

Goal 4.3 Promoting the growth of a public FET college system that is responsive to 

sector, local, regional and national skills needs and priorities

sector, local, regional and national skills needs and priorities
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This section covers the strategic objectives identified to achieve the set strategic outcome orientated goals, 
grouped per each of the four SETA programmes:  

The W&RSETA has adopted a four-programme structure that consists of the following programmes: 
Administration (Programme 1), Skills Planning and Research (Programme 2), Learning Programmes and 
Projects (Programme 3) and Quality Assurance (Programme 4). 

This programme structure is in line with the recommendations made by the Department of Higher 
Education (DHET) in order to address the different formats of programme structures presented by SETAs in 
their annual performance plans (APPs) and strategic plans (SPs). 

The standardised programme structure format for all SETAs is aimed at streamlining planning, budgeting, 
implementation, monitoring, evaluation and reporting for the Department. In the section that follows, the 
W&RSETA programme structure, the purpose of each programme and the strategic outcome-oriented 
goals that each programme addresses are described. 

The strategic objectives linked to each programme are discussed, and resource considerations and risks 
are articulated.

7.   PROGRAMMES 

The W&RSETA receives 80% of the 1% of payroll paid by levy paying companies.  Revenue streams 
projected for 2019/20-2021/22 are based on actual levies received during 2017/18, taking into account 
the state of the economy and the CPI percentiles (part of the MTEF guidelines) issued by the National 
Treasury.

Ÿ Administration expenditure:  10% of levies received can be used for SETA administration.  Personnel 
costs have increased over the MTEF period, and the SETA is in a process of adjusting its operating 
model

Baselines are derived from the performance of the W&RSETA in 2017/18.

There are three categories of expenditure as per the Skills Development Levies Act and the SETA grant 
Regulations:

Ÿ Mandatory grants:  20% of levies received are payable back to companies who submit workplace 
skills plans and annual training report.  There has been a decrease in mandatory grants paid to 
companies due to the value of the grant being reduced from 50% to 20% with the publication of the 
SETA grant regulations in 2012.  The current claim rate is 72%.

Revenue streams in past budgets have always been conservatively projected at an average increase of 
5–6% per year.  The revenue streams are also based on salary negotiations within the sector that forms the 
basis for the calculation of the 1% skills levy.

Ÿ Discretionary grants:  This constitutes 49.5% of levies payments, and is allocated to PIVOTAL 
programmes (80%) and sector skills plan priorities (20%).

The SETA plans a robust expenditure regime over the MTEF period to address the high cash reserves.

The projected budget for the MTEF period, per programme, is provided below:

The purpose of this programme is to provide effective and efficient support functions within the 
organisation. The programme is responsible for providing support to the W&RSETA operations divisions. 

The programme cuts across a number of divisions and functional areas including finance which 
incorporates Procurement and Grants management, Corporate Services, Human Resource Management, 
Information Technology, Contracts Management and Marketing & Communications.  

The success of this programme over the next five years will be measured in terms of its ability to establish 
organisational capacity that will promote a high performance and value-based culture which will enable 
delivery of the SETA's mandate. 

This will be attained through the deployment of robust business processes and systems; embedding effective 
corporate governance, strengthening oversight and compliance, as well as monitoring and evaluation 
capabilities for measuring impact of skills interventions in the sector.

The goal of this programme is to ensure that the SETA is well positioned and capacitated to deliver on its 
targets.  

7.1.   Programme 1: Administration

PART B: STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Programmes 2019/20
 (000)

2020/21 
(000)

1 Administration 145 300 153 292 

2 Skills Planning 218 322 230 336 

3 Learning Programmes and Projects 1 378 284 968 499 1 053 541

4 Quality Assurance 37 833 40 418 

1 779 739 Total 1 392 540 1 502 027

Programme 
No

2021/22 
(000)

161 723 

242 769 

43 994 
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7.1.1.   Strategic Objectives 

Strategic Objective 7 Efcient and effective use of resources to ensure good governance, compliance with laws and regulations and excellent service delivery

Objective statement Human and nancial resources are aligned to implement the strategic plan whilst ensuring good governance, adherence to laws and regulations and a service delivery orientation. 

Link to Goal Goal 2:  An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Baseline  

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic Objective 8 Effective and efcient organizational systems that enables the implementation of the W&RSETA’s programmes and grant disbursements

Objective statement Systems that enable effective nancial management, supply chain management, learner registration and progress tracking, grant payment management, project management, monitor-
ing of projects and learner progress and impact assessment

Link to Goal Goal 2:  An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Baseline  

 

 

 

 

 

The W&RSETA is working with an aging IT system, and outdated equipment.  This leads to, among other things, an inadequate document repository.

7.1.2.   Resource considerations (Programme 1)

Vacant posts take too long to be filled due to slow recruitment processes.  Organisational activities have increased , leading to the recruitment of additional staff, but the office space is not sufficient to accommodate this 
growth. As a result, some officials are accommodated in  boardrooms. 

The issues highlighted above are currently  being addressed.  The W&RSETA has submitted an application to the National Treasury to retain surplus funds which was subsequently  approved.  A process is also underway 
to procure additional office space.  The SETA has appointed a Chief Information Officer, who will facilitate the migration to a new IT system.

There have been delays in decision making which impacts on funding to complete projects.

Ÿ Contracts Management System developed and approved

Ÿ Only 40% of performance targets for 2017/18 were achieved

Ÿ A stakeholder satisfaction survey was conducted in November 2017; however, the target of 75% satisfaction has not been achieved

Ÿ Only 6 out of 12 findings on SCM processes raised in the 2016/17 Management Report were resolved by 31 March 2018

Ÿ Only 40% of performance targets for 2017/18 were achieved
Ÿ Only 6 out of 12 findings on SCM processes raised in the 2016/17 Management Report were resolved by 31 March 2018

Ÿ The current EPR system needs to be migrated to a new platform, which currently is a big business continuity risk for W&RSETA

Ÿ Contracts Management System developed and approved

PART B: STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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7.1.3.   Risks and mitigating factors 

RISKS MITIGATING FACTORS

The current operational plan is inefcient Design a t for purpose operational plan which is in sync with industry requirements and 
time frames

There is a misalignment of skills with job functions which impacts negatively on the achievement of strategic objectives.  
There is an imbalance in terms of staff establishment – growth of organisational functions viz a viz available funds and 
staff.

A “work-study” exercise has been done, and action must be taken on the recommendations 
of this study.

W&RSETA has been subject to leadership instability, which negatively impacted staff morale and the ability to execute their 
mandate.

Stafng plan and effective succession planning to address leadership instability

Ineffective Corporate Governance has been leading to non-compliance with applicable legislation.  Recruitment of Chief Risk Ocer and Compliance Manager to address and oversee the 
implementation of business continuity 

The current IT system and related processes are fragmented, making it challenging to manage projects, pay grants and 
track learner progress.  Business continuity is currently a big risk for the organisation.

Develop a business case for procurement of an ERP system.  Increase capacity in the IT unit.

Currently there is poor planning, inefcient monitoring and management of projects Implementing delegation of authority and proper allocation of responsibilities

Due to inadequate and inefcient budgeting and utilization of nancial resources, the SETA is experiencing serious con-
straints to achieve their targets.

Thorough assessment of processes and alignment thereof

Strategic Objective 1 A consultative, robustly researched and relevant SSP relective of different W&R sub-sectors is developed and approved

Objective statement To develop an SSP that is based on a detailed labour market analysis, consulted with stakeholders and identify scarcity of skills and skills priorities for the sector that is 
relective of the skills needs experienced by stakeholders

Link to Goal Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Baseline SSP has been consulted, researched and submitted to DHET for approval.  The previous year’s SSP has been approved.

Strategic Objective 8 Effective and efcient organizational systems that enables the implementation of the W&RSETA’s programmes and grant disbursements

Objective statement Systems that enable effective nancial management, supply chain management, learner registration and progress tracking, grant payment management, project manage-
ment, monitoring of projects and learner progress and impact assessment

Link to Goal Goal 2:  An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being it for purpose and enabling

Baseline Delays in project closure has hampered impact studies and lead to aadverse audit opinions

Functions falling within the ambit of this programme include; skills planning, monitoring, evaluation, reporting and research programmes. These programmes provide key inputs in advancing skills development 
in the sector. 

As part of the broader mandate, the programme tracks performance progress against the set targets and conducts impact assessment for the W&RSETA’s  skills interventions. This is attained through robust 
planning, improving the quality and quantity of research outputs, as well as strengthening the integrity of monitoring, evaluation and reporting on performance information.

7.2.   Programme 2: Skills Planning and Research

7.2.1. Strategic Objectives
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Strategic Objective 9 Formal agreements with strategic partners addressing needs of the sector (including Govt. depts.; other SETAs; TVET colleges; HETs; Traditional Councils);

Objective statement Stakeholders input and buy-in into the priorities identied in the SSP, active participation in SETA learning programmes and expressed satisfaction with SETA services

Link to Goal Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Baseline Current stakeholder participation in the development of the SSP is unsatisfactory, demand for funding of SETA learning programmes is higher than what the SETA can fund, 
but satisfaction with SETA services are low and needs improvement

7.2.2. Resource Considerations (Programme 2)

The W&RSETA has limited internal resources, as positions such as the Research Specialist and the Research Ocer positions are vacant.  

The SETA needs to increase the pool of researchers for the development of the SSP, impact assessments and other sector related research through increasing partnerships with and funding of research institutes.

7.2.3. 

7.3. 

Risks and Mitigating Factors

Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects

RISKS MITIGATING FACTORS

Delays in project closure hamper impact studies  Introduction and implementation of accountability measures

Link systems to project closure.

Lack of internal and external resources Improve the analysis of the work that needs to be done, and plan accordingly.

Limited Stakeholder Participation per subsector Improve stakeholder satisfaction by reducing the turn-around time for resolving stakeholder queries and payment related issues

Convene representative provincial focus groups to engage with and ratify SSP strategy

Budget availability Increased Budget to ensure effective research initiatives

Carefully cost projects prior to approvals

SSP not approved

-

Put in place an effective project plan and monitoring process

The purpose of this programme is to contribute to addressing the scarce and critical skills identified and reducing hard to fill vacancies in the wholesale and retail sector through the provisioning of quality learning 
programmes.  Functions under this programme include career guidance and the implementation of Learnerships, apprenticeships, skills programmes, internships, work integrated learning and bursaries for students at 
TVET Colleges and Higher Education institutions.
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7.3.1. Strategic Objectives

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing hard to Fill vacancies as identied in the SSP support transformation in the sector (disability, youth, women, rural, NGO’s, Cooperatives and SME 
sector)

Objective Statement Implementation of Learnerships, skills programmes, apprenticeships, internships and WIL supported whilst ensuring that gender and racial equity is ensured.

Link to Goal Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Baseline Unemployed learners enrolled on Learnerships:       2479
Employed learners enrolled on Learnerships:                                     2191
Unemployed learners completing Learnerships:                                   709
Employed learners completing Learnerships:                                       569
Employed learners registered on skills programmes:                            657
Unemployed learners registered on skills programmes:                       123
Employed learners complete skills programmes:                                 613
Unemployed learners complete skills programmes:                             354
RPL learners registered:                                                                       68
RPL learners completed:                                                                     292
Learners registered on artisan programmes:                                       360
Learners complete artisan programmes:                                               33
Graduates placed for workplace experience:                                       107
Graduates complete workplace experience:                                            1
Interns placed:                                                                                    18
Interns complete internship:                                                                 21

Strategic Objective 3 Capacity building programmes for worker representatives to enhance their contribution in planning and implementation of training in the workplace

Objective Statement Training programmes for labour union representatives that enhance their ability to participate in the planning of training and in overseeing implementation of the planned training

Link to Goal Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Baseline Zero worker representatives participated in capacity building programmes

Strategic Objective 9 Formal agreements with strategic partners addressing needs of the sector (Govt. depts.; other SETAs; TVET colleges; HETs; Traditional Councils)

Objective Statement Agreements forged with strategic partners that can directly or indirectly contribute to implementation of learning programmes in the sector

Link to Goal Goal 3:  Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is benecial to both parties

Baseline Schools of Excellence (SOE’s) in TVET colleges by 31 March 2018:           5
Expand the delivery of Wholesale & Retail Qualiications to TVET 
Colleges by awarding Extension of scope                                                9
Wholesale and Retail Academy established at a HET Institution                 1

Strategic Objective 4 Identify and implement special projects that addresses sectoral, provincial, national imperatives and priorities; including scarce and critical skills or occupational qualications to 
transform the sector

Objective Statement Special projects implemented to address sectoral, provincial, national imperatives and priorities whilst focusing on youth and gender and racial equity.

Link to Goal Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Baseline Unemployed learners from Rural Areas registered on Learnerships:      150
Unemployed learners from Rural Areas complete Learnerships:            334
Learners registered on NQF 1 (AET) qualiication:                                   293
Learners complete NQF 1 (AET) qualiication:                                           9
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Strategic Objective 11 Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO, co-operative and the informal sector

Objective Statement Projects implemented to address the identied skills needs of SMEs, co-operatives and the informal sector

Link to Goal Goal 4:  A skilled, sustainable SMME and co-operative sector

Baseline Informal businesses participate in business upliftment projects:         1 466
Cooperatives participate in W&RSETA upliftment initiatives:                     0
NGO/CBOs participate in W&RSETA upliftment initiatives:                      0
SMME companies beneit from Skills Development initiatives:                   0

Strategic Objective 6 Develop and implement a seamless integrated Career guidance programme

Objective Statement Conduct career guidance events at schools to make learners aware of career opportunities in the sector and enable them to choose subjects that enable then to enter into learning 
programmes that can give them access to employment opportunities in the sector

Link to Goal Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the wholesale and retail sector  

Baseline Schools supported with career guides and initiatives implemented;       147

7.3.2   Resource Considerations (Programme 3)

There is a need for improved and updated systems. An online integrated system including learner-registration is needed. There is also a need for staff with project management experience and the need to identify a unit 
dedicated to support Trade Union Organisations.  Capacity needs to be enhanced in the CMU; QQA; PMO units.

Monitoring and Evaluation needs to be improved.  This will require improved systems and clear lines of responsibility and accountability.

Improved IT systems and human resource capacity have budget implications. 

7.3.3   Risks and Mitigating Factors 

Risks Mitigating factors

Insufcient resources to meet the needs of the sector (nance; people and integrated systems) Revisit budget, do a skills audit and improve worklow processes

DHET validation requirements and AG interpretation Develop clear, succinct TIDs

SETA Landscape post 2020 (in relation to our contracting, etc.) Outside the control of W&RSETA.  Make adjustments as and when required

Limited access to training in outlying/rural areas due to limited training provider base Increase provider base; the decentralised model will assist

SETA-Sector misalignment (targets; funding; programmes; - limited to Top 10 national skills) Propose the funding of top 50 PIVOTAL programmes

Lack of participation and buy-in by organised labour Detailed planning for implementation jointly between the SETA and organised labour

Bureaucratic contractual processes; supply-chain challenges Improved planning for supply chain processes and improved worklow processes

Internal approval processes and timeframes Improved worklow processes, delegation of authority and accountability

Lack of stakeholder buy-in / stakeholder conidence in the SETA Stakeholder engagement plan implemented to rebuild stakeholder conidence and participation

Lack of stakeholder engagement or understanding of SETA processes and lack of comprehensive traditional and 
political needs analysis

Involvement of key role-player from the planning phases of a project

Lack of retail experience within the TVET/HET space Continue with lecturer development initiatives. 
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7.4. Programme 4: Quality Assurance

The purpose of this programme is to execute the QCTO delegated quality assurance delegated functions with regards to the accreditation of training providers, registration of assessors, facilitators and moderators, 
evaluating of assessments and facilitation of moderation including certification of learners as proof of successful completion of the qualification. It also includes the facilitation of qualification development.

7.4.1. Strategic Objectives

7.4.2. Resource Considerations (Programme 4)

Adequate human resources are a challenge (linked to budget availability).  Updated systems and processes are needed..

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Objective statement Increasing the number of small black providers to deliver skills development services, increase the capacity of public institutions to deliver skills development interventions needed in 
the sector.

Link to Goal Goal 5:  Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the wholesale and retail sector

Baseline Expand the delivery of Wholesale & Retail Qualiications to 
TVET Colleges by awarding Extension of scope:       9
Establish 4 Schools of Excellence (SOEs) in TVET colleges:      5
Wholesale and Retail Academy established at a HET Institution:     1
Training Providers based in Rural Areas supported to obtain accreditation:                2
Emerging Training Providers supported to provide training:          6

Strategic Objective 5 Strategy to develop new growth and niche areas through the development and updating of qualications in the sector

Objective statement Availability of skills development interventions that address new growth and potential niche areas such as the green economy.

Link to Goal Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the wholesale and retail sector  

Baseline Qualications updated to include green economy:                                                    0

Strategic Objective 9 Formal agreements with strategic partners addressing needs of the sector

Objective statement Partnerships established with TVETs and HEIs to increase their capacity to deliver wholesale and retail related qualications

Link to Goal Goal 3:  Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is beneicial to both parties

Baseline Expand the delivery of Wholesale & Retail Qualiications to TVET Colleges by awarding Extension of scope:                               9
Establish 4 Schools of Excellence (SOE’s) in TVET colleges         5
Wholesale and Retail Academy established at a HET Institution:   1

Strategic Objective 13 A sufcient and sustainable Assessment Centre base is established for W&R occupational qualications

Objective statement In their role as Assessment Quality Partner (under the QCTO), the W&R SETA intends to have assessment centres available for all occupational qualiications under their quality assur -
ance jurisdiction. 

Link to Goal Goal 5:  Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the wholesale and retail sector

Baseline Assessment Centre accredited by the QCTO:                    1
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7.4.3.   Risks and Mitigating Factors 

RISKS MITIGATION

●

●
●

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ii 
ii 

ii 

  Statistics SA, 2018, Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Q1,
 Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

 Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

Ÿ Lack of community of Expert Practitioners (CEP) participation in occupational 
qualification development

Ÿ Some niche occupations fall outside the scope of W&RSETA to develop the related 
qualifications

Ÿ Delays in timeframes for QCTO to register occupational qualifications and part 
qualifications

Ÿ Capacity of the QCTO to accredit SDPs for occupational qualifications
Ÿ Lack of stakeholder buy-in with regard to occupational qualifications

Ÿ QCTO decision to take back delegation to development quality partners

Ÿ Lack of readiness of TVETs and Universities to implement W&RSETA approved 
qualifications.

Ÿ Delays in signing of agreements by both parties

Ÿ Public TVETs are overwhelmed with partnership agreements with other SETAs Ÿ DHET to allow TVETs to establish occupational centers for delivery of non e core programmes

Ÿ Sharing of W&R strategies at SACPO level to create awareness with offerings to TVETs

Ÿ Capacitation of staff and funding to TVETs and HETs for improving human and other capacity needed by the 
institutions

Ÿ The inability of QCTO to correctly allocate providers to a relevant SETA with regard 
to current unit standard based qualifications

Ÿ Unethical behavior of providers in terms of delivery of quality of provisioning

Ÿ The lack of resources and understanding of the content and context of Wholesale 
and Retail sector from the QCTO to accredit W&RSETA providers

Ÿ Lack of W&RSETA policy to allocate learning programme projects to accredited 
small and HDI owned providers

Ÿ To develop a policy and implementation plan to allocate projects to small and HDI owned providers
Ÿ Monitoring of implementation of provisioning by providers and ongoing capacitation

Ÿ Partnership agreement with QCTO to perform some of their function (as W&RSETA understands the context 
and content of our sector)

Ÿ Reskilling QQA staff into other business areas e.g. M&E

Ÿ Building and maintaining relationships with the QCTO sector)
Ÿ Enter into MOU with relevant SETAs and or institutions that offer the niche qualifications

Ÿ Partnership agreement with QCTO to perform some of their function (as W&RSETA understands the context 
and content   of our sector) 

Ÿ Communication drive and effective stakeholder management 

Ÿ Possibility of QCTO to take back Assessment Quality Partner (AQP) status of 
W&R- SETA

Ÿ Possibility of stakeholders to identify other bodies as their AQP 

Ÿ Lack of capacity of institutions to become assessment centers
Ÿ Lack of interest by institutions to become assessment centers

Ÿ Communication drive and effective stakeholder management 
Ÿ Reskilling QQA staff into other business areas e.g. M&E

Ÿ Capacitation of institutions and funding to become assessment centers

PART B: STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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Ÿ Performance environment  

The Annual Performance Plan 2019/20-2021/22 outlines the strategic priorities, goals, 
objectives and targets of the Wholesale and Retail SETA (W&RSETA) in accordance with national 
imperatives, including the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF).  The Strategic Plan 
demonstrates the integration of the W&RSETA's primary responsibilities as sustained by sound 
management of levy funds, human resources and operational systems; the specific strategic 
objectives based on the Sector Skills Plan (SSP); and the National Skills Development Strategy 
(NSDS) III objectives, as well as managing the performance thereof.

Ÿ Organisation’s strategic challenges

Ÿ Building demand-side capacity

Ÿ External environment, which is inclusive of the economic environment

Ÿ Provision of strategic orientation

Ÿ The Sector Skills Plan

The W&RSETA has considered the following strategic areas in the process of updating the 
Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan:

Ÿ Delivering the skills required
Ÿ Organisational environment

Ÿ Building supply-side capacity

The following key government initiatives and legislation informed and influenced the 
development of the W&RSETA Strategic Plan:  Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP IV), National 
Skills Accord (NSA), National Development Plan (NDP), Human Resource Development South 
Africa (HRDSA) Policy, National Skills Development Strategy III (NSDS III, National Growth Path 
(NGP), and the White Paper on Post-School Education and Training (WP-PSET). 

Ÿ Bridging supply-demand mismatch

The WP-PSET 2013 profoundly impacts on the SETA landscape as it aims to provide a clear 
strategic direction in terms of what post-school education and training aims to achieve. 

Collectively, the aforementioned documents, the Wholesale and Retail Sector Skills Plan 
Update, the Service Level Agreement (SLA) signed with the Department of Higher Education 
and Training (DHET), and the SETA Grant Regulations (2012) directed and shaped the 
W&RSETA Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan.

Restructuring our strategic goals and objectives to ensure that these enable us to address 
challenges identified through our research activities and the SSP, risks and the W&RSETA’s 
aims, to ensure that our skills development programmes have a greater impact on our 
beneficiaries;
 
Reducing the number of strategic objectives and performance indicators while ensuring 
that our strategy remains aligned to the SLA we have signed with the DHET and effectively 
responds to national imperatives and relevant legislation. 

It is anticipated that monitoring and evaluation of interventions and measurements of 
pre-determined objectives will be improved due to the substantial reduction in the 
number of strategic objectives and performance indicators.

Our Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plans are therefore a presentation of the 
Accounting Authority's decisive and fact-based organisational re-engineering and 
repositioning in order to ensure that our strategy fully addresses skills supply and demand as 
determined by the wholesale and retail SSP. On a strategic level, re-engineering and 
repositioning include:

The Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan fully complies with the National Treasury 
Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans, which further assists in ensuring 
the alignment and articulation of our goals into strategic objectives, performance indicators, 
operational plans and employee annual performance agreements.  

On a strategic level, the re-engineering and repositioning includes:

Extensive consultations and engagements have been conducted with key stakeholders in the 
wholesale and retail sector to ensure that the implementation of skills development initiatives 
(developed to address and implement our strategy) is responsive to the sector's skills needs and 
is geared towards measurable impact. 

   1.   Reviewing of the W&RSETA’s vision, mission and values;

2.

3.

FOREWORD  

Annual Performance Plan 2019/20 - 2021/2022
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Revisiting the operating model of the W&RSETA:

The SETA is in the initial stages of planning for a more decentralised operating 
model, where stronger operational and implementation capacity will be established 
at regional level.

4. 5.

4.1.

The W&RSETA Board has recommended that the W&RSETA appoints a service 
provider to assist with the new Operating Model which will encompass the four pillars 
viz.
 
a)  People
b)  Processes
c)  Systems
d)  Leadership

4.2.

W&RSETA will implement a decentralized model together with the respective 
Delegation of Authority (DOA) for ease of implementation.  A decentralisation plan 
will be developed and implemented in the next six months as part of a short-term 
turnaround plan. 

The long term operational/ delivery plan will be built upon the six months turnaround 
plan. The turnaround focus areas include service expansion, skills and 
competencies, culture change and leadership strengthening, collaboration and 
partnership building, trust, image and relationship building, devolution to regions, 
systems and process efficacy, governance and regulatory compliance 
    

4.3.

The strategy we have put in place will assist us to successfully deliver on our mission to “develop 
a skilled, competent and professional workforce to transform the wholesale and retail sector”.

The changes effected represent our continuous drive to improve our services and our 
contribution towards the achievement of the NSDS III outcomes and, therefore, the impact of 
the said outcomes on South African communities. 

Mainstreaming W&RSETA special projects to optimise effective and efficient delivery of 
skills development projects targeting persons with disabilities and learners in the rural 
areas: It was resolved to mainstream planning and delivery of Disability and Rural targets 
within projects.

CHAIRPERSON: W&RSETA BOARD
Ms Yvonne Mbane

DATE
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We, the undersigned, hereby endorse and approve, on behalf of the W&RSETA Accounting Authority and Management, the content of the W&RSETA Strategic Plan for financial years 2015/16-
2019/20.

In addition to these signatories, members of management were also involved in the process of developing this Strategic Plan.

OFFICIAL SIGN-OFF

Mr S Maharaj
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Mr Ben Khonyane
ACTING CEO

DATE

 Ms Yvonne Mbane
CHAIRPERSON: W&RSETA BOARD
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

 

 

ALC

AG

ATR

AQP

BUSA

CGCSA

CPI

DBE

DHET

FMCG

FRA

GDP

IPAP

MTEF

NDP

NGP

NQF

NSA

NSDS

OFO

Auditor General

Adult Learning Centre

Annual Training Report

Assessment Quality Partner

Business Unity South Africa

Consumer Goods Council of South Africa

Consumer Price Index

Department of Basic Education

Department of Higher Education and Training

Fast-Moving Consumer Goods

Fuel Retailers Association South Africa

Gross Domestic Product 

Industrial Policy Action Plan

Medium Term Expenditure Framework

National Development Plan

New Growth Path

National Qualications Framework

National Skills Accord

National Skills Development Strategy

Organising Framework for Occupations

PIVOTAL

PMU

Professional, Vocational, Technical and Academic Learning

Project Management Unit

PSET Post-School Education and Training

QCTO Quality Council for Trades and Occupations

RA Retailers Association

RMI Retail Motor Industry Organisation

SAQA South African Qualications Authority

SETA Sector Education and Training Authority

SIC Standard Industrial Classication

SIPs Strategic Infrastructure Projects

SMME

SOEs

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

State Owned Enterprises

SSP Sector Skills Plan

STATSSA Statistics South Africa

TVET

TIDs

Technical and Vocational Education and Training

W&RSETA

WP-PSET White Paper for Post-School Education and Training

NSDP WILNational Skills Development Plan Work Integrated Learning

WSP Workplace Skills Plan

ACRONYM ACRONYMDESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Wholesale and Retail Sector Education and Training Authority 

Technical Indicator Descriptors
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Table 1: SIC Codes Wholesale & Retail 

Wholesale trade deals with the bulk buying of goods from various manufacturers and the breaking down of these bulk purchases into smaller quantities, which are then sold to retailers. Retail trade deals with the 

buying of goods from the wholesaler and the selling thereof to the consumer. 

It is important to note that the revised SETA landscape associated with NSDS III (and thus applicable from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2016; however, extended until March 2020) led to the transfer of the fuel retail 

sub-sector from the MerSETA to the W&RSETA.  

1.         UPDATED SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS

1.1.       Performance Delivery Environment

The actual activities that fall within the scope of the wholesale and retail sector are demarcated according to Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes: 

1.1.1.   The Wholesale and Retail Sector

 Annual Performance Plan

SIC CODE TRADE CATEGORY

61000 Wholesale and commission trade, except for motor vehicles and motor cycles 

61100 Wholesale trade on a fee or contract basis 

61220 Wholesale trade in food, beverages and tobacco 

61310 Wholesale trade in textiles, clothing and footwear 

61391 Wholesale trade in household furniture requisites and appliances 

61392 Wholesale trade in books and stationery 

61393 Wholesale trade in precious stones, jewellery and silverware 

61394 Wholesale trade in pharmaceuticals, toiletries and medical equipment 

61420 Wholesale trade in metal and metal ores 

61430 Wholesale trade in construction materials, hardware, plumbing and heating equipment 

61501 Ofce machinery and equipment, including computers 

61509 Other machinery 

61901 General wholesale trade 

61909 Other wholesale trade not elsewhere classied (nec) 

62000 Retail trade, except for motor vehicles and motor cycles; repair of personal and household goods 

62110 Retail trade in non-specialised stores with food, beverages and tobacco dominating 

62190 Other retail trade non-specialised stores 

SIC CODE TRADE CATEGORY

RETAIL

WHOLESALE
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Table 2:  Key Stakeholders:

ORGANISED EMPLOYERS ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

The key role-players in the sector, along with their roles and expertise are described below:

Ÿ Enterprise Mentorship of South Africa (EMOSA)

Ÿ Consumer Goods Council of South Africa (CGCSA)

Ÿ Black Business Council (BBC)

Ÿ South African Petroleum Retailers Association (SAPRA)
Ÿ Fuel Retailers Association (FRA)

Ÿ National Clothing Retail Federation (NCRF)

Ÿ Retail Motor Industry Organisation (RMI)
Ÿ Wholesale and retail enterprises (small, medium and large)

Ÿ Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) 

Ÿ Retailers Association (RA)

Ÿ Represent and articulate employer (small, medium and large) interests.
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, negotiations, marketing, inance, human resources and legal.

Ÿ Represented equally on the committees of the W&RSETA.

62201 Retail trade in fresh fruit and vegetables 

62202 Retail trade in meat and meat products 

62203 Retail trade in bakery products 

62204 Retail trade in beverages (bottle stores) 

62209 Other retail trade in food, beverages and tobacco (nec)

62311 Retail of non-prescribed medicine and pharmaceutical products other than by pharmacists 

62321 Retail trade in men’s and boy’s clothing 

62322 Retail trade in ladies’ and girls’ clothing 

62323 Retail trade by general outitters and by dealers in piece goods, textiles, leather and travel accessories 

62324 Retail trade in shoes 

62330 Retail trade in household furniture, appliances, articles and equipment 

62340 Retail trade in hardware, paints and glass 

62391 Retail trade in reading matter and stationery 

62392 Retail trade in jewellery, watches and clocks 

62393 Retail trade in sports goods and entertainment requisites 

SIC CODE TRADE CATEGORY

62399 Retail trade by other specied stores 

62400 Retail trade in second-hand goods in stores 

63122 Retail sale of used motor vehicles 

63311 Sale of tyres 

63500 Retail sale of automotive fuel 

Source: WRSETA (2018): Sector Skills Plan 2019-2020

RETAIL

 Annual Performance Plan
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W&RSETA Board 

TRAINING PROVIDERS ROLE AND EXPERTISE

ORGANISED LABOUR ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

COMMUNITY ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

South African Community at large. 

OTHER ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

GOVERNMENT ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Ÿ Department of Trade and Industry
Ÿ Provincial Economic Departments

Ÿ Department of Higher Education and Training
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, trade and industry and provincial growth.
Ÿ Represent interests of the state.

Ÿ Public Skills Development Forums

Ÿ W&RSETA Staff
Ÿ Learners (employed and unemployed) Ÿ Represent interests of consumers and the public.

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, consumer rights and legal.

Ÿ Represent interests of communities and co-operatives.
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, small enterprise and co-operative development, advancement of 

women.

Ÿ Congress of South African Trade Unions ( COSATU ) 

Ÿ South African Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers Union 

Ÿ Development Institute for Training, Support and Education for Labour

Ÿ Southern African Clothing and Textiles Workers Union ( SACTWU )

Ÿ Federal Council of Retail Allied Workers - ( FEDCRAW )

Ÿ South Africa Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union ( SACCAWU )
Ÿ Entertainment Catering Commercial and Allied Workers Union – ( ECCAWUSA )
Ÿ National Union of Metal Workers of South Africa – ( NUMSA )

Ÿ Represent and articulate worker interests
Ÿ Represented equally on the committees of the W&RSETA.

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, negotiations, public management and dispute resolution.

Ÿ Higher Education and Training Committee 

Ÿ Universities; TVET Colleges; Private training providers; Community colleges

Ÿ Further Education and Training Committee 

Ÿ Southern African Society for Cooperative Education; 
Ÿ Association of Private Providers of Education Training and Development 

Ÿ Represent interests of training providers – public and private.
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, quality assurance, curriculum development. 

Ÿ To govern and control the W&RSETA by providing strategic direction and leadership
Ÿ To provide corporate governance guidance

Ÿ To approve the Strategic plan and budget
Ÿ To approve the W&RSETA SSP

Annual Performance Plan

ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISEW&RSETA BOARD
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There are 87 790 levy paying wholesale and retail enterprises. These consist of 77 196 small (88%), 2 370 
medium (3%) and 919 (1%) large enterprises. There are 7 305 (8%) unclassified enterprises according to 
data received from SARS. Gauteng has the largest concentration of enterprises at 37%; Western Cape has 
18%; and KwaZulu-Natal has 15%.  

1.1.2. Employer Profile

There is a need for further research during the development of the next SSP to determine the quantum of 
retail enterprises in the country and to determine the scope and size of formal and informal enterprises, 
which can assist in developing a detailed plan to assist emerging retail enterprises with the process of 
registration.

The provincial spread of levy-paying organisations is illustrated below:

The highest number of levy paying companies is in Gauteng North (3 139), followed by Western Cape (2 
896), Gauteng South (2 305) and Kwa-Zulu Natal (2 074).  

As can be noted, the biggest contributors to the levy are small companies, followed by medium sized 
companies.  

In terms of provincial spread of levy income, Gauteng is the biggest contributor (when Gauteng North and 
South are combined), followed by Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal.

The above is an indication of where employers are concentrated, and it can be expected that the flow of 
mandatory and discretionary grants will follow the location of workplaces.

Number of Levy Paying Companies Per Region For 2017/2018

Levies received per province for 2017/18

Source: WSP/ATR, 2017/18

Graph 1: Number of levy-paying companies per province 

Graph 2: Levies received per province 2017/18

Source: WSP/ATR, 2017/18
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1.1.3. Employee Profile

The wholesale and retail sector employs 3.2 million people, which is approximately 21% of the total active labour force.  

The employee profile of the W&R sector illustrates that job growth has been subdued between 2004 and 2017. This is consistent with the sluggish growth of the economy. There is a link between growth in the 
sector and the performance of GDP.

The sector is dominated by small companies, and also has a strong component of informal traders, many of whom are not registered with SARS or CIPRO.  

Formal and informal employment are illustrated in the graph below.

Formal employment has shown a year-on-year increase from 2005 onwards, whilst the informal sector shows an uneven performance. 

Graph 3:  Formal and informal employment in the W&R Sector

Formal and informal employment in the W&R Sector

Source: 2018 Quantec EasyData

Annual Performance Plan
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Employment is dominated by high levels of unskilled and semi-skilled employees, as illustrated below:

Trends in employment is illustrated below:

Source: StatsSA Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Quarter 1, 2015/16/17

Graph 4: Employees in W&R trade 2004-2017 

23%18%

Skilled

Semi -Skilled

Low- Skilled

59%

Source:  2018 Quantec EasyData

Wholesale and retail is a male dominated sector, as illustrated in the graphs below:

Graph 6:  Gender distribution in the W&R sector

Gender Distribution (‘000 )

Source:  W&R SETA SSP 2019/10
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Ÿ Employment started showing a decline in 2007, and dipped to 2.9 million in 2009 after the global 
economic crises.

Ÿ Employment peaked in 2006, when there were 3.4 million people employed in the sector.
Ÿ Employment rebounded within the sector in 2012 and has shown slow growth between 2013 and 

2014. However, between Q4: 2015 and Q1: 2016, employment levels decreased by 119 000. Q1 of 
2017 gained 46 000 jobs.

1.84 million people employed in the 
W&R Sector (formal)

Graph 5:  Skills level of people in formal employment in the W&R sector
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Male domination in management positions is illustrated in the two graphs below:

The above statistics signals the need for the ongoing focus of the SETA on transformational imperatives when incentivising skills development interventions.  

The targets and indicators for all learning programmes aimed at potentially developing females for entry into management positions will have specific target of 60% for females as specified in the Technical Indicator 
Descriptions in the APP.

Graph 7:  Racial Distribution per Occupational Category

Racial Distribution of Males (%)

Source:  W&R SETA SSP 2019/10

Racial Distribution of Females (%)
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South Africa's gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate declined by 2.2% in the first quarter of 2018. The 
largest negative contributor to growth in GDP in the first quarter was the manufacturing industry, which 
decreased by 6.4% and contributed to -0.8% of GDP growth. The mining and quarrying industry decreased 
by 9.9% and contributed -0.8%.

Finance, real estate and business services increased by 1.1% in the first quarter. There was a reported 
increase in economic activities for insurance, auxiliary services and the real estate activities. 

General government services increased by 1.8%, which is attributed to an increase in employment 
numbers. 

The trade, catering and accommodation sector declined 3.1 % after a 4.8 % jump in Q4 and construction 
decreased by 1.9% after a 1.4% decrease in Q4, marking the fifth straight quarter of falls. Decreases were 
reported for residential buildings and construction works.  

1.1.4. Economic Performance

The agriculture, forestry and fishing industry decreased by 24.2%, and contributed -0.7% to GDP growth. 
The trade, catering and accommodation industry decreased by 3.1%. Decreased economic activity was 
reported in trades, catering and accommodation divisions.

South Africa's retail sales rose 4.8% year-on-year in March of 2018, following a downwardly revised 4.2% 
increase in the previous month and above market expectations of a 4.4% gain. Sales increased faster for 
textiles, clothing, footwear & leather goods (10.6% from 7.1% in February); food, beverages & tobacco 
(4.1% from 3.1%); pharmaceuticals goods & cosmetics (7.9% from 5.0%) and furniture & household 
equipment (20.7% from 13.7%). 

1.1.4.1. The South African Economy

The main contributors to the increase are as follows: 

In contrast, sales slowed for general dealers (2.4% from 2.9%) and all other retailers (3.8% from 6.4%). 

South Africa's unemployment rate came in at 26.7% in the first quarter of 2018, unchanged from the 
previous period. 

This compares with market expectations of a 0.5% decline. It is the biggest contraction since the first quarter 
of 2009 as production declined mostly for field crops, horticultural products, platinum group metals, iron 
ore and steel.

The number of unemployed people increased by 100,000 to 5.98 million and the number of employed 
rose by 207,000 to 16.38 million. The W&RSETA continues to prioritise unemployment skills development 
interventions for the sector as part of creating employment opportunities for young people.  

1 1 1

1

1

Statistics SA, 2018, Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Q1,

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

Moody's decision was rooted in the latest political developments which have made the country's reform 
drive more uncertain and the institutional framework less transparent.

Political Uncertainty:   

Credit ratings agency Moody's followed in the footsteps of the other two agencies and downgraded the 
country's rating by a notch on 9 June 2017. 

Although Moody's did not downgrade the credit rating to junk status as opposed to S&P Global Ratings and 
Fitch, the outlook was left unchanged at negative, meaning another credit downgrade may be on the table. 

Political and policy uncertainty along with perceptions of widespread corruption are significant 
contributors to the depressed mood of business, investor and consumer confidence in the country. 

Downgrades: 

Ongoing reports of corruption in state entities such as PRASA, South African Airways, Eskom, Petro-SA and 
municipalities, together with tensions in the ruling ANC party are contributing to the economic decline. 

Service Delivery Protests and Regulatory Issues:   

Service delivery protests is almost a daily occurrence that flares up in local communities. These are often 
violent protests resulting in damage to public and private property, confrontation with law enforcement, 
and closure of roads. 

The reasons for service delivery protests include: high rate of unemployment, lack of housing, high 
transportation costs, water and electricity costs, lack of proper sanitation, and generally poor services on 
the part of municipalities, particularly in outlying areas of the country.

Ÿ The biggest contribution came from clothing retailers, whose sales rose 10.6% year on year, 
contributing 1.6 percentage points to the headline number.

Ÿ Despite the strong performance in the first three months of 2018, the sector contracted by 1.3% 
quarter on quarter in the first quarter of 2018.

Ÿ Sales of pharmaceutical, medical, cosmetic and toiletry products gained 7.9%.

Ÿ The main positive contributions came from finance, real estate and business services (activities 
increased by 1.1% compared to 2.5 % in Q4) and government (1.8 % compared to 1.4%). 

The South African economy shrank a seasonally adjusted annualized 2.2%on quarter in the first three 
months of 2018, reversing from a 3.1% growth in the previous period which was the highest in 1-1/2 years

 Annual Performance Plan
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1.1.4.2 Economic Performance of W&R Sector

This section assesses the economic performance of the W&R sector for the 2017-2018 period.

Sales went up faster for textiles, clothing, footwear & leather goods (10.6% from 7.1% in February); food, 
beverages & tobacco (4.1% from 3.1%); pharmaceuticals goods & cosmetics (7.9% from 5.0%) and 
furniture & household equipment (20.7%from 13.7%). 

South Africa's retail sales rose 4.8% year-on-year in March of 2018, following a downwardly revised 4.2% 
increase in the previous month and above market expectations of a 4.4% gain. 

Graph 8: Year-on-year retail sales growth 2016-2018

SOUTH AFRICA RETAIL SALES YOY

Source: Trading Economic (2018)
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The W&RSETA will be undertaking sub-sector consultation with stakeholders in collaboration with Essential 
Hardware to establish training needs and challenges. 

The retail trade has contributed to R1 trillion in sale in 2017. The South African consumers spent more 
compared to 2016 and spending on retail was up by 2.9% in 2017. The hardware sub-sector saw sales 
growth at -0.7%.  

Since the economy is now in a recession, growth is expected to slow down.

It also increased the revenue of the W&RSETA and enabled an expansion of skills development projects with 
an increasing number of grants for apprenticeships, learnerships, bursaries and internships. 

Considering the first quarter of the year, retail sales fell 0.7%, following a 2.2% rise in the previous period. 
Retail Sales YoY in South Africa averaged 4.59 % from 2003 until 2018, reaching an all-time high of 
15.50% in September of 2006 and a record low of -6.40% in April of 2009.

In contrast, sales slowed for general dealers (2.4% from 2.9%) and all other retailers (3.8% from 6.4%). 
Additionally, sales of hardware, paint & glass dropped further (-2.4% from -1.1%). On a monthly basis, 
retail trade was unchanged, after increasing by 1.5% in February. 

Disposable Personal Income in South Africa increased to R2 853 653 million in the fourth quarter of 2017 
from R2 760 742 million in the third quarter of 2017. Disposable Personal Income in South Africa averaged 
R5 426 781 million from 1960 until 2017, reaching an all-time high of R2 853 653 million in the fourth 
quarter of 2017.

2 2 2

2

2

Statistics SA, 2018, Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Q1,

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.
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What does this mean for wholesale and retail in 2018?

Retail spend continues 
to recover but it remains 
fragile

Inflation

SA Junk Status will 
impact negatively on 
growth

Retailers are focusing on 
customer and technology 
as enablers in weak 
economy environment

GDP Growth – 2.2%

Food
Outperforms other 
retailers, typical of a 
weak environment

An overtraded clothing 
market results in 
squeezed or flat 
margins and falling 
volumes

Clothing retailers facing 
increasing foreign 
competitor presence

Consumer confidence 
down

Political /Policy 
uncertainly hurting the 
sector

Sources: Trading Economics (2018); Statistics South Africa. Quarterly Labour Force Survey 
(QLFS). 2018.

Technology continues to be a major driver in the sector. Online shopping has been on the increase and it 

reduces prices as consumers can now purchase products online directly from the warehouse. 

Retail spending declined in 2017 and 2018, with several major retailers closing their businesses - the most 

notable big story being Steinhoff. In a weak trading environment and VAT increase, consumers tend to stick to 

essentials. Hence, food sales are expected to hold.

1.2. Organisational Environment

The current total staff complement of the W&RSETA is 258.  Of these, 221 are permanent positions and 

37 are contract appointments.  There are 12 vacant positions.  

Between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 2018, the following staff movements occurred: 

The W&RSETA has a total of ten regional offices, with one regional office in each of the nine provinces of 

the Republic of South Africa, except for Gauteng Province, which has two regional offices. These offices 

facilitate access to W&RSETA services and projects; and are adequately staffed with skilled and 

competent SETA officials whose duties include management and monitoring of skills interventions 

through learner verifications, monitoring, evaluation and reporting. Regional offices are also 

responsible for ensuring quality standards in the implementation of learning programmes through 

assessments, moderation and learner certification. 

The current vacancy rate is 5.4 %.

Ÿ Resignations - 9

Ÿ Appointments (permanent) – 10

Ÿ Fixed Term Appointments – 26

Ÿ Staff Reinstated – 3

There are several foreign retailers in the domestic market. They are putting pressure on local retailers to 

lowers costs and increase quality. The positive factor is that inflation is within the Reserve Bank threshold 

at 4.5%. Consumer confidence is down due to the economic environment. Unemployment is at an all-

time high at 26.7%.

SA is in a recession with GDP growth at – 2.2% year-on-year in the first quarter of 2018, easing from a 

0.8%expansion in the previous period. It was the weakest growth rate since the second quarter of 2017.  

This has had a negative effect on the sector.

Junk status and fragile economic growth have increased the cost of borrowing and frightens off foreign 

investment. This is reducing consumer confidence in the economy.
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In addition, the SETA has 20 TVET regional co-ordinators, some placed at TVET colleges situated in various rural and township communities. Once the vacancies are filled, the human resource capacity can be 
deemed to be adequate to deliver on the SETA mandate.

1.2.1 .   Organisational structure

The organogram is indicated below:
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c)  Systems

During the 2016/2017 financial year, the Human Resources Department experienced a high volume of requests for staff from various business units. This prompted a moratorium on all new positions as well as a 
scientific approach to determine the cause of the spike. 

After considering the performance delivery environment and the situational analyses, the following are presented as a PESTEL and a SWOT analyses for the W&RSETA:

The W&RSETA then commissioned Korn Ferry Hay Group (KFHG) in January 2016 to conduct a major organisational development study. Their mandate included designing a high-level (broad) operating model 
and investigating to what degree its organisational structure was able to assist the SETA to achieve its strategic objectives.  The moratorium   was lifted in 2018 andfor the month of August there were 4 
permanent appointments, 3 reinstated appointments and 8 fixed term appointments.

The new SETA Board has decided that the work done provided a broad indication of a possible operating model.  The SETA is in the initial stages of planning for a more decentralised operating model, where 
stronger operational and implementation capacity will be established at regional level.  

1.2.2 PESTEL and SWOT Analyses.

a)  People

d)  Leadership

W&RSETA will implement a decentralised model together with the respective Delegation of Authority (DOA) for ease of implementation.  A decentralisation plan will be developed and implemented in the next six 
months as part of a short-term turnaround plan. The long term operational/ delivery plan will be built upon the six months’ turnaround plan.

The Board agreed that the W&RSETA would need to appoint a service provider to assist with the new Operating Model which will encompass the four pillars viz. 

b)  Processes

EMERGING ISSUE IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA

Economic

Social

Technological

Environmental

Table 3:  PESTEL Analysis

Ÿ Political uncertainty with the next general elections in 2019
Ÿ Implications of the NSDP

Ÿ Domination of small companies and informal traders in the 
sector

Ÿ Technical recession, credit downgrades
Ÿ Increased unemployment

Ÿ Growth in awareness of healthy living
Ÿ White, male domination in management positions

Ÿ Foreign retailers in the domestic market

Ÿ On-line shopping 
Ÿ The 4th industrial revolution

Ÿ Consumer awareness of, example the green economy

Ÿ Possible change in strategic priorities and institutional arrangements post elections
Ÿ Possible change of SETA landscape, movement of SIC codes and centralisation of certain 

functions

Ÿ This impact consumer confidence and disposable income, leading to a shrinkage in the 
sector and less willingness by employers to invest in skills development

Ÿ The need for a strategy to assist these entities to register formally and also become more 
sustainable

Ÿ Greater demand for skills development and learning interventions focused on employability

Ÿ This puts pressure on local retailers to decrease cost and improve quality, which has 
implications for skills development.

Ÿ The targets and indicators for all learning programmes that potentially develop females for 
entry into management positions will have specific targets for females (60%). 

Ÿ Skills needed in the area of research and development of new products

Ÿ This may lead to a decrease in certain jobs and a need for reskilling and upskilling of 
employees

Ÿ This can lead to a shrinkage in the sector and less willingness by employers to invest in skills 
development

Ÿ Skills needed in the area of research and development of products that adhere to the 
principles of the green economy

Political
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The principal aim of the SSP is to develop a “roadmap” for skills development in the wholesale and retail sector in South Africa. An evidence-led approach has been adopted in identifying and anticipating scarce 
and critical skills, occupational shortages, and identifying PIVOTAL programmes that can address skills needs.  

1.3   Alignment to the Sector Skills Plan

Annual Performance Plan

EMERGING ISSUE IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA

Legislative

Table 3:  PESTEL Analysis Continued

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities

Recognition of the role of co-operatives and entrepreneurs in job creation and the need to 
align learning programmes accordingly

A major drive to re-build stakeholder condence and improve governance and 
operational efciency and effectiveness has commenced.  

Approval by National Treasury to maintain surplus funds

Threats

Table 5:  SWOT analysis

Ÿ A new Board with clear strategic direction
Ÿ Strong focus on rebuilding stakeholder confidence
Ÿ An approved turnaround strategy to address backlogs in payments and certification
Ÿ Regional capacity for management of implementation skills development 

programmes (and the intention to strengthen regional capacity)

Ÿ Possible change in strategic priorities and institutional arrangements post elections in 2019
Ÿ Possible change of SETA landscape, movement of SIC codes and centralisation of certain 

functions as a result of the NSDP

Ÿ Amendments to the BBEEE Act
Ÿ Recent Constitutional Court case involved the interpretation of 

section 198A(3)(b) of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) 

Ÿ This now include learning at HEIs and may lead to an increase in the demand for bursaries
Ÿ This means companies are obligated to provide former temporal employees with permanent 

contracts after a three-month period lapse.  This may lead to an increase in the demand for 
grants for skills development.

Ÿ Outdated and fragmented information technology systems and processes

Ÿ Key leadership positions within the SETA are vacant or filled with temporary appointments.  
Ÿ The issue of staff morale requires urgent attention, and a retention strategy needs to be implemented.
Ÿ SETA staff needs more exposure to sector dynamics.
Ÿ A complex delivery model that delays approval of projects.
Ÿ Misalignment of inancial information with non-inancial information due to non-spending of funds during 

the  current financial year

Changes to the delivery model of W&RSETA
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The key drivers of change as identified in the SSP include the following:

The following table provides the “hard-to fill” occupations along with the reasons that have been provided by the stakeholders.  The following 28 occupations were above the median in terms of a “Hard to Fill Vacancy” 
survey administered during the SSP consultations:

W&R SETA SSP

 * Drivers of Change

Downgrade

Retail chains moving into townships

Technology

Powershifts
to consumers

SMME development

African retail

Mobile applications, social media, online shopping, etc. - Software Developer/ Web Designer/ Web Administrator/ ICT Security Specialist/ 
Graphic Designer/ Analyst/ Researcher/ Marketing and Sales Manager

Ethical issues, environmental considerations, etc - Environmental Manager / Social Corporate Manager / Public Relations Manager / HR 
Manager

Identifying them, locating them in supply chains, working with them to understand challenges and skills needs, partnerships to 
deliver skills as part of wider support framework

Senior Managers (executives), Sales and Marketing Manager, Advertising and Public Relations Manager, Market Researchers, 
Supply and Distribution Manager, Logistics Manager, Retail Manager (General), Import/Export Specialists, Procurement Specialists, 

Impact on existing shops - local shops trade to the big stores? Opportunities for SMMEs. Research into supply chains, identify 
niche markets for small retail outlets; develop appropriate partnerships; provide fit for purpose skills development as part of a 
broader package of support.

If retrenchment takes place in the sector, there will be a pool of skilled workers seeking employment. Lower rate of Hard-to-fill vacancies.

Table 3:  Hard-to-Fill Vacancies

NO HTF OCCUPATIONS NO OF VACANCIES NO HTF OCCUPATIONS NO OF VACANCIES

1 Customer Services Manager 92 15 Retail Buyer 105

2 Cook 143 16 Accounts Clerk 38

3 Confectionary Baker 67 17 Visual Merchandiser 149

4 Pharmacy Sales Assistant 39 18 Stock Clerk / Ocer 56

5 Retail Supervisor 316 19 Service Station Manager 40

6 Retail Manager (General) 120 20 Plumber 16

7 Sales and Marketing Manager 305 21 Accountant 44

8 Operations Manager (non-manufacturing) 55 22 Supply and Distribution Manager 60

9 Chef 62 23 Call Centre Operator 31

10 Retail Planner 88 24 Plumber 40

11 Blockman 67 25 Warehouse Manager 55

12 Corporate General Manager 72 26 e-Retail Manager 7

13 Sales Representative (Industrial Products) 61 27 Bookkeeper 44

14 Human Resources Manager 69 28 IT Manager 25

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, HTFVs survey 2018/19
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The three most common reasons for HTFVs were:

The three main reasons are skills related and include lack of experience (28%), lack of 
qualifications (28%) and lack of skills (27%).  

Support will also be provided for RPL, to enable employees that have gained experience over time 
to obtain formal qualifications.  (Refer to PIVOTAL list)

Learning programmes such as learnerships, apprenticeships and bursaries will contribute to 
addressing the lack of qualifications and skills; lack of experience will be addressed through 
interventions such as work experience and internships, and lack of skills will be further addressed 
through skills programmes and unit standard training.  

Lack of Experience

Lack of Qualifications

Lack of Skills

Poor Wages and Benefits

Other

Percentages

Table 4: Skill Gaps by major occupation groupGraph 8:  Reasons for “hard-to-fill” vacancies.

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY FIRST
SKILLS GAP

SECOND
SKILLS GAP

THIRD
SKILLS GAP

Managers Leadership Decision making Mentoring and Coaching

Professionals Leadership Decision making Interpersonal

Technicians & Associate Professionals Communication Time Management Interpersonal

Clerical Support Workers Time Management Computer skills Communication

Service & Sales Workers Customer service Planning Product knowledge

Craft & Related Trades Workers Productivity Time Management Product Knowledge

Plant & Machine Operators Time Management Productivity Communication

Elementary Occupations Communication Numeracy & literacy Productivity

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop Feedback, HTFVs survey 2018/19

The most important Skill Gaps identified in the SSP, by major occupation group are as follows:

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, HTFVs survey 2018/19
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36

Further consultations led to the identiication of a PIVOTAL list, or list of the top ten scarce occupations.

Table 5: Pivotal list

OCCUPATION OFO CODE LEARNING INTERVENTION

1.Sales Assistant (General) 522301 3305

2.Retail Manager (General) 142103 1177

3.Retail Supervisor 522201 389

4.Confectionary Baker 681201 375

5.Retail Pharmacist 226302 363

6.Blockman 681103 320

8.SHEQ Practitioner      226203 171

9.Sales Representative 164

Source: WSP ATR submission 2016/17

332203

Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Bursary in the field of buying or procurement
Ÿ Certificate or diploma in the field of buying or procurement

Ÿ Learnership in the field of buying or procurement

Ÿ Learnership in sales related field
Ÿ Skills programme in sales related field

Ÿ Learnership in the field of health and safety
Ÿ Skills programmes in the field of health and safety

Ÿ Work experience
Ÿ Certificate or diploma in the field of health and safety

Ÿ MBA
Ÿ Bursary in sales and marketing

Ÿ Post-graduate certificate of diploma in management

Ÿ Internship
Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Bursary

Ÿ Skills programme in retail

Ÿ Diploma or certificate in pharmaceutical sciences
Ÿ Learnership in retail related field

Ÿ Work experience
Ÿ Internship

Ÿ Learnership in confectionary making

Ÿ Certiicate or diploma in retail related field

Ÿ Internship
Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Bursary in retail related field

Ÿ Learnership of certiicate in management
Ÿ Learnership in retail related field

Ÿ Work experience

Ÿ Bursary in retail related field
Ÿ MBA

Ÿ Internship

Ÿ Post-graduate certiicate of diploma in management

Ÿ Learnership in sales related field
Ÿ Skills programme in sales related field

7.Sales & Marketing Manager 122101 245

10.Retail Buyer 322301 112
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Ÿ Training of people with disabilities

Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment

The development of objectives in the SP, and more specifically developing indicators and setting targets in the APP will take cognisance of the skills shortages and gaps.

The key skills priorities identified in the SSP are:

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills”
Ÿ Stakeholder engagement

Ÿ Trade union capacity building

These have been considered in setting goals and objectives, and the linkages are illustrated after the goals and objectives have been stated in the SP.  

1.3   Strategic Outcome-oriented Goals of the Institution

Below are the five strategic outcome oriented goals for the W&R sector, as identified in the Strategic Plan:.

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 1 

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Goal statement Skills development and training strengthened to address the skills needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector with the aim of upskilling the workforce and improving the competencies of 
existing and prospective workers.

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 2 

An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Goal statement Ensure effective management of the W&RSETA through proper governance, efcient use of resources, integrated systems and improved monitoring and evaluation in order to imple-
ment the Strategic Plan

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 3 

Effective stakeholder engagement & Strategic partnerships that is benecial to both parties

Goal statement Strengthen strategic partnerships with the public and private sectors to better align programmes and resources and facilitate placement of learners

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 4 

A skilled, sustainable SMME and co-operative sector

Goal statement To strengthen and develop new training models to meet the skills development needs of co-operatives as well as small and informal businesses

Strategic Outcome 
Oriented Goal 5 

Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the wholesale and retail sector

Goal statement Effective capacitation of existing and emerging training providers to deliver on the sector skills needs
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The link between Goals, Objectives, and Priorities identied in the SSP and NSDS III is illustrated below:

1.4 .      Link between Goals, Objectives and SSP and NSDS III priorities:

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES SSP PRIORITIES NSDS III PRIORITIES

Strategic Objective 1:  A consultative, robustly researched and 
relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed 
and approved

Goal 4.1 Establishing a credible institutional mechanism for skills planning

Strategic Objective 2:  PITOVAL Programmes addressing scarce 
and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented 
(includes rural, disability, transformation)

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes

Strategic Objective 3:  Capacity building programmes for work-
er representatives to enhance their contribution in planning and 
implementation of training in the workplace

Strategic Objective 4:  Identify and implement special projects 
that addresses sectoral, provincial, national imperatives and 
priorities; including scarce and critical skills or occupational 
qualications to transform the sector

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives

Strategic Objective 5:  Strategy to develop new growth and 
niche areas through the development and updating of qualica-
tions in the sector

Strategic Objective 6:  Develop and implement a seamless 
integrated Career guidance programme

Goal 4.8 Building career and vocational guidance

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1:  A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector  

Ÿ Training of people with disabilities
Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills”

Ÿ Trade union capacity building

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment (in support of sectoral, 
provincial, national imperatives and priorities and 
considering transformational imperatives)

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” (accurate 
identification of relevant scarce skills critical skills and hard-
to-fill vacancies needed to address these in a targeted 
manner)

Goal 4.4: Addressing the low level of youth and adult language and numeracy skills 
to enable additional training

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives

Strategic Objective 8:  An effective and ecient organisational 
system that enables the implementation of the W&RSETA’s pro
grammes and grant disbursements

Strategic Objective 10:  Improved stakeholder satisfaction with 
SETA services

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 2:  An effective, efficient and client-centred organisation whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being fit for purpose and enabling

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3:  Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is beneficial to both parties

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement (this is essential to rebuild 
stakeholder buy-in, participation in and satisfaction with 
SETA services)

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement
Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” 
(partnerships needed to implement)

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement

Strategic Objective 9:  Formal agreements with strategic part-
ners addressing needs of the sector (Govt. depts.; other SETAs; 
TVET colleges; HETs; Traditional Councils);

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes

Goal 4.3 Promoting the growth of a public FET college system that is responsive to 
sector, local, regional and national skills needs and priorities

Strategic Objective 7:  Ecient and effective use of resources to 
ensure good governance, compliance with laws and regulations 
and excellent service delivery

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement (this is essential to rebuild 
stakeholder buy-in, participation in and satisfaction with 
SETA services)
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Strategic Objective 11:  Strategic projects and programmes 
identiied and implemented to address the skills needs of the 
SME, NGO/NPO, co-operative and informal sector

-

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4:  A skilled, sustainable SME and co-operative sector

Strategic Objective 13:  A sufficient and sustainable 
Assessment Centre base is established for W&R occupational 
qualifications

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5:  Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the wholesale and retail sector

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” (which is 
dependent on a provider base)

Ÿ Address hard-to-fill vacancies and “critical skills” (which is 
dependent on a provider base)

Goal 4.6: Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, 
worker-initiatives, NGO and community training initiatives

Strategic Objective 12:  A responsive, qualied and transformed 
skills development provider base

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes 

Goal 4.2 Increasing access to occupationally-directed programmes 

Goal 4.3 Promoting the growth of a public FET college system that is responsive to 

Goal 4.3 Promoting the growth of a public FET college system that is responsive to 

sector, local, regional and national skills needs and priorities

sector, local, regional and national skills needs and priorities

The changes to legislative and other mandates are the proposed amendments to the B-BBEE Act, No. 53 of 2003.  Proposed amendments to the Act now include higher education. 

2.   Revisions to Legislative and other Mandates

In terms of relevant court rulings, a recent Constitutional Court case involving the interpretation of section 198A(3)(b) of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) and whether the section stipulates a “dual employment relationship” 

between an employee, the company and the labour broker or a “sole employment relationship” between the worker and the company after the period of three months had expired.  The Constitutional Court ruled that for 

the first three months the labour broker is the employer and after that period the company, where the employee was placed by the labour broker, becomes the “sole employer”. This means companies are obligated to 

provide former temporal employees with permanent contracts after the three-month period lapses.

The Wholesale and Retail SETA (W&RSETA) is a schedule 3A public entity and derives its mandate from the Skills Development Act No. 97 of 1998 (as amended).  The SETA is responsible for supporting skills development 

in the wholesale and retail sector in South Africa through the disbursement of grants to facilitate the implementation of learning programmes, and monitoring of education and training (as outlined in the Act, in 

accompanying regulations and the National Skills Development Strategy (NSDS) III).

The Skills Development target, which is still at 6%, is now to be allocated as 3.5% spend on black people and 2.5% on black students in higher education.  In the past, the Skills Development Element was focused on 

learnerships, internships and apprenticeships.  The Skills Development spend on black students includes bursaries at higher education institutions as a new indicator.

Given the fact that the sector relies quite heavily on Labour Brokers for human resources, it is expected that the number employed within the sector will grow, with implications for skills development and budget 

implications for the SETA.
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3.    Overview of 2019/20 budget and MTEF estimates  

3.1   Expenditure estimates

Table 6:  Medium Term Expenditure Framework Estimates

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Financial Performance data Audited Outcome Approved Budget Medium Term Estimates

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Revenue    

Non-tax revenue 92 170 135 852 176 646 35 000  104 375 110 115 116 172 

Other non-tax revenue 92 170 135 852 176 646 35 000 104 375 110 115 116 172 

Transfers received 953 870 924 171 1 034 917 1 048 343 1 107 050 1 167 938 1 232 175 

   

Expenses

Compensation of employees 55 398 55 398 68 600 70 605 75 259 79 398 83 765 

Goods and services 53 044 57 758 62 565 63 546 66 552 70 213 74 075 

Depreciation 1 178 1 519 3 304 3 444 3 489 3 681 3 883 

Transfers and subsidies 517 310 497 002 732 912 945 748 1 634 439 1 239 248 1 340 304

Total expenses 626 930 611 677 867 381 1 083 343 1 779 739 1 392 540 1 502 027

Surplus / (Decit) 419 110 448 346 344 182 (568 314)   (114 487)  (153 681)

   

   

1. Administration Grant (10.5%) 123 682 121 225 135 731 137 595 145 300 153 292 161 723 

2. Mandatory Grant (20%) 237 688 231 064 260 598 262 086 276 763 291 984 308 044 

3. Discretionary Grant (49,5%) 581 958 571 882 638 588 648 662 684 987 722 662 762 408 

4. Other Income 102 712 135 852 176 646 35 000 104 375 110 115 116 172 

   

Total Expenditure Budget 705 957 611 677 867 381 1 083 343 1 779 739  1 392 540  1 502 027

1. Administration Grant (10%) 120 531 110 101 129 094 131 043 138 381 145 992 154 022 

2. QCTO (0.5%) 3 151 4 574 5 375 6 552 6 919 7 300 7 701 

3. Mandatory Grant (20%) 237 688 165 608 186 979 262 086 207 572 218 988 231 033 

4. Discretionary Grant: Pivotal (80%+ of 49,5%) 320 099 265 115 436 746 553 930 1 378 284  968 495  1 053 541

Total Reserves

 2015/16  2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

109 620  114 675 134 469 137 595 145 300 153 292 161 723 

Total Revenue Budget 1 046 040 1 060 023 1 211 563 1 083 343 1 211 425 1 278 053 1 348 346 

Total Revenue 1 046 040 1 060 023 1 211 563 1 083 343 1 211 425 1 278 053 1 348 346 

Revenue Breakdown per Grant Category

Expense Breakdown per Grant Category
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R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Financial Performance data Audited Outcome Approved Budget Medium Term Estimates

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

24 488 66 279 109 187 129 732 48 583 51 765 55 730 

 

Programme 1: Administration 123 682 114 675 134 469 137 595 145 300 153 292 161 723 

Programme 2: Skills Planning 237 688 166 095 188 468 285 538 218 322 230 336 242 769 

Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects 344 587 326 751 532 640 638 685 1 378 284 
 

968 495
 

1 053 541

Programme 4: Quality Assurance                        -                          4 156   11 804                            21 525 37 833 40 418 43 994 

Total Expense 611 677 705 957 1 083 343 867 381  1 392 540  1 502 0271 779 739 

Ÿ The SETA's main revenue source is levy income from skills development levies

3.2   Relating Expenditure Trends to Strategic Outcome-oriented Goals 

Ÿ The SETA has applied the approved escalation percentages from National Treasury
Ÿ Over the MTEF cycle, the SETA will work tirelessly to perform on its mandate and ensure that these budget allocations are aligned to the SETA strategic objectives.

Ÿ 20% of the SETA's levy income is utilised for disbursement of mandatory grants

Ÿ 10.5% of the SETA's levy income is utilised for operational administration expenditure (of which 0,5% is paid over to the QCTO)
Ÿ 49.5% of the SETA's levy income is utilised for disbursement of discretionary grants

5. Discretionary Grant: Various Projects (20%- of 49.5%)

 2015/16  2016/17 2017/18

Expense Breakdown per Programme

Table 6:  Medium Term Expenditure Framework Estimates
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4.  PROGRAMMES

In this section of the Annual Performance Plan the W&RSETA is setting performance targets for 

Ÿ The MTEF period (2019/20 to 2021/22) for each strategic objective identied in Part B of the Strategic Plan, and
Ÿ The upcoming budget year (2019/20). 

W&RSETA has adopted the programme structure prescribed by DHET, and provides indicators and targets for the following four programmes:

Ÿ Programme 1: Administration
Ÿ Programme 2: Skills planning and research
Ÿ Programme 3: Learning programmes and projects
Ÿ Programme 4: Quality assurance

The link between Goals, Objectives and Performance Indicators is illustrated below:

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1:  A skilled, capable, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail sector  

Strategic Objective 1:  A consultative, robustly researched and relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed and approved 5,7, 8 and 10

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identiied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Strategic Objective 4:  Identify and implement special projects that addresses sectoral, provincial, national imperatives and priorities; including scarce and critical skills or 
occupational qualications to transform the sector

41

Strategic Objective 5:  Strategy to develop new growth and niche areas through the development and updating of qualications in the sector

Strategic Objective 6:  Develop and implement a seamless integrated Career guidance programme

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 2:  An effective, efcient and client-centred organisation whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for 
purpose and enabling

Goal Statement:  Ensure effective management of the W&RSETA through proper governance, efcient use of resources, integrated systems and improved monitoring and evaluation in order to implement the
Strategic Plan

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Number

1, 4

Strategic Objective 8:  An effective and efcient organisational system that enables the implementation of the W&RSETA’s programmes and grant disbursements 3, 6

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3:  Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is benecial to both parties

Goal Statement:  Strengthen strategic partnerships with the public and private sectors to better align programmes and resources and facilitate placement of learners

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Number

Strategic Objective 9:  Formal agreements with strategic partners addressing needs of the sector (Govt. depts.; other SETAs; TVET colleges; HETs; Traditional Councils); 9, 49 - 51

Strategic Objective 10:  Improved stakeholder satisfaction with SETA services 2

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Number

Strategic Objective 3:  Capacity building programmes for worker representatives to enhance their contribution in planning and implementation of training in the workplace 38, 39

46 - 48

11 to 37

52

Strategic Objective 7:  Efcient and effective use of resources to ensure good governance, compliance with laws and regulations and excellent service delivery

-
and prospective workers.
Goal Statement:  Skills development and training strengthened to address the skills needs of the Wholesale and Retail sector with the aim of upskilling the workforce and improving the competencies of existing
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The programme cuts across a number of divisions and functional areas including Finance which incorporates Procurement and Grants management, Corporate Services, Human Resource Management, Information 
Technology, Contracts and Marketing.  

This will be attained through the deployment of robust business processes and systems; embedding effective corporate governance, strengthening oversight and compliance, as well as monitoring and evaluation 
capabilities for measuring impact of skills interventions in the sector.

The purpose of this programme is to provide effective and efcient support functions within the organisation. The programme is responsible for support to the W&RSETA operations divisions. The goal of this programme is 
to ensure that the SETA is well positioned and capacitated to deliver on its targets.  

4.1   Programme 1: Administration

The success of this programme over the next ve years will be measured in terms of its ability to establish organisational capacity that will promote a high performance and value-based culture which will enable delivery of 
the SETA's mandate. 

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4:  A skilled, sustainable SME and co-operative sector

Goal Statement:  To strengthen and develop new training models to meet the skills development needs of co-operatives as well as small and informal businesses

Performance Indicator NumberStrategic Objective

Strategic Objective 11:  Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO and co-operative sector 40, 42 - 45

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5:  Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Goal Statement:  To strengthen and develop new training models to meet the skills development needs of co-operatives as well as small and informal businesses

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Number

Strategic Objective 12:  A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base 53 - 59

60Strategic Objective 13:  A sufcient and sustainable Assessment Centre base is established for W&R occupational qualications
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4.1.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 1 for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22.

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan Target

Audited 
/Actual 
Perfor-
mance

Est. Per-
formance

Medium-Term Targets and Budgets  

Strategic Objective 7:  Ef-
icient and effective use of 
resources to ensure good 
governance, compliance 
with laws and regulations 
and excellent service 
delivery

1. Improved audit 
opinion from unqual-
ied to a clean audit 
opinion with no nd-
ings during the period 
of 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

Clean audit 
opinion 
with no 
ndings

N/A N/A Un-qualied Un-qualied Unqualied 
audit opin-
ion with no 
ndings

145 300

Clean audit 
opinion with 
no ndings

153 292

Clean audit 
opinion with 
no ndings

161 723

Strategic Objective 10:  
Improved stakeholder 
satisfaction with SETA 
services

2. Number of stake-
holder outreach initia-
tives implemented.to 
advocate participation 
in skills development 
programmes during 
the period 1 April 2019 
to 31 March 2022

30 newslet-
ters;
25 stake-
holder 
events

N/A NA 10 10 news-letters
5 stake
holder sessions

10 news-letters
15 stakeholder 
sessions

10 newslet-
ters
5 
stake-hold-
er sessions

10 newslet-
ters
5 stakeholder 
sessions

Strategic Objective 8:  
An effective and efcient 
organisational system that 
enables the implemen-
tation of the W&RSETA’s 
programmes and grant 
disbursements

3. Reliable, automated 
and integrated ERP 
system implemented to 
improve organisational 
eciency during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2022

90% 
satisfaction 
rate based 
on systems 
reliability

N/A N/A N/A ERP 
implemented

80% satis-
faction rate 
based on sys-
tems reliability

85% sat-
isfaction 
rate based 
on systems 
reliability

90% sat-
isfaction 
rate based 
on systems 
reliability

Strategic Objective 7:  Ef-
cient and effective use of 
resources to ensure good 
governance, compliance 
with laws and regulations 
and excellent service 
delivery

4. Improvement of 
W&RSETA quarterly 
performance infor-
mation reports to an 
accuracy of 99% by 31 
March 2022

99% 
accuracy in 
quarterly 
reports

N/A N/A Zero ndings 
on 2 out 
of the 4 
performance 
reports

95% accuracy 
in quarterly 
reports

97% accuracy 
in quarterly 
reports

99% 
accuracy in 
quarterly 
reports

99% accuracy 
in quarterly 
reports

R’000 R’000 R’000

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20

2020/2021 Budget 2021/22 Budget 
2021/222020/21
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4.1.2      Programme 1: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with quarterly targets) 

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting 
Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly Targets

(Apr – Jun) (Jul – Sep) (Oct-Dec) (Jan – Mar)

Strategic Objective 7:  Efcient and 
effective use of resources to ensure 
good governance, compliance with 
laws and regulations and excellent 
service delivery

1. Improved audit opinion from 
unqualied to an unqualied audit 
opinion with no ndings during the 
period of 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020

Annually Unqualied audit 
opinion with no 
indings

145 300

0 Unqualied audit 
opinion with no 
indings

0 0

Strategic Objective 10:  Improved 
stakeholder satisfaction with SETA 
services

2. Number of stakeholder outreach 
initiatives implemented to advocate 
participation in skills development 
programmes during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 10 Newsletters
10 Stakeholder 
Sessions

2 newsletters
2
stakeholder 
session

3
newsletters
2
stakeholder 
sessions

3 newsletters
3
stakeholder 
session

2 newsletters;
3 stakeholder 
session

Strategic Objective 8:  An effective 
and efcient organisational system 
that enables the implementation of 
the W&RSETA’s programmes and 
grant disbursements

3. Reliable, automated and inte-
grated ERP system implemented to 
improve organisational eciency 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Annually 80% satisfaction 
rate based on 
systems reliability

0 0 0 80% satisfaction 
rate based on sys-
tems reliability

Strategic Objective 7:  Efcient and 
effective use of resources to ensure 
good governance, compliance with 
laws and regulations and excellent 
service delivery

4. Improvement of W&RSETA quar-
terly performance information reports 
to an accuracy of 97% by 31 March 
2020

Quarterly 97% accuracy in 
quarterly reports

0 97% accuracy in 
quarterly reports

97% accuracy 
in quarterly 
reports

97% accuracy in 
quarterly reports

4.1.3 Reconciling performance targets with the budget and MTEF

Programme 1: Administration

Discretionary Administration

-

-

-

Q1  Q2  Q3  Q4  

Sub-programmes
Budget 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

6 919 7 300 7 701

138 381 145 992 154 022

145 300 153 292 161 723

QCTO

Finance, Supply Chain Management and Assets, Governance (Audit and Risk)
Information Technology

Total

Ÿ Programme 1 is essentially the support function for all SETA activities.

Ÿ Over the next three years, the SETA will be implementing an integrated management information system, this is one of the main objectives of programme 1 for the next three years. 
Ÿ Programme 1 is also responsible for the SETA's compliance with the regulatory framework that the SETA operates under.
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4.2.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 2: Skills Planning and Research for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

Strategic Objective 1:  
A consultative, robustly 
researched and relevant 
SSP relective of different 
W&R subsectors is devel
oped and approved

5. Number of small and 
medium companies 
assisted through contract
ed Sector Liaison Ocers 
and/or W&RSETA employ-
ees to submit Annexure 
II documents and all 
large companies assisted 
by own Skills Develop-
ment Facilitators and/or 
W&RSETA employees to 
submit WSPs, ATRs and 
PIVOTAL Plans from 2019 
to 2022.

-

S - 18 700  
M -  4 350  
L - ALL

S -5542
M-1260
L-631

S -5720
M-1312
L-585

S -5789
M-1380
L-600

S -5 800
M-1 350
L-560

S - 6 000
M - 1 400
L - ALL

0

S - 6 200
M - 1 450
L - ALL

0

S - 6 500
M - 1 500
L - ALL

0

As part of the broader mandate, the programme tracks performance progress against the set targets and conduct impact assessment for our skills interventions. This is attained through robust planning, 
improving the quality and quantity of research outputs, as well as strengthening the integrity of monitoring, evaluation and reporting on performance information.

Functions falling within the ambit of this programme include Skills Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation, Reporting and Research programmes. These programmes provide key inputs in advancing skills development 
in the sector. 

4.2   Programme 2: Skills Planning and Research

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan Target

Audited /Actual Performance Medium-Term Targets and Budgets

Estimated 
Performance

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective 
8:  An effective and 
efcient organisational 
system that enables the 
implementation of the 
W&RSETA’s programmes 
and grant disbursements

6. All qualifying stake-
holders whose annexure 
II applications have 
been approved are paid 
mandatory grants in the 
period 01 March 2019 to 
31 April 2022

100% 
payment of 
qualifying 
stake-hold-
ers

5 179 5 472 4 947 6 000 100% 
payment of 
qualifying 
stake-hold
ers

207 572 100% 
payment of 
qualifying 
stake-hold
ers

218 988 100% 
payment of 
qualifying 
stake-hold-
ers

231 033
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Strategic Objective 1:  
A consultative, robustly 
researched and relevant 
SSP relective of different 
W&R sub-sectors is de-
veloped and approved

7. A robustly researched 
and consulted Sector Skills 
Plan (SSP) submitted to 
DHET annually during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

1 1 1 1 1 4 300 1 4 537 1 4 537

8. Number of research 
studies conducted to pro
vide insight into the sector 
during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022

12 6 7 4 4 4 2 150 4 2 270 4 2 400

Strategic Objective 9:  
Formal agreements 
with strategic partners 
addressing needs of 
the sector (Govt. depts.; 
other SETAs; TVET col-
leges; HETs; Traditional 
Councils)

9. Number of partner-
ships established between 
W&RSETA and national 
and international research 
institutions during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

12 N/A N/A N/A 4 4 2 150 4 2 270 4 2 400

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan Target

Audited /Actual Performance Medium-Term Targets and Budgets

Estimated 
Performance

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

4.2.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 2: Skills Planning and Research for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22 

Strategic Objective 1:  
A consultative, robustly 
researched and relevant 
SSP reective of different 
W&R sub-sectors is de-
veloped and approved

10. Number of impact 
studies of W&R SETA 
projects that contribute 
toward the achievement of 
NSDS III targets conducted 
during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022

N/A N/A N/A 1 2 2 150 2 2 270 2 2 400
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4.2.2   Programme 2: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with quarterly targets) 

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator
Reporting 
Period

Annual Target  
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20

R’000

Quarterly Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

Strategic Objective 8:  An effective 
and efcient organisational system 
that enables the implementation of 
the W&RSETA’s programmes and 
grant disbursements

6. All qualifying stakeholders whose annexure II appli
cations have been approved are paid mandatory grants 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 100% payment 100% pay
ment

Strategic Objective 1:  A consultative, 
robustly researched and relevant SSP 
reective of different W&R sub-sec-
tors is developed and approved

7. A robustly researched and consulted Sector Skills Plan 
(SSP) submitted to DHET during the period 1 April 2019 
to 31 March 2020

Annually 1 4 300 0 1 0 0

8. Number of research studies conducted to provide 
insight into the sector during the period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2020

Quarterly 4 2 150 0 0 0 4

Strategic Objective 9:  Formal 
agreements with strategic partners 
addressing needs of the sector (Govt. 
depts.; other SETAs; TVET colleges; 
HETs; Traditional Councils)

9. Number of partnerships established between W&RSE
TA and national and international institutions during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 4 2 150 0 0 0 4

Strategic Objective 1:  A consultative, 
robustly researched and relevant SSP 
relective of different W&R sub-sec -
tors is developed and approved

10. Number of impact studies of W&R SETA projects that 
contribute toward the achievement of NSDS III targets 
conducted during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020

Quarterly 2 2 150 0 0 0 2

Strategic Objective 1:  A consultative, 
robustly researched and relevant SSP 
relective of different W&R sub-sec -
tors is developed and approved

5. Number of small and medium companies assist-
ed through contracted Sector Liaison Ocers and/or 
W&RSETA employees to submit Annexure II documents 
and all large companies assisted by own Skills Develop-
ment Facilitators and/or W&RSETA employees to submit 
WSPs, ATRs and PIVOTAL Plans during the 2019 Annex-
ure II submission period.

Quarterly S - 6 000
M - 1 400
L - ALL

0 S - 6 000
M - 1 400
L - ALL

0 0 0

- 207 572 0 0 0 -
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4.2.3   Reconciling performance targets with the budget and MTEF 

Programme 2: Skills Planning

Sub-programmes
Budget 2019/20

2020/21 2021/22
Discretionary Mandatory Grants

-

-

207 572

-

207 572

6 000

4 000

-

750

10 750

Research (Chairs and SoEs)

Sector Skills Plans

Work Skills Plans and Annual Training Reports

7.5% Project administration

Total

6 336 6 697

4 220 4 220

218 988 231 033

792 819

230 336 242 769

Ÿ 60% female learners

Ÿ 4% Disability

Ÿ Over the next three years, the SETA plans to increase the number of stakeholders participating and receiving mandatory grants. The SETA also plans to reach more stakeholders through research and SSP contact 
sessions with the sector.

Ÿ 100% 18.2 youth (35 years old or below)

The purpose of this programme is to contribute to addressing the scarce and critical skills identified in the SSP and reducing hard to fill vacancies in the wholesale and retail sector through the provision of quality learning 
programmes.  Functions under this programme include career guidance and the implementation of learnerships, apprenticeships, skills programmes, internships, work integrated learning and bursaries for students at 
TVET Colleges and Higher Education institutions.
The allocation of grants for learnerships and skills programmes targeting unemployed learners will ensure that the allocation will be for:

Ÿ 12.5% Rural

4.3 Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects

Ÿ 85% black learners.

Ÿ Programme 2 also includes the disbursement of mandatory grants based on the Annexure II process.
Ÿ Programme 2 sees the SETA in direct contact with the sector through research leading to the compilation of the Sector Skills Plan with a list of scarce and critical skills in the sector.
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective 2:  

addressing scarce and 
critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are 
implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transfor
mation)

11. Number of employed learners 
registered on learnerships or 
occupational programmes on 
NQF level 2 – 5 addressing W&R 
scarce and critical skills (HTFVs) as 
identied in the SSP in the nancial 
years 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2022.

64 581

13. Number of unemployed 
learners registered on learnerships 
or occupational programmes on 
NQF level 2 – 5 addressing W&R 
scarce and critical skills (HTFVs) as 
identied in the SSP in the nancial 
years 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2022.

16 036 2 954 2 239 2 479 2 100 6 536
(4%of 
which are 
learn-
ers with 
disabilities 
and 12,5% 
rural 
learn-
ers;  Incl 
of 1500 
at TVET 
Colleges

409 360

4 500
(4% of 
which are 
learners 
with disabil-
ities and 
12,5% rural 
learners)) 284 445

5 000
(4% of 
which are 
learners 
with 
disabili-
ties and 
12,5% 
rural 
learners))

316 050

12.  Number of employed learners 
complete NQF 2 to 5 learnerships 
and/or occupational programmes 
addressing Wholesale and Retail 
Scarce Skills as identied in the 
SSP during the period of 1 April 
2019 to March 2022

4 050 1 635 1 373 569 1 200 1 250 1 350 1 450

8 666 3 066 1 977 2 191 2 300 3 066

71 272

2 700 2 900

69 015

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

PIVOTAL Programmes 

4.3.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects
for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22
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4.3.1   Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects
for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22 

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

14.  Number of unemployed 
learners completing NQF 2 to 5 
learnerships and/or occupational 
programmes addressing Whole-
sale and Retail Scarce Skills as 
identied in the SSP during the pe-
riod of April 2019 to March 2022

6 750 1 708 1 399 709 1 200 2 000
(4% of 
which are 
learn-
ers with 
disabilities 
and 12,5% 
rural 
learners)

0 2 250
(4% of 
which are 
learners 
with disabil
ities and 
12,5% rural 
learners)

0 2 500
(4% of 
which are 
learners 
with 
disabili-
ties and 
12,5% 
rural 
learners)

0

Strategic Objective 2:  
PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and 
critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are 
implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transfor
mation)

15.  Number of employed learners 
registered on NQF 2 to 5 skills 
programmes or part qualications, 
addressing Wholesale and Retail 
Scarce and critical Skills as identi-
ied in the SSP during the period of 
April 2019 to March 2022

23 500 N/A N/A 657 1 000 10 000

96 750

6 500

62 888

7 000

67 725
16.  Number of employed learners 
complete NQF 2 to 5 skills pro

-grammes or part qualiications, 
addressing Wholesale and Retail 
Scarce and Critical Skills as identi-
ied in the SSP during the period of 
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022

9 750 N/A N/A 613 800 3 000 3 250 3 500

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance
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4.3.1   Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects
for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22 

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

17.  Number of unemployed 
learners registered on NQF 2 to 
5 skills programmes or part qual
ications addressing Wholesale 
and Retail Scarce and Critical Skills 
as identied in the SSP during 
the period of 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

3000 N/A N/A 123 500 800

18 060

1 000

22 575

1 200

27 090
18.  Number of unemployed 
learners complete NQF 2 to 5 
skills programmes or part quali
cations addressing Wholesale and 
Retail Scarce and Critical Skills 
as identied in the SSP during 
the period of 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

1 500 N/A N/A 354 400 400 500 600

Strategic Objective 2:  
PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and 
critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are 
implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transfor
mation)

19. Number of employed learners 
registered for RPL learning pro-
grammes during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022

900 311 168 68 300 300

4 596

300

4 596

300

4 596

20.  Number of employed learners 
complete RPL learning pro-
grammes during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022

450 358 73 292 150 150 150 150
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4.3.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects
for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

21.  Number of employed learners 
registered for unit standards 
addressing scarce and critical skills 
as identied in the SSP during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2022

14 200 6 316 1 399 20 1 000 5 200

8 385

4 000

6 450

5 000

8 063

22.   Number of employed 
learners completing unit standards 
addressing scarce and critical skills 
as identied in the SSP during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2022

6 000 2 764 1 247 N/A 750 1 500 2 000 2 500

23.  Number of employed learn-
ers registered on learnerships 
addressing artisan occupations 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2022

600 382 96 360 200 200 3 870 200 3 870 200 3 870

24.  Number of unemployed 
learners registered on learnerships 
addressing artisan occupations 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2022

600 268 261 0 100 200 14 190 200 14 190 200 14 190

25.  Number of employed learners 
completing apprenticeships or 
learnerships addressing artisan 
occupations during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2022

300 84 0 0 75 100 Budget 
under 
Indicator 
23

100 Budget 
under Indi-
cator 23

100 Budget 
under 
indicator 
23

26.  Number of unemployed 
learners completing learnerships 
or apprenticeships addressing arti-
san occupations during the period 
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022

300 40 13 33 75 100 Budget 
under 
Indicator 
24

100 Budget 
under Indi-
cator 24

100 Budget 
under 
Indicator 
24
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4.3.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects
for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

Strategic Objective 2:  
PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and 
critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are 
implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transfor-
mation)

27.  Number of TVET and HETI 
unemployed graduates qualied 
in qualications that address W&R 
Scare Skills placed in Wholesale 
and Retail organisations for work
place experience and exposure 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2022

5 450 108 791 107 4 000 2 750

162 056

1 200

72 563

1 500

90 700
28.   Number of TVET and HETI 
graduates that have been support
ed by the W&R SETA to participate 
workplace experience and expo-
sure in W&R organisations com-
plete their placement programme 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2022

1 900 459 0 1 4 000 600 600 700

29.  Number of TVET and HETI 
unemployed learners studying 
qualications that address W&R 
Scare Skills placed in Wholesale 
and Retail organisations for in-
ternships during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022

2 800 108 791 18 1 000 1 600 77 400 600 29 025 600 29 026

30.  Number of TVET and HETI 
graduates that have been support
ed by the W&R SETA to participate 
in internships in W&R organisa-
tions complete their internship 
programme during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2022

1 050 459 0 21 850 350 0 350 0 350 0

31.   Number of new unemployed 
W&RSETA bursary beneciaries 
registered at TVETs/HETIs during 
the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

6 500 631 1 306 119 3 000 3 500 212 528 1 500 86 968 1 500 86 968

Strategic Objective 2:  
PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and 
critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are 
implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transfor-
mation)
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4.3.1   Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects 

 for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22 

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

32.   Number of continuing 
unemployed W&RSETA bursary 
beneciaries registered at TVETs/
HETIs during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022

5 000 825 626 N/A 1 000 2 000

125 560

1 500

94 170

1 500

94 170
33. Number of continuing unem-
ployed W&RSETA bursary bene-
ciaries from TVETs/HETIs complete 
programmes during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2022

1 200 0 279 N/A 500 400 400 400

34.  Number of employed bur-
sary beneciaries registered for 
Wholesale and Retail sector-re-
lated studies in MBA/Masters or 
Doctoral degrees at HETIs in the 
nancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

85 4 20 0 25 25

6 719

30

8 063

30

8 063
35. Number of employed bursary 
beneciaries complete Wholesale 
and Retail sector-related studies in 
MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees 
at HETIs in the inancial year 01 
April 2019 to 31 March 2022

23 2 20 0 12 5 8 10

Strategic Objective 2:  
PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and 
critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are 
implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transfor
mation)

36.   Number of employed bursary 
beneiciaries registered on NQF 
Level 5-8 qualications addressing 
Wholesale and Retail Scarce Skills 
as identied in the Sector Skills 
Plan at HETIs during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2022

3 500 770 1 026 57 460 1 250

56 438

1 000

94 712

1 250

108 725

37.   Number of employed bur-
sary beneciaries complete NQF 
Level 5-8 qualications addressing 
Wholesale and Retail Scarce Skills 
as identied in the Sector Skills 
Plan at HETIs during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2022

1 000 375 612 331 840 250 500 250
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4.3.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects

for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

Strategic Objective 3:  
Capacity building pro-
grammes for worker rep
resentatives to enhance 
their contribution in 
planning and implemen
tation of training in the 
workplace

38.   Number of Trade Union 
members or ofcials from 5 Trade 
Unions registered on programmes 
that address Trade Unions skills 
needs in the nancial year 01 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022.

2 400 0 300 0 800 800 from 
5 trade 
unions

11 288

800

11 288

800

11 288
39.  Number of Trade Union 
members or ocials from 5 Trade 
Unions complete programmes that 
address Trade Unions skills needs 
in the nancial years 01 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022.

960 409 0 0 320 320 from 
5 unions

320 from 5 
unions

320 from 
5 unions

Strategic Objective 11:  
Strategic projects and 
programmes identied 
and implemented to ad
dress the skills needs of 
the SME, NGO/NPO and 
co-operative sector

40.  Number of registered small 
levy-paying companies, medium 
companies and exempted com-
panies participating in W&RSETA 
skills development projects during 
the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

10 500 3 771 2 837 0 3 500 3 500 72 348 3 500 72 348 3 500 72 348

Strategic Objective 4:  
Identify and implement 
special projects that ad
dresses sectorial, provin
cial, national imperatives 
and priorities; including 
scarce and critical skills 
or occupational quali
cations to transform the 
sector

41.  Number of informal traders 
and micro enterprises participating 
in W&SETA capacitation workshops 
in the nancial year 01 April 2019 
to 31 March 2022 to enhance the 
business skills.

6 000 1 954 1 507 1 466 1 500 1 500 16 125 2 000 21 500 2 500 26 875
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4.3.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects

for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

43.  Number of unemployed 
members of co-operatives 
complete skills programmes that 
address scarce and critical skills as 
identied in the Sector Skills Plan 
in the nancial year 01 April 2019 
to 31 March 2022.

44. Number of NGOs/NPOs sup
ported to register their employed 
members on unit standards that 
address scarce and critical skills 
as identied in the SSP during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2022

300 
NGOs/
NPOs

16 0 0 100 100 
NGOs/
NPOs

1 236 100 NGOs/
NPOs

1 236 100 
NGOs/
NPOs

1 236

45.  Number of employed mem-
bers of NGOs/NPOs complete unit 
standards that address scarce and 
critical skills as identied in the SSP 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2022

150 
em-
ployed 
mem-
bers of 
NGOs/
NPOs

N/A N/A N/A 50 50 em-
ployed 
members

50 em-
ployed 
members

50 
employed 
members

Strategic Objective 6:  
Develop and implement 
a seamless integrated 
Career guidance pro-
gramme

46. Number of career guid-
ance events hosted/attended by 
Wholesale and Retail SETA during 
the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

600 110 139 147 200 200 5 462 200 6 403 200 6 755

47.  Number of Life Orientation 
Educators that are capacitated in 
using the Wholesale and Retail 
Seta Career Guide during the peri
od 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022

1150 N/A N/A N/A 300 350 170 400 179 400 189

Objective 11: Strategic 
projects and programmes 
identied and implement-
ed to address the skills 
needs of the SME, NGO/
NPO, co-operative and 
the informal sector

Strategic Objective 11:  
Strategic projects and 
programmes identied 
and implemented to ad-
dress the skills needs of 
the SME, NGO/NPO and 
co-operative sector

42. Number of unemployed mem
bers of 20 co-operatives registered 
on skills programmes that address 
scarce and critical skills as identif-
ied in the Sector Skills Plan in the 
nancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

60 
co-op-
eratives
660 
mem-
bers

20 0 0 20 co-op-
eratives; 
220 un-
em-ployed 
members

20 co-op-
eratives; 
220 un-
em-ployed 
members

3 730

20 co-oper-
atives;
220 un-
em-ployed 
members

3 730

20 co-op-
eratives; 
220 un-
employed 
members

3 730
330 
mem-
bers

20 0 0 110 
members 
complete 
skills pro-
grammes

110 
members 
complete 
skills pro-
grammes

110 
members 
complete 
skills pro-
grammes

110 
member’s 
complete 
skills pro
grammes
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4.3.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects
for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

Audited /
Actual Per-
formance

Estimated 
Performance

Medium-Term 
Targets and 
Budgets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Strategic 
Plan 
Target

-

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Audited /Actual Performance
Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsEstimated 

Performance

48.  Number of learners assist-
ed to gain an understanding 
of wholesale and retail career 
opportunities through W&RSETA 
Career Guidance sessions during 
the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

1400 N/A N/A N/A 300 400 742 500 783 500 723

4.3.2 Programme 3: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with Quarterly Targets)

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation)

11. Number of employed learners registered 
on learnerships or occupational programmes 
on NQF level 2 – 5 addressing W&R scarce 
and critical skills (HTFVs) as identied in the 
SSP in the inancial years 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020.

Quarterly

3 066

71 272

0 66 1 500 1 500

12.  Number of employed learners complete 
NQF 2 to 5 learnerships and/or occupation-
al programmes addressing Wholesale and 
Retail Scarce Skills as identied in the SSP 
during the period of April 2019 to March 
2020

Quarterly 1 250 200 400 400 250
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Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation);

Strategic Objective 4:   Identify and imple-
ment special projects that addresses sectorial, 
provincial, national imperatives and priorities; 
including scarce and critical skills or occupa-
tional qualications to transform the sector

13. Number of unemployed learners 
registered on learnerships or occupational 
programmes on NQF level 2 – 5 addressing 
W&R scarce and critical skills (HTFVs) as iden
tied in the SSP in the nancial years 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2020.

Quarterly 6 536
(4% of which 
are learners 
with disabilities 
and 12,5% rural 
learners;
Incl. 1 500 at 
TVET Colleges)

409 360

0 0 3 270 3 270

14.  Number of unemployed learners 
completing NQF 2 to 5 learnerships and/or 
occupational programmes addressing Whole
sale and Retail Scarce Skills as identied in 
the SSP during the period of April 2019 to 
March 2020.

Quarterly 2 000
(4% of which 
are learners 
with disabilities 
and 12,5% rural 
learners)

200 500 600

700

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation)

15.  Number of employed learners registered 
on NQF 2 to 5 skills programmes or part 
qualications addressing Wholesale and 
Retail Scarce and critical Skills as identied 
in the SSP during the period of April 2019 to 
March 2020

Quarterly

10 000

96 750

2 500 2 500 2 500 2 500

16.  Number of employed learners complete 
NQF 2 to 5 skills programmes or part qual-
ications, addressing Wholesale and Retail 
Scarce and Critical Skills as identied in the 
SSP during the period of 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 3 000 300 700 1 000 1 000

4.3.2 Programme 3: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with Quarterly Targets)
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation);

Strategic Objective 4:   Identify and imple-
ment special projects that addresses sectorial, 
provincial, national imperatives and priorities; 
including scarce and critical skills or occupa
tional qualications to transform the sector

17.  Number of unemployed learners regis-
tered on NQF 2 to 5 skills programmes or 
part qualications addressing Wholesale and 
Retail Scarce and Critical Skills as identied in 
the SSP during the period of 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2020

Quarterly 800

18 060

0 200 400 200

18.  Number of unemployed learners com-
plete NQF 2 to 5 skills programmes or part 
qualications addressing Wholesale and 
Retail Scarce and Critical Skills as identied in 
the SSP during the period of 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2020

Quarterly 400 100 100 100 100

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation)

19. Number of employed learners registered 
for RPL learning programmes during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 300

4 596

0 100 150 50

20.  Number of employed learners complete 
RPL learning programmes during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 150 50 50 50 0

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation)

21.  Number of employed learners registered 
for unit standards addressing Scarce and 
Critical skills as identied in the SSP during 
the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly

5 200
8 385

1 300 1 300 1 300 1 300

22.   Number of employed learners complet-
ing unit standards addressing Scarce and 
Critical skills as identied in the SSP during 
the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 1 500 0 500 500 500

4.3.2 Programme 3: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with Quarterly Targets)
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20 2019/20

R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

23. Number of employed learners registered 
on learnerships addressing artisan occupa-
tions during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 200 3 870 0 50 50 100

24.  Number of unemployed learners reg-
istered on learnerships addressing artisan 
occupations during the period 1 April 2019 to 
31 March 2020

Quarterly 200

14 190

0 50 50 100

25.  Number of employed learners complet-
ing learnerships or apprenticeships address-
ing artisan occupations during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 100 0 0 50 50

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation)

26.  Number of unemployed learners 
completing learnerships or apprenticeships 
addressing artisan occupations during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 100
0

0 0 50 50

27.  Number of TVET and HETI unemployed 
graduates qualied in qualications that 
address W&R Scare Skills placed in Whole-
sale and Retail organisations for workplace 
experience and exposure during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Quarterly 2 750

162 056

0 910 920 920

28.   Number of TVET and HETI graduates 
that have been supported by the W&R SETA 
to participate workplace experience and 
exposure in W&R organisations complete their 
placement programme during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Quarterly 600 0 0 0 600

29.  Number of TVET and HETI unemployed 
graduates qualied in qualications that 
address W&R Scare Skills placed in Whole-
sale and Retail organisations for internships 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020

Quarterly 1 600

77 400

0 800 800 0

30.  Number of TVET and HETI graduates 
that have been supported by the W&R SETA 
to participate in internships in W&R organi-
sations complete their internship programme 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020.

350Quarterly 50 100 100 100

Budget 

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation)

4.3.2 Programme 3: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with Quarterly Targets)
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

31   Number of new unemployed W&RSETA 
bursary beneciaries registered at TVETs/
HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 3 500 212 528 875 875 875 875

32.   Number of continuing unemployed 
W&RSETA bursary beneciaries registered at 
TVETs/HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 
to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 2 000

125 560

0 0 0 2 000

33. Number of continuing unemployed 
W&RSETA bursary beneciaries from TVETs/
HETIs complete programmes during the peri-
od 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 400 0 0 0 400

34.  Number of employed bursary bene-
ciaries registered for Wholesale and Retail 
sector-related studies in MBA/Masters or Doc
toral degrees at HETIs in the nancial year 01 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 25 0 25 0 0

Strategic Objective 2:  PIVOTAL Programmes 
addressing scarce and critical skills needs as 
identied in the SSP are implemented (includes 
rural, disability, transformation)

35. Number of employed bursary benecia-
ries complete Wholesale and Retail sector-re-
lated studies in MBA/Masters or Doctoral 
degrees at HETIs in the inancial year 01 April 
2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 5 0 0 5 0
6 719

36.   Number of employed bursary benecia
ries registered on NQF Level 5-8 qualica-
tions addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce 
Skills as identied in the Sector Skills Plan at 
HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly

1 250 0 625 625 0

37.   Number of employed bursary benecia
ries complete NQF Level 5-8 qualications 
addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce Skills 
as identied in the Sector Skills Plan at HETIs 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020

Quarterly 250 0 0 0 250

56 438

4.3.2 Programme 3: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with Quarterly Targets)
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

Strategic Objective 3:  Capacity building pro-
grammes for worker representatives to enhance 
their contribution in planning and implementa-
tion of training in the workplace

38.  Number of Trade Union members or 
ocials from 5 Trade Unions registered on 
programmes that address Trade Unions skills 
needs in the nancial year 01 April 2019 to 
31 March 2020.

Quarterly 800 from 5 Trade 
Unions

11 288

0 200
From 5 
Trade 
Unions

300
From 5 
Trade 
Unions

300
From 5 Trade 
Unions

39.  Number of Trade Union members or 
ofcials from 5  Trade Unions complete 
programmes that address Trade Unions skills 
needs in the nancial year 01 April 2019 to 
31 March 2020.

Quarterly 320 0 0 100 220

40.  Number of registered small levy-paying 
companies, medium levy paying companies 
and exempted  companies participating in 
W&RSETA skills development projects in the 
nancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020

Quarterly 3 500 72 348 0 0 500 3000

Strategic Objective 4:  Identify and imple-
ment special projects that addresses sectorial, 
provincial, national imperatives and priorities; 
including scarce and critical skills or occupa-
tional qualications to transform the sector

41.  Number of informal traders and micro 
enterprises participating in W&SETA capac-
itation workshops in the nancial year 01 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020 to enhance the 
business skills.

Quarterly 1 500 0 0 200 1300

Objective 11: Strategic projects and pro-
grammes identied and implemented to 
address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO 
and co-operative sector

42. Number of unemployed members of 20 
co-operatives registered on skills programmes 
that address scarce and critical skills as iden-
tied in the Sector Skills Plan in the nancial 
year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

members

43.  Number of unemployed members of 
co-operatives complete skills programmes 
that address scarce and critical skills as iden-
ted in the Sector Skills Plan in the nancial 
year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Quarterly 110 0 0 0 110

Objective 11: Strategic projects and pro-
grammes identied and implemented to ad-
dress the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO, 
co-operative and the informal sector

44. Number of NGOs/NPOs supported to 
register their employed members on unit 
standards that address scarce and critical 
skills as identied in the SSP during the period 
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 100 0 0 50 50

16 125

Objective 11: Strategic projects and pro-
grammes identied and implemented to 
address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO 
and co-operative sector

Quarterly 20 co-operatives;
220 unemployed 

3 730

0 0 0 20

1 236

4.3.2 Programme 3: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with Quarterly Targets)
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

Objective 11: Strategic projects and pro-
grammes identied and implemented to ad-
dress the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO, 
co-operative and the informal sector

44. Number of NGOs/NPOs supported to 
register their employed members on unit 
standards that address scarce and critical 
skills as identied in the SSP during the period 
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 100 0 0 50 50

1 236

45.  Beneciaries from participating and 
registered NGOs/NPOs complete unit stan-
dards that address scarce and critical skills as 
identied in the SSP during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 50

Strategic Objective 6:  Develop and imple-
ment a seamless integrated Career guidance 
programme

46. Number of career guidance events host-
ed/attended by Wholesale and Retail SETA 
during the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 200

47.  Number of Life Orientation Educators 
that are capacitated in using the Wholesale 
and Retail Seta Career Guide during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 350

Strategic Objective 6:  Develop and imple-
ment a seamless integrated Career guidance 
programme

48.  Number of learners assisted to gain an 
understanding of wholesale and retail career 
opportunities through W&RSETA Career Guid-
ance sessions during the period 1 April 2019 
to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 400 742 150 150 50 50

5 462 75 75 10 40

170 150 150 0 50

0 0 0 50

4.3.3   Reconciling performance targets with the budget and MTEF 

Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects

Sub-programmes Budget 2019/20
2020/21 2021/22

Discretionary Administration

Implementation of learning programmes through PIVOTAL programmes

Implementation of learning programmes through special projects 21 050

7.5% Project administration 96 159

Total 1 378 284

21 971 22 252

67 569 73 503

968 495 1 053 541

1 261 075 878 954 957 787

4.3.2 Programme 3: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with Quarterly Targets)
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Ÿ Programme 3 is the SETA’s delivery programme where the SETA implements the learning programmes.  
Ÿ This programme addresses the key priorities as identied in the SSP

Ÿ Trade union capacity building

Ÿ Stakeholder engagement
Ÿ Address hard-to-ll vacancies and “critical skills”

Ÿ Training of people with disabilities

Ÿ SMME and Co-operative Development
Ÿ Focus on youth unemployment

Ÿ Over the next three years, the SETA will implement an integrated information management system to ensure effective project and contract management which will greatly assist the SETA in this programme.
Ÿ Programme 3 is also closely linked with contract and project management as most of the learning programmes are implemented as projects

4.4 Programme 4:  Quality Assurance 

The purpose of this programme is to execute the QCTO delegated quality assurance functions with regards to the accreditation of training providers, registration of assessors, facilitators and moderators, 
evaluating of assessments and facilitation of moderation. It also includes the facilitation of qualification development.

4.4.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 4: Quality Assurance for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsAudited /Actual PerformanceStrategic 
Plan Target

-

Estimated 
Perfor-
mance

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective 9: 
Formal agreements with 
strategic partners that 
is benecial to both 
parties and address 
the needs of the sector 
(Govt. depts.; other 
SETAs; TVET colleges; 
HETs; Traditional Coun-
cils);

49. Number of strategic partnerships 
entered into with public TVET colleges 
through awarding extension of scope 
to enable them to offer W&R learning 
programmes during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2022

12 10 9 9 5 4 5 666 4 5 978 4 6 307

50.  Number of strategic partnerships 
entered into with public TVET colleges 
to recognise them as Schools of 
Excellence for the NCV Retail Subjects 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

6 4 5 3 3 4 083 3 4 308 3 4 545
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsAudited /Actual PerformanceStrategic 
Plan Target

-

Estimated 
Perfor-
mance

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

Strategic Objective 5:  
Strategy to develop new 
growth and niche areas 
through the develop-
ment and updating of 
qualications in the 
sector

52.  Number of new or updated 
qualications submitted to the QCTO 
by 31 March 2022 to address occu-
pational needs, which include areas 
such as green skills and implications 
of changing technology.

6 4 3 0 2 2 4 444 2 4 688 2 4 946

Strategic Objective 12:  
A responsive, qualied 
and transformed skills 
development provider 
base

53.  Number of TVET lecturers capac
itated to offer the National Certicate 
Vocational (NCV) retail subjects 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022.

90 30 33 34 30 30

4101

30

4 327

30

4 565
54.  Number of TVET lecturers certi-
ied to offer the National Certicate 
Vocational (NCV) retail subjects 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022.

60 26 27 N/A 20 20 20

55.  Number of W&RSETA accredited 
providers of which 24 are HDI owned 
providers are supported to facilitate 
RPL for W&RSETA qualiications 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022.

36 N/A N/A 2 12 
W&RSETA 
accred-
ited 
providers 
of which 
8 are HDI 
owned 
providers 
are sup-
ported to 
facilitate 
RPL for 
W&RSETA 
qualiica -
tions by 
31 March 
2019

12 W&RSE-
TA accredit-
ed providers 
(including 8 
HDI owned 
providers)

3 811 12 W&RSETA 
accredited 
providers 
(including 8 
HDI owned 
providers)

4 021 12 
W&RSE-
TA ac-
credited 
provid-
ers (in-
cluding 
8 HDI 
owned 
provid-
ers)

4 242

4.4.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 4: Quality Assurance for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

20

51.  Number of strategic Partnerships 
entered into with HETIs to establish 
a Wholesale and Retail Academy 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022

3 1 1 1 1 1 974 1 1 028 1 1 084
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Medium-Term Targets and BudgetsAudited /Actual PerformanceStrategic 
Plan Target

-

Estimated 
Perfor-
mance

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Budget 
2019/20
R’000

2020/2021 Budget 
2020/21
R’000

2021/22 Budget 
2021/22
R’000

56.  Number of practitioners from 
small and HDI owned W&RSETA 
accredited providers capacitated on 
practitioner development pro-
grammes during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022.

60 N/A N/A 10 10 15

1 132

20

1 698

25

2 264

4.4.1 Programme Strategic Objectives, Performance Indicators and Targets for Programme 4: Quality Assurance for the MTEF period 2019/20 – 2021/22

57.  Number of practitioners from 
small and HDI owned W&RSETA 
accredited providers certified on 
practitioner development programmes 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2022.

58.  Number of rural HDI providers 
supported and recommended to obtain 
accreditation for W&RSETA 
qualifications during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2022.

45

17

15

15

0

N/A

4

2

N/A

3

2

6

1

4

5

5

5

5

5

5 756

2 768

5 097

6

5

5

6 073

2 920

5 378

6

5

5

7 284

3 080

5 673

N/A N/A N/A 5 10 15 20

59.  Number of new providers 
applying for accreditation are 
supported and recommended to obtain 
accreditation for W&RSETA  
qualifications and skills programmes 
by 31 March 2022

60.  Assessment centres are identified 
and recommended to the QCTO for 
accreditation by 31 March 2022

Strategic Objective 12:  
A responsive, qualified 
and transformed skills 
development provider 
base

Strategic Objective 13:  
A sufficient and 
sustainable Assessment 
Centre base is 
established for W&R 
occupational 
qualifications
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Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

Strategic Objective 9: Formal agree-
ments with strategic partners that is 
benecial to both parties and address 
the needs of the sector (Govt. depts.; 
other SETAs; TVET colleges; HETs; Tradi
tional Councils);

49. Number of strategic partnerships entered 
into with public TVET colleges through awarding 
extension of scope to enable them to offer W&R 
learning programmes during the period 1 April 
2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 4 5 666 0 0 0 4

50.  Number of strategic partnerships entered 
into with public TVET colleges to recognise them 
as Schools of Excellence for the NCV Retail 
Subjects during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 3 4 083 0 0 0 3

51.  Number of strategic Partnerships entered 
into with HETIs to establish a Wholesale and 
Retail Academy during the period 1 April 2019 
to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 1 974 0 0 0 1

Strategic Objective 5:  Strategy to 
develop new growth and niche areas 
through the development and updating 
of qualications in the sector

52.  Number of new or updated qualications 
submitted to the QCTO by 31 March 2020 
to address occupational needs, which include 
areas such as green skills and implications of 
changing technology.

Quarterly 2 4 444 0 0 0 2

Strategic Objective 12:  A responsive, 
qualied and transformed skills devel-
opment provider base

53.  Number of TVET lecturers capacitated and 
certicated to offer the National Certicate Vo-
cational (NCV) retail subjects during the period 
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Quarterly 30 4 101 0 0 30 0

54.  Number of TVET lecturers certied to offer 
the National Certicate Vocational (NCV) retail 
subjects during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 20 0 0 0 20

55. Number of W&RSETA accredited providers 
of which 8 are HDI owned providers are sup-
ported to facilitate RPL for W&RSETA quali-
cations during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 12 3 811 0 4 4 4

4.4.2. Programme 4: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with quarterly targets) 

56.  Number of practitioners from small and 
HDI owned W&RSETA accredited providers 
capacitated on practitioner development pro-
grammes during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Quarterly 15 1 132 0 15 0 0
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4.4.3. Reconciling performance targets with the budget and MTEF

Programme 3: Learning Programmes and Projects

Sub-programmes Budget 2019/20
2020/21 2021/22

Discretionary Administration

Provider Accreditations 17 269

Qualication Development 17 924

7.5% Project administration 2 650

Total 1 378 284

18 688 20 974

18 910 19 950

2 820 3 069

40 418
43 99437 833

Ÿ Over the three-year period, the SETA will focus on promoting the growth of public and private training provider base.
Ÿ Programme 4 is the quality assurance programme which the SETA performs to give assurance to the quality of the training programmes offered

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator Reporting Period

Annual Target 
2019/20

Budget 
2019/20
R’000

Quarterly 
Targets

Q1  
(Apr – Jun)

Q2  
(Jul – Sep)

Q3  
(Oct-Dec)

Q4  
(Jan – Mar)

4.4.2. Programme 4: 2019/20 Annual Targets (with quarterly targets) 

57.  Number of practitioners from small and 
HDI owned W&RSETA accredited providers cer
tied on practitioner development programmes 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020.

Quarterly 10 5 0 0 5

Strategic Objective 12:  A responsive, 
qualied and transformed skills devel-
opment provider base

58.  Number of rural HDI providers supported 
and recommended to obtain accreditation for 
W&RSETA qualications during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Quarterly 5 5 756 0 2 3 0

59.  Number of new providers applying for ac
creditation are supported and recommended to 
obtain accreditation for W&RSETA qualications  
by 31 March 2020

Quarterly 5 2 768 0 0 0 5

Strategic Objective 13:  A sufcient and 
sustainable Assessment Centre base 
is established for W&R occupational 
qualications

60.  Assessment centres are identied and 
recommended to the QCTO for accreditation 
during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020.

Quarterly 5 5 097 0 0 0 5
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Indicator 1

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 2: An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Strategic Objective 7 Efcient and effective use of resources to ensure good governance, compliance with laws and regulations and excellent service delivery

Indicator Title: Improved audit opinion from unqualied to an unqualied audit opinion with no ndings during the period of 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition The annual nancial statements fairly represent the nancial status of the organization

Purpose/importance To ensure that annual nancial statements fairly presents the nancial status of the organization

Source/collection of data Signed Auditor General report

Method of calculation Determine achievement of target by assessing audit report.  An unqualied audit opinion with not ndings indicates achievement of the target.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome based

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New indicator No

Desired performance Unqualied opinion with no ndings

Indicator responsibility Chief Financial Ofcer

Indicator 2

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3: An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Strategic Objective 10 Improved stakeholder satisfaction with SETA services

Indicator Title: Number of stakeholder outreach initiatives to advocate participation in skills development programmes during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Stakeholder outreach programmes (or events) to advocate participation in skills development; communicate to stakeholders the beneits of participation and 
publicise the W&RSETA’s programmes.

Purpose/importance Stakeholder outreach programmes (or events) to advocate participation in skills development; communicate to stakeholders the beneits of participation and 
publicise the W&RSETA’s programmes.

Source/collection of data Attendance registers of stakeholder events
Published newsletters

Method of calculation Count the number of stakeholder events
Count each published newsletter

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired performance 10 Stakeholder newsletters published/distributed during the period of 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020
5 stakeholder events organized.

Indicator responsibility Chief of Staff

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 3

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3: An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being it for purpose and enabling

Strategic Objective 8 An effective and efcient organizational system that enables improved efciency of the W&RSETA’s programmes and grant disbursements

Indicator Title: Reliable, automated and integrated ERP system to improve organizational eciency during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition A reliable, automated and integrated ERP system is implemented to improve organizational eciency of the W&RSETA

Purpose/importance Reliable, automated and integrated ERP system improves eciency of the W&RSETA business processes.

Source/collection of data Satisfaction survey analysis report

Method of calculation Calculate the percentage of user satisfaction with the functionality of the system.

Data limitations Low participation in the user survey.

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New indicator No

Desired performance 80% user satisfaction rate based on systems reliability.

Indicator responsibility Chief Information Ofcer

Indicator 4

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3: An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Strategic Objective 7 Efcient and effective use of resources to ensure good governance, compliance with laws and regulations and excellent service delivery

Indicator Title: Improvement of the W&RSETA quarterly performance information reports to an accuracy of 97% by 31 March 2020

Short denition Effective and efcient monitoring strategies are implemented for the improvement of the accuracy of performance information reports

Purpose/importance This indicator tracks the effectiveness of the W&RSETA’s Monitoring and Evaluation System through the anticipated increased accuracy of quarterly performance 
information reports

Source/collection of data Internal audit quarterly report on performance information

Method of calculation Calculate the percentage of APP targets reported accurately.  Calculation to begin in quarter 2 for quarter 1, quarter 2 calculation to be conducted in quarter 3, 
quarter 3 and 4 to be conducted in quarter 4.

Data limitations Evidence not provided by target owners

Type of indicator Efciency

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired performance

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

Improvement of W&RSETA quarterly performance information reports to an accuracy of 97% by 31 March 2020
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Indicator 5:

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 1 A consultative, robustly researched and relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed and approved

Indicator title Number of small and medium companies assisted through contracted Sector Liaison Ocers and/or W&RSETA employees to submit Annexure II documents 
and all large companies assisted by own Skills Development Facilitators and/or W&RSETA employees to submit WSPs, ATRs and PIVOTAL Plans during the 2019 
Annexure II submission period.

Short denition Track the number of small and medium companies assisted by the W&RSETA and/or contracted Sector Liaison ocers and large companies assisted by company 
SDFs and/or W&RSETA employees to submit Annexure II documents electronically on the Indicium system. (as input into the SSP)

Purpose/Importance Companies need to submit the Annexure II documents to qualify for mandatory grants to be used to train their employees and to qualify for a discretionary grant 
to implement PIVOTAL programmes. The SETA also makes use of the information in the documents for future planning.

Source/Collection of data Completed Annexure II documents by small and medium companies with the assistance of W&RSETA Sector Liaison Ocers and/or W&RSETA employees and 
large companies with the assistance of SDFs and/or W&RSETA employees and captured on Indicium system
System report reecting the number of registered companies for small, medium and large and the submission of the WSP/AATR’s and PIVOTAL Plans

Method of calculation Small Companies (1 – 49 employees): Count the number of Small Companies that have submitted Annexure II documents during the 2019 Annexure II submis-
sion period, using the system report as at 30 April 2019.
Medium Companies (50 – 149 employees): Count the number of Medium Companies that have submitted Annexure II documents during the 2019 Annexure II 
submission period, using the system report as at 30 April 2019.
Large Companies (Companies with 150+ employees): Calculate the number of Large Companies that have submitted Annexure II documents during the 2019 
Annexure II submission period, out of the total number of Wholesale and Retail Large Levy-paying Companies, using the system report as at 30 April 2019.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New indicator No

Desired performance 6 000 small, 1 400 medium and all large companies (100%) assisted with the skills planning process by W&RSETA SLOs and/or internal staff to submit Annex-
ure II documents

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 6

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3: An effective, efcient and client-centered organization whose systems and processes are experienced by stakeholders as being t for purpose and enabling

Strategic Objective 8 An effective and efcient organizational system that enables the implementation of the W&RSETA’s programmes and grant disbursements

Indicator Title: All qualifying stakeholders whose annexure II applications have been approved are paid mandatory grants during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Mandatory Grant payments will be processed to all approved WSP/ATR submissions.

Purpose/importance To disburse Mandatory Grants in line with Grant Regulations

Source/collection of data List of approved mandatory grant applications.
Payment register from Financial System.

Method of calculation Calculate the percentage of companies who were paid a Mandatory Grant, as a percentage of approved mandatory grant applications.

Data limitations Errors on the mandatory grant approval list.

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired performance All qualifying stakeholders (100%) whose Annexure II applications have been approved are paid mandatory grants during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020.

Indicator responsibility Chief Financial Ofcer

Indicator 7

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 1 A consultative, robustly researched and relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed and approved

Indicator Title A robustly researched and consulted Sector Skills Plan (SSP) submitted to DHET by due date during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition A Sector Skills Plan that is illustrative of the needs of the sector and sub-sectors submitted to DHET during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Purpose/Importance To guide and inform skills development in the sector through provision of quantitative and qualitative data in the support of skills demand and supply in the W&R 
Sector.

Source/collection of data Acknowledgement letter from DHET on the submission of the SSP.

Method of calculation Assessment of the acknowledgement letter to establish whether it was submitted by due date.

Data limitations Late or no acknowledgement of receipt of SSP by DHET

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New Indicator No

Desired performance Final SSP submitted to DHET by due date during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research
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Indicator 8:

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 1 A consultative, robustly researched and relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed and approved

Indicator Title Number of research studies conducted that provide insight into the sector during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition 4 research studies undertaken in the wholesale and retail sector for the purpose of providing sector insight to the W&RSETA and its stakeholders.

Purpose/Importance 4 research studies undertaken in the wholesale and retail sector for the purpose of providing sector insight to the W&RSETA and its stakeholders.

Source/collection of data Research reports.

Method of calculation Count number of Research reports.

Data limitations Lack of experienced researchers in the database

Type of indicator Quantitative and Qualitative

Calculation type Cumulative – Counting each research study implemented.

Reporting cycle Annually

New Indicator No

Desired performance 4 research studies undertaken in the Wholesale and Retail Sector for the purpose of providing sector insight to W&RSETA and stakeholders.

Indicator Responsibility Chief Wholesale and Retail Sector Qualications and Research

Indicator 9

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 9 Formal agreements with strategic partners addressing needs of the sector (Govt. depts.; other SETAs; TVET colleges; HETs; Traditional Councils)

Indicator Title Number of partnerships established between W&RSETA and National and International research institutions during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition To strengthen and improve the research capacity within the sector through collaboration and partnerships both nationally and internationally

Purpose/Importance The W&RSETA seeks to enhance and broaden the scope of its research capacity. This can be achieved through partnerships that have been identiied.

Source/collection of data Signed agreements with research partners

Method of calculation Count the number of agreements signed between the SETA and research partners

Data limitations Buy in from earmarked research institutions

Type of indicator Quantitative

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 4 Research partnership agreements are established

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 10

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 1 A consultative, robustly researched and relevant SSP relective of different W&R subsectors is developed and approved

Indicator Title Number of impact studies of W&RSETA projects that contributes toward the achievement of NSDS III targets conducted during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020.

Short denition An evaluation of the efciency, effectiveness and impact of the W&RSETA projects that contribute to NSDS III targets.

Purpose/Importance Feedback on effectiveness, efciency and impact will assist with improved strategy and sector planning.

Source/collection of data Impact study research reports

Method of calculation Count the number of impact study research reports

Data limitations Availability of research capacity

Type of indicator Quantitative

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New Indicator No

Desired performance 2 Impact studies conducted that inform planning

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research
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Indicators 11 and 13

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed and unemployed learners registered on learnerships or occupational programmes on NQF level 2 – 5 addressing W&R scarce and critical 
skills (HTFVs) as identied in the SSP in the nancial years 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Provide employed (18.1) and unemployed (18.2) learners with opportunities to register on learnerships, addressing Wholesale and Retail scarce and critical 
skills (HTFVs) as identiied in the SSP in the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed and unemployed learners to take part in learning programmes on NQF level 2 to 5, thereby addressing the scarce skills 
in the sector.  The intervention also increases employment opportunities for 18.2 learners.

Source/collection of data Signed and registered learnership agreements.

Method of calculation Count each learner enrolled in learnerships in W&RSETA learnership addressing W&RSETA scarce and critical skills needs ad identied in the SSP.

Data limitations Submission of incomplete of non-compliant documentation

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator Continues with relevant changes from previous year

Desired performance Learners enrolled on NQF 2 – 5 learnerships:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Learnerships 3 000 6 540

The Learnership unemployed (18.2) target will comprise:
4% Learners with disabilities
60% Female learners
12,5% rural learners
100% Unemployed youth (35 years of age and below)

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 12 and 14

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed and unemployed learners completing NQF 2 to 5 learnerships and/or occupational programmes addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce 
Skills as identied in the SSP during the period of April 2019 to March 2020
.

Short denition Employed and unemployed learners complete learnerships

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed and unemployed learners to obtain learnership qualiications.  The intervention also increases opportunities for employ -
ment of 18.2 learners.

Source/collection of data Certiicates or Statements of Results (SORs) or endorsed External Moderation reports led electronically

Method of calculation Count each learner who has been certicated on a learnership NQF 2 – 5 between 1 April 2019 – 31 March 2020.

Data limitations Incorrect learner information captured on certiicates

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator Continues with relevant changes from previous year

Desired performance Learners to complete NQF 2 – 5 learning programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Learnerships 1 250 2 000

The Learnership unemployed (18.2) completion target will comprise:
4% Learners with disabilities
60% Female learners
12,5% rural learners
100% Unemployed youth (35 years of age and below)

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicators 15 and 17

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identiied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed and unemployed learners registered on NQF 2 to 5 skills programmes or part qualiications addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce and 
critical Skills as identied in the SSP during the period of April 2019 to March 2020

Short denition Provide employed (18.1) and unemployed (18.2) learners with opportunities to register on skills programmes or part qualiications, addressing Wholesale and 
Retail scarce and critical skills (HTFVs) as identiied in the SSP in the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed and unemployed learners to take part in skills programmes or part qualiications on NQF level 2 to 5, thereby address -
ing the scarce skills in the sector.  The intervention also increases employment opportunities for 18.2 learners.

Source/collection of data Learner agreements registered and led electronically.

Method of calculation Count each learner enrolled on skills programmes or part qualiications.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Learners enrolled on NQF 2 – 5 learning programmes or occupational programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Skills Programmes 10 000 800

The skills programme unemployed (18.2) target will comprise:
4% Learners with disabilities
60% Female learners

100% Unemployed youth (35 years of age and below)

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicators 16 and 18

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed (18.1) and unemployed (18.2) learners complete NQF 2 to 5 skills programmes or part qualications in the inancial year 01 April 2019 
to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Employed and unemployed learners complete skills programmes or part qualications

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed and unemployed learners to obtain skills programme qualications part qualications.  The intervention also increases 
opportunities for employment of 18.2 learners.

Source/collection of data Certiicates or SORs or Endorsed External Moderation Reports, iled electronically .

Method of calculation Count each learner who has completed a skills programmes or part qualiication in the period 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator Continues with relevant changes from previous year

Desired performance Learners complete NQF 2 – 5 learning programmes or occupational programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Skills Programmes 10 000 400

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicators 19

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed learners registered for RPL learning programmes in the inancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Provide employed learners with opportunities to register on RPL learning programmes during the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed learners who have been in Wholesale and Retail occupations for many years to register on RPL learning programmes

Source/collection of data Signed and registered learner agreements.

Method of calculation Count each learner enrolled learner in RPL learning programmes in the period year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Learners enrolled on NQF 2 – 5 RPL or occupational programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

RPL 300 0

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicators 20

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed learners complete RPL programmes during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Provide employed learners with opportunities to complete RPL programmes to obtain a qualication

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed learners to take part in RPL programmes on NQF level 2 to 5 and to obtain a qualication or part qualication.

Source/collection of data Learner results.

Method of calculation Count each learner who has completed the RPL programme during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Learners complete on NQF 2 – 5 RPL programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

RPL 150 N/A

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicators 21

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed learners registered for unit standards addressing scarce and critical skills as identied in the SSP during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Short denition Provide employed learners with opportunities to register unit standard training, addressing Wholesale and Retail scarce and critical skills (HTFVs) as identied in 
the SSP in the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed learners to take part in in unit standard training, thereby addressing scarce critical skills in the sector.

Source/collection of data Signed and registered learner agreements.

Method of calculation Count each enrolled learner per intervention.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Learners enrolled unit standard learning programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Unit standard based pro-
grammes

5 200 0

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicators 22

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed learners complete unit standards addressing scarce and critical skills as identied in the SSP during the period 01 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020.

Short denition Employed learners complete unit standard based programmes

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed learners to obtain credits against unit standards that can be used to enrol on further learning programmes.

Source/collection of data Certiicates or Statement of Results (SORs) or Endorsed External Moderation Reports led electronically

Method of calculation Count each learner who has completed unit standard training.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Learners complete unit standard based programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Unit standard based pro-
grammes

1 500

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicators 23 and 24

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed and unemployed learners registered on learnerships addressing artisan occupations between 1 April 2019 and 31 March 2020.

Short denition Employed and unemployed learners registered on artisan development programmes

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed and unemployed learners to take part in artisan development programmes, thereby addressing the scarce skills in the 
sector.  The intervention also increases employment opportunities for 18.2 learners.

Source/collection of data Signed and registered learner agreements.

Method of calculation Count each learner registered on learnerships addressing artisan occupations between 1 April 2019 and 31 March 2020.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Learners registered on artisan development programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Artisan Learnerships 200 200

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ocer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicators 25 and 26

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of employed and unemployed learners completing learnerships or apprenticeships addressing artisan occupations during the period 1 April 2019 and 
31 March 2020.

Short denition Employed and unemployed learners complete artisan development programmes

Purpose/Importance Provision of opportunities to employed and unemployed learners to qualify in artisan development programmes, thereby addressing the scarce skills in the 
sector.  The intervention also increases employment opportunities for 18.2 learners.

Source/collection of data Learner results.

Method of calculation Count each learner who has completed an apprenticeship or learnership addressing artisan occupations

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Learners complete artisan development programmes:

Learning programme Employed (18.1) Unemployed (18.2)

Apprenticeships N/A N/A

Artisan Learnerships 100 100

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ocer
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Indicator 27

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of TVET and HETI unemployed graduates with qualication that match the W&R scarce skills placed in Wholesale and Retail organisations for work -
place experience and exposure during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short Denition Unemployed graduates sponsored by W&RSETA are placed in wholesale and retail companies for workplace experience to ensure that graduates gain the nec-
essary work experience and become employable in the sector.

Purpose/Importance To ensure the graduates gain necessary experience with regard to their respective qualiications and are employable in the W&R and other sectors.

Source/Collection of Data A workplace agreement.

Method of Calculation Count each graduate placed as one placement.

Data Limitation None

Type of Indicator Output

Calculation Type Cumulative

Reporting Cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired Performance 2 750 TVET and HETI Graduates placed for workplace experience

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 28

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of TVET and HETI graduates that have been supported by the W&RSETA to participate in workplace experience and exposure programmes in W&R 
organisations complete their placement programme during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short Denition Unemployed graduates sponsored by W&RSETA complete their period of work experience in Wholesale and Retail organisations to ensure that they gain the 
necessary experience and become employable in the sector

Purpose/Importance To ensure the graduates gain necessary experience with regard to their respective qualications and are employable in the W&R and other sectors.

Source/Collection of Data Records of completion

Method of Calculation Count each graduate that completed as one completion

Data Limitation None

Type of Indicator Outcome

Calculation Type Cumulative

Reporting Cycle Quarterly

New Indicator NO

Desired Performance 600 TVET and HETI Graduates Complete Work Placement

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ocer
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Indicator 29

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of TVET and HETI unemployed graduates studying qualications that address W&R Scarce Skills placed in Wholesale and Retail organizations for intern-
ships during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Unemployed TVET and HETI unemployed students sponsored by W&RSETA are placed in Wholesale and Retail organizations for internships.

Purpose/importance To ensure the students with Wholesale and Retail qualiications are placed with Wholesale and Retail organizations to ensure they gain necessary experience 
with regards to their respective qualications and are employable in the W&R and other sectors.

Source/collection of data Signed and registered learner agreements.

Method of calculation Count each intern placed as one Intern

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired performance 1 600 TVET and HETI Graduates placed for internships

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ocer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 30

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of TVET and HETI graduates that have been supported by the W&R SETA to participate in internships in W&R organizations complete their internship 
programme during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Unemployed TVET and HETI students sponsored by W&RSETA complete internships in Wholesale and Retail organizations.

Purpose/importance To ensure the students with Wholesale and Retail qualications complete internships in Wholesale and Retail organization to ensure they gain necessary experi-
ence with regards to their respective qualiifcations, qualify and are employable in the W&R and other sectors.

Source/collection of data Records of learner completions.

Method of calculation Count each intern completion as one completion.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired performance 350 TVET and HETI Graduates complete internships

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ocer

Indicator 31

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of new unemployed W&RSETA bursary beneiciaries registered at TVETs/ HETIs during the inancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Unemployed bursary beneiciaries receive bursaries from the W&RSETA to study at TVETs/HETs during the inancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Purpose/importance Unemployed bursary beneiciaries receive bursaries to enroll in Wholesale and Retail related Qualiications at TVET s/HETs to assist them to obtain a qualication 
that is needed in the sector

Source/collection of data Learner/ Bursar Agreements.

Method of calculation Count each registered unemployed bursary beneciary.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired Outcome 3 500 new unemployed bursary beneiciaries registered at TVETs and HETIs in the period 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ocer
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Indicator 32

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of continuing unemployed W&RSETA bursary beneciaries registered at TVETs/HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Continuing unemployed bursary beneiciaries receive bursaries from W&RSETA to continue their studies at TVETs/HETIs.

Purpose/importance Unemployed bursary beneciaries receive bursaries from W&RSETA to continue their studies in Wholesale and Retail-related qualications at TVETs/HETIs

Source/collection of data Statements of results indicating progression of bursary beneciary to the following year.

Method of calculation Count each unemployed continuing bursary beneciary

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired Outcome 2 000 continuing unemployed bursary beneciaries registered at TVET/HETIs

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 33

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of continuing unemployed W&RSETA bursary beneciaries at TVETs/HETIs complete their programmes during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020

Short denition Continuing unemployed bursary beneciaries complete their studies at TVETs/HETIs.

Purpose/importance Unemployed bursary beneciaries complete their studies in Wholesale and Retail-related qualications at TVETs/ HETIs

Source/collection of data Statements of results.

Method of calculation Count each unemployed bursary beneciary who has completed their qualication.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired Outcome 400 unemployed  continuing bursary beneciaries complete qualication in Wholesale and Retail-related elds at TVET s/HETIs in the period 01 April 2019 to 
31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicator 34

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the wholesale and retail sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of employed bursary beneciaries registered for Wholesale and Retail sector-related studies in MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees at HETIs in the inan -
cial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Support employed bursary beneciaries to register for Wholesale and Retail sector-related studies in MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees.

Purpose/importance To enable Wholesale and Retail employed bursary beneciaries to further their studies in MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees in order to enhance the sector’s 
knowledge base through increased available research

Source/collection of data Signed and registered bursary agreements

Method of calculation Count each registered employed bursary beneciary

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired Outcome 25 employed bursary beneciaries registered for MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees in the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

Indicator 35

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of employed bursary beneciaries completing Wholesale and Retail sector-related studies in MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees at HETIs in the nancial 
year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Employed MBA/Masters or Doctoral students who have benetted from W&RSETA bursaries complete  their wholesale and retail sector related degrees.

Purpose/importance To enable wholesale and retail employed bursary beneciaries to further their studies in MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees in order to enhance the sector’s 
knowledge base through increased available research.

Source/collection of data Statement of results indicating completion of qualication

Method of calculation Count each completed employed bursary beneciary

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired Outcome 5 employed bursary beneciaries complete MBA/Masters or Doctoral degrees in the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ocer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 36

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of employed bursary beneciaries registered on NQF Level 5-8 qualications addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce Skills as identied in the Sector 
Skills Plan at HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Support employed bursary beneciaries to register on NQF Level 5-8 qualications addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce Skills as identied in the Sector Skills 
Plan at HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Purpose/importance To enable Wholesale and Retail employed bursary beneciaries to further their studies in NQF 5 – 8 qualications to improve higher level skills in the sector.

Source/collection of data Signed and registered bursary agreements.

Method of calculation Count each registered employed bursary beneciary

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired Outcome 1 250 employed (18.1) bursary beneciaries registered on NQF Level 5-8 qualications in the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

Indicator 37

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 2 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator title Number of employed bursary beneciaries complete NQF Level 5-8 qualications addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce Skills as identied in the Sector Skills 
Plan at HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Employed bursary beneciaries to complete NQF Level 5-8 qualications addressing Wholesale and Retail Scarce Skills as identied in the Sector Skills Plan at 
HETIs during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Purpose/importance To enable Wholesale and Retail employed bursary beneciaries to further their studies in NQF 5 – 8 qualications to improve higher level skills in the sector.

Source/collection of data Statement of results indicating completion of qualications

Method of calculation Count each employed bursary beneciary who has successfully completed their qualications

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired Outcome 250 employed bursary beneciaries complete NQF Level 5-8 qualications during the period 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicator 38

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled and competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Objective 3 Capacity building programmes for worker representatives to enhance their contribution in planning and implementation of training in the workplace

Indicator Title Number of Trade Union members or ofcials from Trade Unions registered on programmes that address Trade Unions skills needs in the nancial year 01 April 
2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Trade union members/ofcials from 5 trade unions register for programmes that address trade unions skills needs.

Purpose/Importance To provide opportunities to trade union members/ofcials from participating and registered trade unions in order to contribute towards transformation in the 
sector.

Source/collection of data Registrations – Learner agreements registered and led electronically by the W&RSETA

Method of calculation Count the number of trade union member learner registrations

Data limitations Non-submission of learner registration forms

Type of indicator Quantitative

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator Output

Desired performance 800 trade union members or ofcials registered

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

Indicator 39

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled and competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Objective 5 Capacity building programmes for worker representatives to enhance their contribution in planning and implementation of training in the workplace

Indicator Title Number of Trade Union members or ofcials from Trade Unions complete programmes that address Trade Unions skills needs in the nancial year 01 April 
2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Trade union members/ofcials from trade unions complete programmes that address trade unions’ skills needs.

Purpose/Importance To provide opportunities to trade union members/ofcials from trade unions in order to contribute towards transformation in the sector.

Source/collection of data Endorsed external moderation report or records of achievement or certicate of attendance or statement of results

Method of calculation Count the number of trade union members or ofcials  who have successfully completed programmes that address trade union skills needs

Data limitations Non-submission of learner completion records

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 320 trade union members or ofcials completed by 31 March 2020

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 40

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4: A skilled, sustainable SME and Co-operative Sector

Strategic Objective 11: Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO and co-operative sector

Indicator title Number of registered small levy paying companies, medium levy paying companies and exempted companies participating in W&RSETA skills development 
initiatives in the nancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Small registered levy-paying companies participate in W&RSETA’s skills development projects during the period April 2019 to March 2020.

Purpose/importance To contribute towards the sustainability of small levy-paying companies through skills development initiatives in order to increase their contribution to the econo-
my

Source/collection of data Application Form; Allocation Letter and Signed Contract between the Small Business and W&RSETA

Method of calculation Count each small levy-paying company, medium levy paying companies, and exempted companies that has participated in W&RSETA skills development proj-
ects in the inancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Data limitations Only W&RSETA-registered small levy-paying companies participate;
Unwillingness of small companies to participate in lengthy programmes such as learnerships, artisan programmes, academic programmes, etc.

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired performance 3 500 small levy-paying companies, medium levy paying companies and exempted companies participate in W&RSETA’s skills development projects during the 
period of April 2019 to March 2020

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

Indicator 41

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1: A skilled, capable, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 4: Identify and implement special projects that addresses sectoral, provincial, national imperatives and priorities; including scarce and critical skills or occupational 
qualications to transform the sector

Indicator title Number of informal traders and micro enterprises participating in the W&RSETA capacitation workshops in the nancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020 
to enhance the business skills.

Short denition Informal traders and micro enterprises participate in business skills capacitation workshops.

Purpose/importance To contribute towards the sustainability of small levy-paying companies through skills development initiatives in order to increase their contribution to the econo-
my

Source/collection of data Attendance registers; invitations; workshop programmes; photos; reports.

Method of calculation Count each informal trader or micro enterprise as per attendance register for nancial period.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New indicator No

Desired performance 1 500 informal traders and micro enterprises participating in W&RSETA participating workshops.

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicator 42

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4: A skilled, sustainable SME and Co-operative Sector

Strategic Objective 11: Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO and co-operative sector

Indicator Title Number of unemployed members of 20 cooperatives registered on skills programmes that address scarce and critical skills as identied in the Sector Skills Plan 
in the nancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Unemployed members of co-operatives registered on skills programmes that address scarce and critical skills.

Purpose/Importance To provide opportunities to unemployed members from registered co-operatives in order to contribute towards economic development and transformation in the 
sector.

Source/collection of data Co-operatives registered with the W&RSETA.
Learner agreements signed and registered by the W&RSETA.

Method of calculation Co-operatives registered with the W&RSETA who have participated in the programme by availing their unemployed members to participate.
Count number of unemployed registered members from registered co-operatives per intervention

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 220 unemployed members from 20 registered co-operatives are registered on skills programmes that address scarce and critical skills in the period 01 April 
2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 43

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4: A skilled, sustainable SME and Co-operative Sector

Strategic Objective 11: Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO and co-operative sector

Indicator Title Number of unemployed members of co-operatives complete skills programmes that address scarce and critical skills as identiied in the Sector Skills Plan in the 
nancial year 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Short denition Unemployed members from registered co-operatives complete skills programmes that address scarce and critical skills as identied in the Sector Skills Plan

Purpose/Importance To up-skill unemployed members from registered co-operatives with skills programmes for their sustainability and transformation in the sector.

Source/collection of data SORs or Certiicates

Method of calculation Count the number of unemployed members from registered co-operatives who completed skills programmes that address scarce and critical skills.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 110 unemployed members from registered co-operatives complete skills programmes that address scarce and critical skills in the period 01 April 2019 to 31 
March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer
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Indicator 44

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4: A skilled, sustainable SME and Co-operative Sector

Strategic Objective 11: Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO and co-operative sector

Indicator Title Number of NGOs/NPOs supported to register their employed members on unit standards that address scarce and critical skills as identied in the SSP during 
the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition NGOs/NPOs supported to register their employed members on unit standards that address scarce and critical skills as identied in the SSP during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To up-skill registered NGOs/NPOs by registering their member on related unit standards for their sustainability and transformation in the sector.

Source/collection of data Learner agreements signed and registered by the W&RSETA.
Agreements signed between W&RSETA and NGOs/NPOs

Method of calculation Count the number of NGOs/NPOs that have participated in the W&RSETA skills development initiatives by availing their member for registration on unit stan-
dards

Data limitations Poor participation on NGOs/NPOs

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 100 NGOs/NPOs supported to register their employed members on unit standards that address scarce and critical skills as identiied in the SSP during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 45

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 4: A skilled, sustainable SME and co-operative Sector

Strategic Objective 11: Strategic projects and programmes identied and implemented to address the skills needs of the SME, NGO/NPO and co-operative sector

Indicator Title Number of employed members from NGOs/NPOs complete unit standards that address scarce and critical skills as identied in the SSP during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Employed members of registered NGOs/NPOs registered and complete unit standards that address scarce and critical skills as identied in the Sector Skills 
Plan.

Purpose/Importance To up-skill employed members of registered NGOs/NPOs on unit standards for their sustainability and transformation in the sector.

Source/collection of data Completions: Statement of Results

Method of calculation Count the number of employed members of registered NGOs/NPOs completing unit standards

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 50 beneciaries from participating and registered NGOs/NPOs complete unit standards that address scarce and critical skills as identied in the SSP during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator responsibility Chief Operations Ofcer

Indicator 46:

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1: A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 6: Develop and implement a seamless integrated Career guidance programme

Indicator Title Number of career guidance events hosted/attended by Wholesale and Retail SETA during the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Provision of advice to learners about career choices and career related opportunities in the W&R Sector

Purpose/Importance To engage with learners and advise them on the careers that are available in the Wholesale and Retail Sector to assist them to access career opportunities

Source/collection of data Project plan and attendance registers of attendees of events

Method of calculation Count the number of events

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 200 career guidance events are hosted/attended by the W&RSETA during the period of 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

Indicator responsibility Chief Ocer Qualications and Research
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Indicator 47:

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1: A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 6: Develop and implement a seamless integrated Career guidance programme

Indicator Title Number of Life Orientation Educators that are capacitated in using the Wholesale and Retail Seta Career Guide during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 
2020

Short denition Capacitation of Life Orientation Educators in the use of the Career Guide

Purpose/Importance The Life Orientation Educators are the educators that are in contact with learners on a daily basis.  By capacitating them, we provide them with information on 
career opportunities the Wholesale and Retail Sector that they can disseminate to learners.

Source/collection of data Attendance Registers

Method of calculation Count the number of life orientation educators that have participated in the life orientation educator programme

Data limitations Incomplete attendance registers

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 350 Life Orientation Educators are capacitated in using the Wholesale and Retail SETA Career Guide during the period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator responsibility Chief Ocer Qualications and Research

Indicator 48:

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1: A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 6: Develop and implement a seamless integrated Career guidance programme

Indicator Title Number of learners assisted to gain an understanding of  Wholesale and Retail Career opportunities through W&RSETA Career Guidance sessions during the 
period 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition Learners who have been exposed to W&RSETA Career Guidance sessions should beneit by understanding the career opportunities that the Wholesale and Retail 
Sector have.

Purpose/Importance Knowledge of career opportunities in the sector will assist in ensuring that W&R careers become career of choice.

Source/collection of data Workshop attendance registers on career opportunities in the W&R Sector

Method of calculation Count the number of learners that attended workshops or session on career opportunities in the W&R Sector

Data limitations Incomplete attendance registers

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 400 learners assisted to gain an understanding of wholesale and retail career opportunities through W&RSETA Career Guidance sessions during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Indicator responsibility Chief Ocer Qualications and Research

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 49

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the wholesale and retail sector

Strategic Objective 9 PIVOTAL Programmes addressing scarce and critical skills needs as identied in the SSP are implemented (includes rural, disability, transformation)

Indicator Title Number of strategic Partnerships are entered into with public TVET colleges through awarding Extension of scope to enable them to offer W&R learning pro-
grammes 31 March 2020

Short denition Contracts are entered into with Public TVETCs for extending the scope of offering of the TVET and to establish retail simulation centres

Purpose/Importance To strengthen the capacity at public TVETCs for skills development in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Source/collection of data Contracts with TVETs

Method of calculation Count the number public TVETCs that have been awarded extension of scope with the W&RSETA

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New Indicator No

Desired performance 4 Extension of scope contracts are entered into with public TVETs by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Qualications and Research Ofcer

Indicator 50

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3 Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is benecial to both parties

Strategic Objective 9 Formal Agreements are entered into with strategic partners to benet both parties and to address the needs of the sector

Indicator Title Number of strategic partnerships are entered into with public TVET Colleges to recognise Schools of Excellence for the NCV retail subjects during the period 1 
April 2019 to 31 March 2020

Short denition TVETs recognised as schools of Excellence for delivery of retail subjects as part of the NCV

Purpose/Importance Promoting the growth of public TVET College sector so that they are able to sectorial needs.

Source/collection of data Contracts (with TVETs)

Method of calculation Count the number of TVET Colleges that have been recognised by the W&RSETA as Schools of Excellence for the NCV retail subjects

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance Three strategic partnerships entered into with public TVET Colleges to recognise Schools of Excellence for the NCV retail subjects during the period 1 April 2019 
to 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research
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Indicator 51

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 3 Effective stakeholder engagement & strategic partnerships that is benecial to both parties

Strategic Objective 9 Formal Agreements are entered into with strategic partners to benet both parties and to address the needs of the sector

Indicator Title Number of strategic Partnerships entered into with HETIs to establish a Wholesale and Retail Academy by 31 March 2020

Short denition A partnerships is entered into with an HETI to establish a Wholesale and Retail Academy to offer W&RSETA developed qualications by 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To strengthen the capacity at HETIs for skills development in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Source/collection of data Partnership agreement between the W&RSETA and an HETI

Method of calculation Count the number of partnership agreements that the W&RSETA has made with HETIs to become Wholesale and Retail Academies to offer W&RSETA developed 
qualications

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New Indicator No

Desired performance One strategic partnership is entered into with an HETI to establish a W&R Academy during the period 1 April 2019 by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

Indicator 52

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 1 A skilled, competent and professional workforce in the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Objective 5 Strategy to develop new growth and niche areas through the development and updating of qualications in the Sector

Indicator Title Number of new or updated qualications submitted to the QCTO by 31 March 2020 to address occupational needs, which include areas such as green skills 
and implications of changing technology.

Short denition New or updated qualications are submitted to the QCTO by 31 March 2020 to address occupational needs and some will include areas such as green skills 
and implications of changing technology.

Purpose/Importance To ensure that there are new and or updated qualications, some which include areas such as green skills and implications of changing technology, that ad-
dress the occupational needs of the Wholesale and Retail sector

Source/collection of data Letter of acknowledgement of submission of developed or updated qualications from the QCTO

Method of calculation Count the number of qualiications developed or updated and submitted to the QCTO

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

New Indicator No

Desired performance 2 Qualications are developed or updated, some to include areas such as green skills and implications of changing technology, and submitted to the QCTO

Indicator responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 53

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Number of TVET lecturers capacitated to offer the National Certiicate Vocational (NCV) retail subjects by 31 March 2020

Short denition TVET lecturers from public TVETCs who will offer the NCV retail subjects in their institutions are capacitated on the knowledge and practical components of the 
retail subjects and are provided with workplace exposure by 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To increase capacity of lecturers at public TVETCs to provide quality offering of retail NCV subjects to learners

Source/collection of data MOAs, Registration forms, Attendance registers, certiied ID copies, proof of employment

Method of calculation Count the number of TVET lecturers registered

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 30 TVET Lecturers are capacitated offer the NCV retail subjects by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

Indicator 54

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Number of TVET lecturers certicated to offer the National Certicate Vocational (NCV) retail subjects by 31 March 2020

Short denition TVET lecturers from public TVETCs who will offer the NCV retail subjects in their institutions are capacitated on the knowledge and practical components of the 
retail subjects and are provided with workplace exposure and are certiicated by the W&RSETA for level 2,3 and 4 by 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To increase capacity of lecturers at public TVETS to provide quality offering of retail NCV subjects to learners

Source/collection of data Certicates issued

Method of calculation Count the number of TVET lecturers capacitated and certicated

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 20 lecturers certiicated to offer the NCV retail subjects by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research
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Indicator 55

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Number of W&RSETA accredited providers of which 8 are HDI owned providers are supported to facilitate RPL for W&RSETA by 31 March 2020

Short denition W&RSETA accredited training providers are capacitated on how to implement RPL for W&R registered qualications and skills programmes

Purpose/Importance To increase the capacity of the W&RSETA accredited providers to facilitate RPL on W&RSETA registered qualications and skills programmes

Source/collection of data RPL approval letters and attendance registers

Method of calculation Count the number of accredited training providers supported to facilitate RPL

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 12 W&RSETA accredited providers of which 8 are HDI owned providers are supported to facilitate RPL for W&RSETA qualiications by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

Indicator 56

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Number of practitioners from small and HDI owned W&RSETA accredited providers capacitated on practitioner development programmes by 31 March 2020

Short denition Practitioners from small and HDI owned W&RSETA accredited providers are placed on registered occupational development and education and training devel-
opment practitioner (ODETDP) programmes by 31 March 2019

Purpose/Importance To increase capacity of practitioners at small and HDI owned accredited providers to improve the quality of provisioning of training.

Source/collection of data Registration forms, Attendance registers, certiied ID copies, proof of employment

Method of calculation Count the number of practitioners registered on practitioner development programmes

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 15 practitioners are capacitated on practitioner development programmes by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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Indicator 57

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Number of practitioners from small and HDI owned W&RSETA accredited providers certied on practitioner development programmes by 31 March 2020

Short denition Practitioners from small and HDI owned W&RSETA accredited providers complete  occupational development and education and training development practi-
tioner (ODETDP) programmes by 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To increase capacity of practitioners at small and HDI owned accredited providers to improve the quality of provisioning of training.

Source/collection of data Attendance registers and statement of results issued

Method of calculation Count the number of practitioners capacitated and issued with statement of results

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 10  practitioners receive statement of results for the ODETDP modules or unit standards by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

Indicator 58

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Number of rural HDI providers supported to obtain accreditation for W&RSETA developed qualications or skills programmes by 31 March 2020.

Short denition Providers in rural areas are identied, who wish to offer W&RSETA qualications and are supported with standardised learning programmes, standardised QMS 
and assisted to nd registered assessors and moderators by 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To increase capacity of providers based in rural areas to be responsive to the need of the Wholesale and Retail sector in these areas

Source/collection of data Workshop attendance registers and Recommendation letters for accreditation to QCTO

Method of calculation Count the number of rural providers who were supported and recommended for accreditation.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 5rural HDI providers are supported to obtain accreditation by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

Output
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Indicator 59

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 12 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Number of new providers applying for accreditation are supported to obtain accreditation for W&RSETA  qualications and skills programmes by 31 March 
2020

Short denition Providers seeking accreditation to offer W&RSETA programmes are supported to obtain accreditation by 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To increase the number of W&RSETA accredited providers for the provision of W&RSETA registered qualications or skills programmes.

Source/collection of data Attendance registers, accreditation letters, accreditation certicates

Method of calculation Count the number of providers who was supported to obtain accreditation

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance 5 new providers applying for accreditation are supported to obtain accreditation from the W&RSETA by 31 March 2020

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

Indicator 60

Strategic Outcome Orientated Goal 5: Responsive and empowered training providers who can effectively meet the training needs of the Wholesale and Retail Sector

Strategic Objective 13 A responsive, qualied and transformed skills development provider base

Indicator Title Assessment centres identied and recommended to the QCTO for accreditation by 31 March 2020

Short denition Potential assessment centres for various W&RSETA registered occupational qualications on the NQF are identied, capacitated and recommended to the 
QCTO for accreditation by 31 March 2020

Purpose/Importance To have a sufcient number of Assessment Centres to deliver the integrated external summative assessments for the W&RSETA occupational qualications

Source/collection of data Recommendation letters to the QCTO.

Method of calculation

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

New Indicator No

Desired performance

Indicator Responsibility Chief Ofcer Qualications and Research

Count the number of assessment Centres recommended to the QCTO

5 Assessment Centres are recommended to the QCTO for accreditation by 31 March 2020

ANNEXURE A: APP  (Technical Indicator Descriptions)
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ANNEXURE: B

W&RSETA GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
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ANNEXURE B: W&RSETA GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOARDS OF DIRECTORS

Executive Board 
Committee

Audit Board 
Committee  

Governance & Strategy 
Board Committee

Remuneration Board 
Committee

Finance Board 
Committee

Project Board 
Committee

STRUCTURE OF W&RSETA BOARD AND BOARD COMMITTEE

LEGEND

Board of Directors

15 Members
1 Independent Chairperson
6 Organised Labour
6 Organised Employer
2 Community Organisations

4 Board Members
2 Organised Labour
2 Organises Employer

6 Members
4 External Members
2 Board Members

Board CommitteesAudit Committe
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ANNEXURE: C

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
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Initials________  

 

 

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT  

 
Entered into by and between  

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING  

 And 

 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL    SECTOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

AUTHORITY (W&RS ETA)  

 
 

by virtue of his capacity as the Director-General),
(hereinafter referred to as the “DHET” represented by GF Qonde, duly authorized thereto

in his/her capacity as Chairperson of the Accounting Authority/Administrator)
 (hereinafter referred to as “SETA" represented by Ms Yvonne Mbane, duly authorised thereto 
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 3.2.2 how the levels of education will be improved in the sector;

2.          DURATION OF THE SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT

 3.1.1 perform its functions as required by the Skills Development Act;

 3.2.3 partnerships between SETAs and public Technical and Vocational  Education and Training (TVET) colleges, Universities, training providers and industry;

                3.2 Perform and  provide the information and/or reports on the activities listed below:

 3.2.1 assessment of the skills required for each sector and to identify scarce skills;

   This service level agreement is entered into between the above mentioned parties to agree on the minimum service levels required by the SETA in performing its statutory functions, meeting the National Skills     

Development Strategy targets and implementing its strategic plan and annual performance plan.

 3.1.6 address all findings raised by the Auditor-General in the previous financial year.

 3.1.5 adhere to the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act and Treasury Regulations.

1.          PURPOSE OF THE SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT

 

3.          OBLIGATIONS OF THE SETA

 3.1 The SETA undertakes to :

 3.2.6 number of agreements signed with public TVET colleges , Universities and  other training providers as well as the amount approved per agreement which should also reflect the number of learners            

that will be trained,  types of training programmes and programmes that are in place       

 3.1.2 meet the targets in the National Skills Development Strategy;

 3.1.7 submit comprehensive plan of action to the department.

 3.2.4 the number of bursaries awarded/to be awarded to deserving South African citizens in critical skills at 25 Universities and 50 TVET colleges;

 3.2.5 scarce and critical skills needs in the sector, how it will be addressed and reflected in the number of learners that will be trained and placed, as well as the companies involved;                    

 3.1.4 submit all documentation and reports as may be required by the Department on the times specified; and

 3.1.3 implement the approved Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan;

 3.2.7 targets as reflected in the Annual Performance Plan must be credible and linked to a “Baseline ”;

    The service level agreement is entered into for the period of 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

ANNEXURE C: SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
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3.2.1  annual targets for registered and completed artisan learners by listed trade as agreed with the Chief Directorate: INDLELA to address HRDC ATD-TTT Bottleneck 1;8

3.2.9 rural development programmes and how it will be implemented;

3.2.12 establish working relationships with TVET colleges, Universities and industry for the purpose of placement of students and graduates;

3.2.20 implementation of the Policy on Generic National Artisan Learner Grant Funding and Administration System to address HRDC ATD-TTT Bottleneck 2;

3.2.24.1     Conditionally allocate the number of apprenticeship / learnership grants indicated in Annexure X to employers that meet the following three criteria, noting that these grants, if issued, will contribute 

to the SETA targets for Artisans entered': the employers

3.2.10 support the revitalization of rural and township economy;

3.2.13 ensure the placement of TVET students, University of Technology students and University graduates requiring Work Integrated Learning (WIL) in the relevant sector and provide report on quarterly basis;

3.2.15 support offices opened by other SETAs (Lead SETAs) in TVET colleges; 

3.2.16 conclude work from previous performance years commitments and submit reports as required by the Department;

3.2.17 sector funded training identified and reported on quarterly basis. 

3.2.  the number of persons supported to become qualified artisans within the national artisan learner Recognition of Prior Learning system determined by the Chief Directorate: INDLELA to address HRDC ATD-TTT 21  

Bottleneck 3;

3.2.  provide financial support to world skills South Africa through the DHET approved structure;22

3.2.8 placement of lecturers in industry as part of the ;Service Level Agreement

3.2.11 progress in the implementation of Recognition of Prior Learning;

3.2.14 maintain and operationalize SETA offices in (name of colleges where offices are/is): See attachment to SLA.

3.2.23 submit an implementation plan of the commitments made in this SLA within the first quarter of the financial year;

3.2.24 In relations to the 13 priority trade needed for the construction and maintenance of the government's Strategic Integrated Projects (SIPs) and well as for other strategic projects (such as Phakisa and War on 

Leaks) the SETA should:

1. Are within a commutable distance (about 25 kms) form the TVET College campus selected as a Centre of Specialization for the specified trade;

2. Commit to working with the specified Centre of Specialization for the trade;

3. Undertake to partner with a college to pilot the rollout of the QCTO trade qualification using the dual system methodology.

 DHET appreciates that achievement of this conditional commitment is dependent on appropriate employer applications and it will therefore be evaluated in this light.

 

3.2.19 monthly reports in a format determined by the Chief Directorate: INDLELA of the actual number of registered and completed artisan learners to address HRDC ATD-TTT Bottleneck 1;
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 3.2.24.2 Open the application window for the employers for these grants between January and August annually.

3.2.24.3 Finalize the allocation of these grants and report to DHET on the results no later than 30 September annually.

3.2.24.4 Sympathetically consider applications from the Centre of Specialization colleges for contributions to their DHET- approved improvement plans for the delivery of these trades, noting that such 

contributions will be counted towards the achievement of relevant targets under 'Promoting the growth of a public TVET college system that is responsive to sector, local, regional and national skills 

needs and priorities'.    

3.2.  meet minimum targets as reflected in the table below:25

NSDS III GOAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS BASELINE SETA FUNDED TARGETS SECTOR FUNDED TARGETS

Establishing a credible institutional mechanism for skills 
planning

Large Firms 600 100% N/A

Medium Firms 1 380 1 400 N/A

Small Levy Paying Firms 5 789 6 000 N/A

Increase access to occupationally directed programmes

Unemployed Entered Learnerships 5 617 6 536

Unemployed Entered Bursaries 1 092 3 500 + 2 000 Cont N/A

Unemployed Entered Internships 18 1 600 N/A

Unemployed Entered Skills Programmes 5 076 800 1 000

Unemployed Completed Learnerships 1 044 2 000 N/A

Unemployed Completed Bursaries 0 400 N/A

Unemployed Completed Internships 21 350 N/A

Unemployed Completed Skills Programmes 356 400 N/A

Artisans Entered 373 400 N/A

Artisans Completed 33 200 N/A

2 000
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NSDS III GOAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS BASELINE SETA FUNDED TARGETS SECTOR FUNDED TARGETS

Promoting  the growth of a public TVET college system 
that is responsive to sector, local, regional and national 
skills needs and priorities

TVET Student Placement Entered 29 2 000 N/A

TVET Student Placement Completed 128 300 N/A

Universities Student Placement Entered 1 750 N/A

Universities Student Placement Completed 0 300 N/A

SETA/TVET College Partnerships 14 7 N/A

SETA/Universities Partnerships 2 1 N/A

SETA/Employer Partnerships 0 N/A N/A

Lecturer Development Programmes Entered 34 30 N/A

Lecturer Development Programmes Complet-
ed 

29 20 N/A

Number of SETA Oces opened in TVET 
Colleges (List the names of the TVET Colleges 
opened)

N/A

Encouraging better use of workplace-based-skills pro-
grammes

Workers Entered Learnerships 5 149 3 066 2 000

Workers Entered Bursaries 59 1 275 N/A

Workers Entered Skills Programmes 1 944 10 000 2 000

Workers Completed Learnerships 1 367 1 250 1 200

Workers Completed Bursaries 331 255 N/A

Workers Completed Skills Programmes 856 3 000 1 750

Candidacy Programme Entered N/A N/A N/A

Candidacy Programme Completed N/A N/A N/A

Recognition of prior Learning (RPL) Entered 177 300 N/A

Recognition of prior Learning Completed 292 150 N/A
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NSDS III GOAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS BASELINE SETA FUNDED TARGETS SECTOR FUNDED TARGETS

Addressing the low level of youth and adult language 
and numeracy skills to enable additional training

AET Programmes Entered 424 N/A N/A

AET Programmes Completed 28 N/A N/A

Cooperatives Supported 0 20 N/A

Small Business Supported 255 3 500 N/A

NGOs 39 100 N/A

NLPE 1 533 1 500 N/A

CBO 0 N/A N/A

Trade Unions 2 5 N/A

NSDS III Projects  Number of Provincial and Rural Projects 
Planned

1 N/A

Governance Number of Governance Charter Reports 
submitted

0 4 N/A

Building Career Guidance and Vocational guidance Career Guidance  Events 187 200 N/A

Encouraging and supporting the co-operatives, small 
training Initiatives enterprises, worker initiatives, NGO and 
community 

0
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          In year amendments to the approved Service Level Agreement must not be encouraged. 

         _______________________________________ _

         SIGNED AT __________________________ON THIS __________DAY OF_______ ____________________2019

4.1    The Department undertakes to:

4.1.2 provide the SETA with guidance on sector skills plans, strategic plans and any matter that may be requested by the SETA in relation to its functions; and

4.1.3 assist the SETA where applicable in performing its functions and responsibilities.

4.     OBLIGATIONS OF DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING

4.1.1 consult the SETA on policy and strategic matters that may affect the functioning of the SETA;

4.1.4 validate and verify the accuracy and usefulness of reports submitted by SETAs and provide feedback quarterly.

5.      GENERAL

         ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY/ADMINISTRATOR

         (Represented by ________________________________________who warrants that he/she is duly authorised to this agreement)

        

          SIGNED AT ____________________________ON THIS ___ ___DAY OF _____________________________2019

       

          ________________________________

          DIRECTOR-GENERAL

         Represented by GF Qonde, duly authorized thereto) (
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

DG - Director General of Higher Education and Training

APP - Annual Performance Plans

DHET - Department of Higher Education and Training

HRDC ATDTTT – Human Resource Development Council- Artisan Development Technical Task Team 

Minister - Minister of the Department of Higher Education and Training

M & R - Sub-directorate: Monitoring and Reporting of the SPMNC (V) - National certificate (Vocational)

NSDS - National Skills Development Strategy 

RPL - Recognition of Prior Learning

SETA - Sector Education and Training Authority

SLA - Service Level Agreement

SPM - SETA Performance Management of the DHET

SP - Strategic Plans

WIL - Work Integrated Learning

SSP - Sector Skills Plans

TVET - Technical and Vocational Education and Training (formerly FET)
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ANNEXURE D: MATERIALITY FRAMEWORK

 
Annexure I                                                                                                                                        
  

In terms of Treasury Regulations 28.3.1 for purposes of material [sections 50(1), 55(2) and 66(1) of the Act] and signiicant [section 54(2) of the Act], the accounting authority must develop and agree a framework of 
acceptable levels of materiality and signiicance with the relevant executive authority in consultation with the external auditors.

The Wholesale & Retail SETA has developed a materiality and signiicance framework which outlines materiality and signiicance as follows:

 

 

“For purposes of “material” [sections 50(1), 55(2) and 61(1) (c) of the Act] and “signicant” [section 54(2) of the Act], the accounting authority must develop and agree a framework of 

acceptable levels of materiality and signicance with the relevant executive authority in consultation with the external auditors.” 

  

 

 

 

 

Exercise the duty of utmost care to ensure reasonable protection of the 

 (b) Act with delity, honesty, integrity and in the best interest of the public 

entity in managing the nancial affairs of the public entity; 

 

  

 

(c) On request, disclose to the executive authority responsible for that public entity or 

the legislature to which the public entity is accountable, all facts, 

including those reasonably discoverable, which in any way inuence the decision 

or actions of the executive authority or that legislature; and 

 

 (d) Seek, within the sphere of inuence of that accounting authority, to prevent 

any prejudice to the nancial interests of the state. 

 

Appropriate systems of control and risk management are maintained as well as a 

corporate risk management policy which is reviewed annually for effectiveness 

and a high level of compliance. 

W&RSETA sets high standards for good governance and ethical behavior. The 

best interest of the public entity is always relevant and reected in the business 

plan as approved by the Chairperson of the Board (accounting authority) and the 

implementation of the business plan is of the utmost importance. 

 

W&RSETA is committed to an open and transparent culture and in revealing any 

relevant information to its stakeholders. Materiality can only be determined if the 

nature of the information which will affect the decision of the stakeholder is 

known. 

  

W&RSETA employs risk management plans and reviews. Identied processes are 

aimed at preventing any prejudice to the nancial interest of the state. 

 
 

TREASURY REGULATION 28.1.5

Materiality approach adopted

material

MATERIALITY FRAMEWORK

Section 50 (1) 

 
 

 

 

(1) The accounting authority for a public entity must - 

 
 (a) 

assets and records of the public entity; 
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Section 55 (2) 

 
(2) The annual report and nancial statements referred to by PFMA Subsection 55 

(1)(d) must – 

(a) Fairly present the state of affairs of the public entity, its business, its nancial 

results, its performance against pre-determined objectives and its nancial position as 

at the end of the nancial year concerned; 

 
W&RSETA makes use of independent assurance  providers and is involved with 

disclosure forums for the presentation of annual nancial statements to ensure 

that the its affairs are fairly represented in the AFS. 

 (b) include particulars of – 

 (i) Any  losses through criminal conduct and any irregular 

expenditure and fruitless and wasteful expenditure that occurred during the 

nancial year; 

 

  (ii) Any criminal or disciplinary steps taken as a consequence of such 

losses or irregular expenditure or fruitless and wasteful expenditure; 

 

All losses are disclosed in the AFS. 

 

 

All activities are disclosed in the AFS. 

  
 

  (iii) Any losses recovered or written off;  

  (iv) Any nancial assistance received from the state and commitments 

made by the state on its behalf; and 

  (v) Any other matters that may be prescribed; and 

 

(c)  Include the nancial statements of any subsidiaries.  

All losses are disclosed in the AFS.
 

 

All nancial assistance received or committed is disclosed. 

 

W&RSETA will apply any other matters that become prescriptive. 

 

Not applicable.
 

Section 54 (2) (1) Before a public entity concludes any of the following transactions, the accounting 

authority for the public entity must promptly and in writing inform the relevant treasury 

of the transaction and submit relevant particulars of the transaction to its executive 

authority for approval of the transaction 

 Establishment or participation in the establishment of a company; 

 Participation in a signicant partnership, trust, unincorporated joint venture 

or similar arrangement 

Acquisition of disposal of a signicant shareholding in a company 

 Acquisition or disposal of a signicant asset 

  Commencement or cessation of a signicant business activity; and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not applicable. 

 Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

 

 

 

material

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

( c)  

Management attains the approval of Accounting Authority. 
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A signicant change in the nature or extent of its interest in a signicant 

partnership, trust, unincorporated joint venture or similar arrangement. 

 

Not applicable. 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 61(1)(c) 

(a) The report of an auditor appointed in terms of section 58(1)(b) must be 

addressed to the executive authority responsible for the public entity 

concerned and must state separately in respect of each of the following 

matters whether in the auditor’s opinion –  

(b) The transactions that had come to the auditor’s attention during auditing were 

in all material respects in accordance with the mandatory functions of the 

public entity determined by law or otherwise. 

Materiality of 0.5% of the total value of the sum of the revenue received for the 

year is applied.  

Budgeted Revenue = R1.211m 

Section 66 (1) (1) An institution to which this Act applies may not borrow money or issue a 

guarantee, indemnity or security, or enter into any other transaction that 

binds or may bind that institution or the Revenue Fund to any future nancial 

commitment, unless such borrowing, guarantee, indemnity, security or other 

transaction – 

(2)  

 (a) Is authorised by this Act;  and 

 (b) In the case of public entities, is also authorised by other legislation not in 

conict with this Act;  and 

 (c) In the case of loans by a province or a provincial government business 

enterprise under the ownership control of a provincial executive, is within the 

limits as set in terms of the Borrowing Powers of Provincial Governments Act, 

1996 (Act No 48 of 1996). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W&RSETA operates within the ambit as set by this clause and its related Act. 

  
This Materiality Framework is re-assessed and adjusted on an annual basis with the Audit Committee, Internal and External Auditors and assessed and approved by the Accounting Authority. 

 
 
Signature: _____________________ 
                  
 
 

(f)

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
SUREN MAHARAJ
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The principal aim of this SSP is to develop a “roadmap” for skills development in the 
wholesale and retail sector in South Africa. 

We have adopted an evidence-led approach of identifying and anticipating critical, pivotal 
and Hard-To-Fill- Vacancies (HTFV).  

This is the final version of the Sector Skills Plan (SSP) for the Wholesale and Retail Sector 
Education and Training Authority (W&RSETA) for 2019-2020. The SSP is prepared in 
accordance with Sector Skills Plan Framework and Requirements (Revised 2017).

Hence, it is necessary to identify factors driving change in the sector, occupational supply and 
demand imbalances, skills gaps in the internal labour market of companies, and priority 
skills development interventions. 

 

These are determined through extensive research, literature review and stakeholder 
consultations country-wide. We have also considered DHET feedback from the SSP first draft 
submission.

We have considered national policy issues in the New Growth Path, HRDSA, National 
Development Plan, IPAP, National Skills Development Strategy and Skills Accord in the 
development of the SSP. The Sector Skills Plan is submitted to the Minister of Higher Education 
and Training in compliance with the requirement of the Skills Development Act 1998 (as 
amended) and the National Skills Development Strategy (NSDS III). 

FOREWORD

W&RSETA BOARD CHAIRPERSON 

APPROVED BY: 

Ms Yvonne Mbane 

Ms. Nonzukiso Siyotula   
Acting CEO: W&RSETA 

Date:  
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Ÿ The extent and nature of skills supply.
Ÿ The number of sector partnerships.

Ÿ Major change drivers impacting on the sector with implications for skills development.

The purpose of a Sector Skills Plan (SSP) is to guide all stakeholders of Wholesale & Retail Sector Education 
and Training Authority (W&R SETA) in the alignment of SETA decisions, resourcing and support, towards 
national priorities, strategies and plans, and the identification of sectorial skills and development needs, 
skills shortages and development opportunities (skilling and reskilling) within the sector. 

These objectives are:

Ÿ A profile of its economic and labour market performance.

Ÿ Identification of occupational shortages, skills gaps and pivotal skills in the sector.

This is further emphasised as outlined by the objectives for conducting research that culminates in a SSP for 
the W & R sector. 

South Africa's gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate declined by 2.2% in the first quarter of 2018. The 
largest negative contributor to growth in GDP in the first quarter was the manufacturing industry, which 
decreased by 6.4% and contributed -0.8 of a percentage point to GDP growth. The mining and quarrying 
industry decreased by 9, 9% and contributed -0.8 of a percentage point. 

Chapter 1 (Sector Profile):   

The agriculture, forestry and fishing industry decreased by 24.2%, and contributed -0.7 of a percentage 
point to GDP growth. The trade, catering and accommodation industry decreased by 3.1%. Decreased 
economic activity was reported in trades, catering and accommodation divisions.

South Africa's retail sales rose 4.8 percent year-on-year in March of 2018, following a downwardly revised 
4.2 percent increase in the previous month and above market expectations of a 4.4 percent gain. Sales went 
up faster for textiles, clothing, footwear & leather goods (10.6 percent from 7.1 percent in February); food, 
beverages & tobacco (4.1 percent from 3.1 percent); pharmaceuticals goods & cosmetics (7.9 percent from 
5.0 percent) and furniture & household equipment (20.7 percent from 13.7 percent). 

The Wholesale and Retail Sector employs 3 207 000 people, or 21% of the active labour force.  

Economic performance: 

Economic Performance of W&R Sector: 

There are 87 790 active Wholesale and Retail enterprises. These consist of 77 196 small companies (88%), 
2370 medium companies (3%) and 919 (1%) large companies. There are 7305 (8%) unclassified 
enterprises. Gauteng has the largest concentration of enterprises (37%); Western Cape has 18%, and 
KwaZulu-Natal 15%. 

Labour market profile: 

Ÿ Skills priority actions.

The SSP consists of the following Chapters, with an explanation of the research, design methodology, data 
analysis and findings, as outlined below: 

Representation of people with disabilities within the sector:  

Consumers are increasingly empowered by social networking sites. They have a voice, and often a very loud 
and powerful one. Changes include: ethical issues, eco-friendliness and greening.

Multinationals are expanding rapidly into Africa, some more aggressively than others. Growth is driven by 
growing economies, population growth, supply chain efficiencies, and technology.

Youth focused Skills Development Initiatives: 

National supermarkets are saturating townships and peril-urban areas causing a strain on small retailers. 
There have been calls for informal businesses to become formal so they can better compete with the big 
chains, but there are barriers to this.

Power shift to consumers: 

To respond to some of the challenges facing people with disability in the sector W&RSETA has identified 
disability as a sector priority and interventions will be implemented to ensure representation and awareness 
(Statistics South Africa, 2016).

The South African people with disabilities are featured more prominently in the public sector as compared to 
the private sector. To respond to some of the challenges facing people with disability in the sector, W&RSETA 
has identified disability as a priority and interventions will be implemented to ensure representation and 
awareness (Statistics South Africa, 2016).

Chapter 2 (Key Skills Issues): 

Retail chains moving into townships: 

Downgrade to junk status:   

Technology is changing the wholesale and retail industry. These changes include mobile applications, 
online shopping, big data, social media, cyber-crime, mobile phones and internet usage.

African retail growth: 

An Industry led collaborative and integrated approach should be adopted to promote Youth Skills to 
increase WIL and employment opportunities.

Two major credit rating agencies, Standard & Poor (S&P), Fitch downgraded SA’s sovereign rating to junk 
status - BBB negative and BBB respectively. Moody's (3rd rating agency) credit rating for South Africa was last 
set at Baa2 with negative watch outlook.

Technology advancements: 

According to report by Commission for Employment Equity (2016), people with disabilities are least 
represented in the South African labour market and access remains a challenge. 

Key drivers of change within the sector include:

Unemployment in South Africa: 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

  Statistics SA, 2018, Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Q1,
  Trading Economics: South African Retail Sale. 2018.

2

2
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PIVOTAL List: 

This chapter recommends interventions to address skills needs in the sector, derived from earlier 
chapters.

SMME development: 

Key policy drivers for the sector include: IPAP 4; New Growth Path (NGP); National Development Plan 
(NDA); HRD Strategy for SA, Department of Environmental Affairs Integrated Development Plan (IDP) 
and Tourism Sector Skills Plan.

The millenniums can be defined as the influence of young people entering the sector through 
employment and training. The W&RSETA is in consultation with stakeholders to develop sector database 
for the millenniums. The millenniums on the database will be offered skills programmes to prepare them 
for the labour market

Chapter 3 (Extent of Skills Mismatch) 
Focuses on identifying Hard-To-Fill Vacancies, skills gaps and pivotal skills. 
 

Management and leadership skills / Customer service skills / Basic literacy and numeracy skills / Basic 
book-keeping skills / Labour relations skills / Marketing and sales skills / Computer skills / Time 
management skills / Occupational health and safety skills / Personal budgeting skills

Policy alignment: 

Sales Assistant (General) / Retail Buyer / Butcher / Confectionary Baker/ Retail Manager (General) / 
Sales & Marketing Manager / Retail Supervisor / SHEQ Practitioner / Retail Pharmacist /Sales 
Representative.

The SMME sector is relatively large and source products from wholesalers.  Changes include: small 
enterprise development, hawkers, casualization and new training model.

Chapter 4 (Sector Partnerships) identifies partnerships in the sector. 
It examines best and measures to strengthen partnerships. W&RSETA has partnerships with TVETs and 
universities nationally and internationally. There is also a need to establish new partnerships with small 
enterprise associations to reach retail SMMEs, co-operatives, and informal traders. 

Millenniums: 

Skills gaps: 

Chapter 5 (Skills Priority Actions) 

This SSP identifies 7 key skills priorities for the W&R sector:

SMME and cooperatives development: It is critical that these enterprises are supported with skills 
development. New training models are needed to meet the training needs of SMMEs. 

1

Youth unemployment: The retail sector provides significant temporary employment opportunities 
for the youth. The challenge is to convert these into permanent employment and encourage career 
development in the sector. 

Hard-To-Fill Vacancies and skills gaps: The identification of Hard-To-Fill Vacancies (Occupational 
shortages) and skills gaps is a key deliverable of the SSP. This ensures that the SSP responds to the 
demands of the sector.

Stakeholder engagement: Stakeholder partnerships are the best way to meet industry needs for 
skilled workers and workers’ needs for better jobs. It offers a platform to focus on job growth 
sectors and workforce training needs.

Training and employment of people with disabilities (PWD): Despite progressive legislation and a 
commitment from the government, PWD do not have the same opportunities as others. Therefore, 
improving access to training and employment are priorities to be pursued.

Trade union capacity-building: There is a need to build capacity in trade unions. This is in line with 
the NSDS III outcome 4.6.3, to ensure effective engagements with trade unions and relevant 
community based organisations.

Alignment with national strategies and plans:  Need to align skills funding to national priorities. 
The programme of action to align the work of the SETA to IDP, NDP and IPAP will be developed in 
consultation with relevant stakeholders.

2

3

4

5

6

7

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

A multi-method research design was employed to develop the sector skills plan. This design uses qualitative 
and quantitative research methods to collect and analyse data for profiling the W&R sector, identifying 
change drivers, determining HTFVs, critical and pivotal lists and devising skills development interventions. 

The research design is as follows:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 W&RSETA SECTOR SKILLS PLAN 

Research Design 

Qualita�ve Methods Quan�ta�ve Methods 

Research Methods & Data Collec�on 

(1) Literature 
Review  

(2) Hard-To-Fill 
Vacancy Survey & 
Interviews 

 

(4) Regional 

Workshops 

Data Analysis 

Assessment against eligibility criteria for HTFVs, pivotal and cri�cal skills lists  

Produc�on of HTFVs, pivotal and cri�cal skills lists 

(3) 

WSPs/ATRs 

Diagram 1:  Research design and methodology 

SSP Implementation guidelines 2017/18 & DHET SSP Framework and Requirements 2017/18 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research methods involved the following: 

The research methodology used to determine critical, HTFVs and pivotal skills is intended to be as inclusive, transparent, replicable and simple to calculate. The methodology is designed to enable information to be 
incorporated year-on-year, without the need to redesign the process. By establishing a user-friendly framework for identification and anticipation of HTFVs and pivotal skills, all companies, including micro-enterprises 
can participate in the research.

Literature Review

Hard-To-Fill Vacancy (HTFV) Survey

Workplace Skills Plans and Annual Training Reports

Data Collection Tools: The literature review involved web search and document analysis.

Objective:  A literature review of trade publications, company annual reports, newsletters, economic reports, W&R sector studies was conducted to gather secondary data on economic and labour market 
profiles, change drivers, skills mismatches, supply and demand of skills, HTFVs skills, skills gaps and skills development interventions.

Scope of Study: The literature review gathered information on all chapters.

 

Time-Frame: The literature review was conducted throughout the duration of the study (12 months).

Objective:   The objective of the HTFV survey was to identify occupations that are HTFVs in the sector and the reasons for these vacancies. There was a section which required respondents to identify the top 3 
skills gaps by major occupational category.

Time-Frame: A HTFV Survey was administered between May and July 2018.

Data Collection Tools: A questionnaire was administered.
Sample Size and Scope of Study: The sample size was 234 respondents and the scope were to determine HTFVs and skills gaps.

Objective:  The objective of the WSP/ATR analysis was to determine the extent of planned and reported training.

Data Collection Tools: Consolidated WSP/ATR spreadsheets.

Time-Frame: April 2017 to March 2018.
Sample Size and Scope of Study: A total of 8 185 WSP/ATRs (2016/17) were analysed.

Workshops

W&RSETA Stakeholder Interviews 

Data Collection Tools: A worksheet was given and a PESTEL analysis was conducted with report back sessions.
Sample Size and Scope of Study: Workshops were held in 9 regions: KZN (67); Western Cape (72); NW (7); Mpumalanga (23); Eastern Cape (20); Free State (15); Limpopo (12); Northern Cape (9); 
Gauteng (76). 
Time-Frame: Workshops were held between May and July 2018. 

Objective:   The objective of the workshops was to identify change drivers, skills gaps, HTFVs and skills priorities.

Objective: The objective of the interview was to identify change drivers, skills gaps, HTFVs and skills interventions for the sector.

Sample Size and Scope of Study: 10 Stakeholder (Free State, North West, Gauteng, Kwa-Zulu Natal & Cape Town) 
Time-Frame: 29 May to 13 June 2018.

Data Collection Tools: Face to face and Telephonic interviews 
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Skills Priority Actions (Chapter 5): This information from chapters one to four is consolidated in chapter five as findings and recommendations. 

Extent of Skills Mismatches (Chapter 3): Data from the literature review, workshops, WSP/ATR and HTFV survey was used to establish HTFVs, PIVOTAL skills and skills gaps.

Sector Profile (Chapter 1): Data from the literature review and WSP/ATR was used to construct the sector profile.

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS:

Key Skills Issues (Chapter 2): Data from the literature review and workshops was used to identify key skills issues. 

Partnerships (Chapter 4):   This is achieved through a literature review of partnership reports.

Sector Skills Plan (SSP) SME Survey 

Objective: The objective of the study was to identify SME skills gaps, small business needs and challenges for SMEs operating in Townships. 

Sample Size and Scope of Study: Informal traders in the following townships Hammanskraal, Atteridgeville, Katlehong, Diepsloot,  Mdantsane, Port Shepstone & Atlantis
Time-Frame: 15 July 2017 to 20 July 2018.

Data Collection Tools: Survey and Focus group discussions  

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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ACRONYMS  DESCRIPTION  

ATR  Annual Training Report 

CGCSA

ATR

 Consumer Goods Council of South Africa 

DHET  Department of Higher Education and Training 

FET  Further Education and Training 

FRA  Fuel Retailers Association South Africa 

GDP  Gross Domestic Product  

HTFV  Hard-To-Fill Vacancy 

HET
 

Higher Education and Training
 

ILDP
 

International Leadership Development Programme
 

IPAP
 

Industrial Policy Action Plan
 

NDP
 

National Development Plan
 

NGP
 

New Growth Path
 

NQF
 

National Qualications Framework
 

NSDS
 

National Skills Development Strategy
 

OFO
 

Organising Framework for Occupations
 

PIVOTAL
 

Professional, Vocational, Technical and Academic Learning
 

PWC
 

Price Waterhouse Coopers
 

QCTO
 

Quality Council for Trades and Occupations
 

QLFS
 

Quarterly Labour Force Survey
 

RA
 

Retailers Association
 

RMI

 

Retail Motor Industry Organisation

 

RMDP

 

Retail Management Development Programme

 

SETA

 

Sector Education and Training Authority

 

SIC

 

Standard Industrial Classication

 

SIPs

 

Strategic Infrastructure Projects

 

SMME

 

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

 

SSP

 

Sector Skills Plan

 

STATSSA

 

Statistics South Africa

 

TVET

 

Technical and Vocational Education and Training

 

USD

 

United States Dollar

 

W&RSETA

 

Wholesale and Retail Sector Education and Training Authority 

 

WP -PSET

 

White Paper for Post-School Education and Training

 

WSP

 

Workplace Skills Plan

 

ACRONYMS
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 1.1.      INTRODUCTION

1.2. KEY QUESTIONS

This chapter will respond to:

Chapter one provides a sector profile of the Wholesale and Retail (W&R) Sector. It gives a picture of the size and shape of the Sector, allowing the reader to understand the contribution of the sector in economic and 
employment terms. 

The Wholesale and Retail Sector Education and Training Authority (W&RSETA) was established in 2000 in terms of the Skills Development Act 97 of 1998 (as amended). This public entity is responsible for supporting skills 

development in the Wholesale and Retail (W&R) Sector of South Africa through the implementation of learning programmes, disbursement of grants and monitoring of education and training as outlined the Act, 

accompanying regulations and the National Skills Development Strategy III (NSDS III).

The scope of coverage of the W&RSETA in terms of the Skills Development Act 97 of 1998 is as follows:

1.3. SCOPE OF COVERAGE

Wholesale trade deals with the bulk buying of goods from various manufacturers and the breaking down of this bulk into smaller quantities which is then sold to the retailer. Retail trade deals with the buying of goods from 

the wholesaler and selling of such goods to the consumer. The actual activities that fall within the scope of the wholesale and retail sector is demarcated according to Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. 

CHAPTER ONE: SECTOR PROFILE

Key Questions

§ What are the implications for sector skills planning?

§ Who are the key role-players in the sector?
§ What is the contribution of the sector to the economy? 
§ What is the employer profile of the sector?
§ What is the employee profile of the sector?

§ What is the scope of coverage of the sector?

WHOLESALE

61000 Wholesale and commission trade, except for motor vehicles and motor cycles 

61100 Wholesale trade on a fee or contract basis 

61220 Wholesale trade in food, beverages and tobacco 

61310 Wholesale trade in textiles, clothing and footwear 

61391 Wholesale trade in household furniture requisites and appliances 

61392 Wholesale trade in books and stationery 

61393 Wholesale trade in precious stones, jewellery and silverware 

Table 1: SIC Codes Wholesale and Retail 

TRADE CATEGORYSIC CODE
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61394 Wholesale trade in pharmaceuticals, toiletries and medical equipment 

61420 Wholesale trade in metal and metal ores 

61430 Wholesale trade in construction materials, hardware, plumbing and heating equipment 

61501 Oce machinery and equipment, including computers 

61509 Other machinery 

61901 General wholesale trade 

61909 Other wholesale trade not elsewhere classiied (nec) 

62000 Retail trade, except for motor vehicles and motor cycles; repair of personal and household goods 

62110 Retail trade in non-specialised stores with food, beverages and tobacco dominating 

62190 Other retail trade non-specialised stores 

62201 Retail trade in fresh fruit and vegetables 

62202 Retail trade in meat and meat products 

62203 Retail trade in bakery products 

62204 Retail trade in beverages (bottle stores) 

62209 Other retail trade in food, beverages and tobacco (nec)

62311 Retail of non-prescribed medicine and pharmaceutical products other than by pharmacists 

62321 Retail trade in men’s and boy’s clothing 

62322 Retail trade in ladies’ and girls’ clothing 

62324 Retail trade in shoes 

62330 Retail trade in household furniture, appliances, articles and equipment 

62340 Retail trade in hardware, paints and glass 

62391 Retail trade in reading matter and stationery 

62392 Retail trade in jewellery, watches and clocks 

62393 Retail trade in sports goods and entertainment requisites 

62399 Retail trade by other speciied stores 

62400 Retail trade in second-hand goods in stores 

63122 Retail sale of used motor vehicles 

63311 Sale of tyres 

63500 Retail sale of automotive fuel 

62323 Retail trade by general outitters and by dealers in piece goods, textiles, leather and travel accessories 

SIC CODE TRADE CATEGORY

Table 1: SIC Codes Wholesale and Retail 

Source: WRSETA (2018): Sector Skills Plan 2019-2020

RETAIL

WHOLESALE
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The following table provides the key role-players in the Wholesale and Retail sector along with roles and expertise  

Table 2:  Key Stakeholders:

1.2.   KEY ROLE-PLAYERS

To govern and control the W&RSETA by providing strategic direction and leadership
To provide corporate governance guidance
To approve the W&RSETA SSP
To approve the Strategic plan and budget

ORGANISED LABOUR

ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISEW&RSETA BOARD

COMMUNITY

OTHER ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

GOVERNMENT ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

ORGANISED EMPLOYERS ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Ÿ Department of Higher Education and Training

Ÿ Provincial Economic Departments
Ÿ Department of Trade and Industry

Ÿ Represent interests of the state.
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, trade and industry and provincial growth.

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, consumer rights and legal.
Ÿ Represent interests of consumers and the public.

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, small enterprise and co-operative development, advancement of 
women.

Ÿ Represent interests of communities and co-operatives.

Ÿ Represent and articulate worker interests
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, negotiations, public management and dispute resolution.

Ÿ Represented equally on the committees of the W&RSETA.

Ÿ South Africa Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union ( SACCAWU )
Ÿ  Entertainment Catering Commercial and Allied Workers Union – ( ECCAWUSA )
Ÿ National Union of Metal Workers of South Africa – NUMSA

Ÿ Development Institute for Training, Support and Education for Labour

Ÿ Southern African Clothing and Textiles Workers Union ( SACTWU )
Ÿ Congress of South African Trade Unions ( COSATU ) 

Ÿ South African Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers Union 
Ÿ Federal Council of Retail Allied Workers - ( FEDCRAW )

Ÿ South African Community at large. 

Ÿ Represent interests of training providers – public and private.
Ÿ Contribute to education and training, quality assurance, curriculum development. 

Ÿ W&RSETA Board 

Ÿ Retailers Association (RA)
Ÿ Consumer Goods Council of South Africa (CGCSA)
Ÿ National Clothing Retail Federation (NCRF)
Ÿ Black Business Council (BBC)
Ÿ Enterprise Mentorship of South Africa (EMOSA)
Ÿ Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) 

Ÿ Retail Motor Industry Organisation (RMI)
Ÿ Wholesale and retail enterprises (small, medium and large)

Ÿ Fuel Retailers Association (FRA)
Ÿ South African Petroleum Retailers Association (SAPRA)

Ÿ Represent and articulate employer (small, medium and large) interests.
Ÿ Represented equally on the committees of the W&RSETA.

Ÿ Contribute to education and training, negotiations, marketing, inance, human resources and legal.

Ÿ W&RSETA Staff

Ÿ Public Skills Development Forums
Ÿ Learners (employed and unemployed)

Ÿ Universities; TVET Colleges; Private training providers; Community colleges

Ÿ Higher Education and Training Committee Association of Private Providers of Education 
Training and Development 

Ÿ Further Education and Training Committee 

Ÿ Southern African Society for Cooperative Education; 

ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

ROLES AND AREAS OF EXPERTISE

TRAINING PROVIDERS ROLE AND EXPERTISE
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The following are the key role-players in the W&RSETA:
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This section provides an economic profile of the W&R ector for 2017-2018.S

1.5.     ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

This section assesses the economic performance of the W&R ector.S

Graph 1: Performance of South African Industries (2017)

1.5.1.   Wholesale and Retail Sector performance and state of the economy 

The agriculture, forestry and fishing industry decreased by 24.2%, and contributed -0.7 of a percentage point to 
GDP growth. 

South Africa's gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate declined by 2.2% in the first quarter of 2018. 

The largest negative contributor to growth in GDP in the first quarter was the manufacturing industry, which 
decreased by 6.4% and contributed -0.8 of a percentage point to GDP growth. The mining and quarrying industry 
decreased by 9.9% and contributed -0.8 of a percentage point.

Source: Statistics South Africa Quarterly Labour Force Survey (wholesale and retail sector), 2018

The trade, catering and accommodation industry decreased by 3.1%. Decreased economic 
activity was reported in trades, catering and accommodation divisions.

Finance, real estate and business services increased by 1.1% in the first quarter. Increased 
economic activity was reported for insurance and auxiliary activities and real estate activities. 

The retail sales contribution to GPD grown: 1st quarter 2018 

The retail trade sales had fallen 5.2% in the first quarter of 2018. This has contributed to 1.3% 
decline to first-quarter GDP. 

The trade, catering and accommodation sector declined 3.1 % after a 4.8 % jump in Q4 and 
construction decreased by 1.9% after a 1.4% decrease in Q4, marking the fifth straight quarter 
of falls. Decreases were reported for residential buildings and construction works.

General government services increased by 1.8%, attributed to an increase in employment 
numbers. 

The main positive contributions came from finance, real estate and business services Ÿ

(activities up 1.1% compared to 2.5 % in Q4) and government (1.8 % compared to 1.4%). 

The main contributors to the 1.7% increase were retailers in:

It compares with market expectations of a 0.5% decline. It is the biggest contraction since the first 

quarter of 2009 as production declined mostly for field crops, horticultural products, platinum 

group metals, iron ore and steel.

The biggest contribution came from clothing retailers, whose sales rose 10.6% year on Ÿ

year, contributing 1.6 percentage points to the headline number.

Sales of pharmaceutical, medical, cosmetic and toiletry products gained 7.9%.Ÿ

Despite the strong performance in the first three months of 2018, the sector contracted by Ÿ

1.3% quarter on quarter in the first quarter of 2018.

Gross Domestic Product: The South African economy shrank a seasonally adjusted 

annualized 2.2% on quarter in the first three months of 2018, reversing from a 3.1% growth in 

the previous period which was the highest in 1-1/2 years. 

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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 South Africa's unemployment

Graph 2: South Africa's unemployment

The labour force edged up by 307 thousand to 22.36 million from 22.05 million in the fourth quarter and 
those detached from it declined by 154 thousand to 15.32 million from 15.47 million. The expanded 
definition of unemployment, including people who have stopped looking for work, rose to 36.7% in the first 
quarter of the year from 36.3% in the previous quarter.

South Africa's unemployment rate came in at 26.7% in the first quarter of 2018, unchanged from the 

previous period. The number of unemployed increased by 100 thousand to 5.98 million and the number of 

employed rose by 207 thousand to 16.38 million. The W&RSETA continues to prioritise unemployment skills 

development interventions for the sector as part of creating employment opportunities for young people. 

Job Losses: The number of unemployed persons jumped by 100 thousand to 5.98 million from 5.88 

million in the fourth quarter of 2017. Employment grew by 207 thousand to 16.38 million from 16.17 

million in the prior period. Jobs gains occurred in formal sector (111 thousand), informal (93 thousand) and 

in private household (5 thousand) while losses were recorded in agriculture (-3 thousand).
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Service Delivery Protests and Regulatory Issues: Service delivery protests is almost a daily 
occurrence that flares up in local communities. These are often violent protests resulting in damage to 
public and private property, confrontation with law enforcement, and closure of roads. 

Earnings It therefore comes as no surprise that there was also a quarterly decrease of R19.4 billion or : 
3.2% in total earnings paid to employees. Total earnings paid to employees amounted to R588 billion in 
March 2017, down from R607 billion in December 2016. Decreases in gross earnings were led by the 
manufacturing industry with R7.1 billion quarter-to-quarters, followed by the trade industry with R6.0 
billion, the community services industry with R4.5 billion, the construction industry with R4.4 billion, the 
transport service industry with R3.1 billion and the electricity industry with R1.2 billion. However, there was 
a quarter-to-quarter increase in gross earnings for the business services industry with R6.8 billion and the 
mining industry with R5 million.

Downgrades: Credit ratings agency Moody's followed in the footsteps of the other two agencies and  
downgraded the country's rating by a notch on 9 June 2017. Although Moody's did not downgrade the 
credit rating to junk status as opposed to S&P Global Ratings and Fitch, the outlook was left unchanged at 
negative, meaning another credit downgrade may be on the table. Moody's decision was rooted in the 
latest political developments which have made the country's reform drive more uncertain and the 
institutional framework less transparent.

Political Uncertainty: Political and policy uncertainty along with perceptions of widespread corruption 
are significant contributors to the depressed mood of business, investor and consumer confidence in the 
country. Ongoing reports of corruption in state entities such as Prasa, South African Airways, Eskom, 
Petro-SA and municipalities, together with tensions in the ruling ANC party is contributing to economic 
decline. 

The reasons for service delivery protests include: high unemployment, lack of housing, high transport, 
water and electricity costs, lack of proper sanitation, and generally poor services on the part of 
municipalities, particularly in outlying areas of the country. 

Grant Thornton's International Business Report for 2016 reveals that 61% of South African businesses 
have been negatively affected by government service delivery issues or regulatory requirements in the past 
six months. 

Of these, 60% stated that increased service costs such as electricity, water, e-tolls and rising rates and 
taxes have had the greatest negative impact on their businesses. 56% stated disruption to the supply of 
utilities, 46% lamented strikes by government employees, and 45% complained about the cost of red tape 
legislative compliance as key concerns which are negatively affecting their businesses.
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1.5.2.   Economic Performance of W&R Sector

This section assesses the economic performance of the W&R sector for the 2017-2018 period.

Graph 3: Year-on-year retail sales growth 2016-2018

SOUTH AFRICA RETAIL SALES YOY

Source: Trading Economic (2018)
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South Africa's retail sales rose 4.8% year-on-year in March of 2018, following a downwardly revised 4.2% 
increase in the previous month and above market expectations of a 4.4% gain. Sales went up faster for 
textiles, clothing, footwear & leather goods (10.6% from 7.1% in February); food, beverages & tobacco 
(4.1% from 3.1%); pharmaceuticals goods & cosmetics (7.9% from 5.0%) and furniture & household 
equipment (20.7% from 13.7%). 

In contrast, sales slowed for general dealers (2.4% from 2.9%) and all other retailers (3.8%  from 6.4%). 
Additionally, sales of hardware, paint & glass dropped further (-2.4% from -1.1 %). On a monthly basis, 
retail trade was unchanged, after increasing 1.5% in February.

 
Considering the first quarter of the year, retail sales fell 0.7%, following a 2.2% rise in the previous period. 
Retail Sales YoY in South Africa averaged 4.59% from 2003 until 2018, reaching an all-time high of 15.50% 
in September of 2006 and a record low of -6.40% in April of 2009.

Graph 4: Disposal personal income 2014-2017
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Disposable Personal Income in South Africa increased to 2 853 653 ZAR million in the fourth quarter of 
2017 from 2 760 742 ZAR million in the third quarter of 2017. Disposable Personal Income in South 
Africa averaged 5 426 781 ZAR million from 1960 until 2017, reaching an all-time high of 2 853 653 
ZAR million in the fourth quarter of 2017.

It also increased the revenue of the W&RSETA and enabled an expansion of skills development projects 
with an increasing number of grants for apprenticeships, learnerships, bursaries and internships. Since 
the economy is now in a recession, growth is expected to slow.

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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SOUTH AFRICA CONSUMER CONFIDENCE

The FNB/BER Consumer Confidence Index in South Africa jumped to 26 in the first quarter of 2018, as 
compared to -8 in the last three months of 2017. It is the highest reading on record after political and 
economic developments including the change in the country’s leadership allowed for an increase in 
consumer optimism and consumers were more willing to spend

Consumer Spending in South Africa increased to R1 936 072 million in the first quarter of 2018 from R1 
928 878 million in the fourth quarter of 2017. 

Graph 6: Consumer Spending 2014-2018
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The national disability prevalence rate is 7.5% in South Africa. People with disability are more prevalent 
among females compared to males (8.3% and 6.5% respectively).  

The South African people with disabilities are featured more prominently in the public sector as compared to 
the private sector. 

Representation of people With Disabilities Within The sector:  According to report by Commission 
for Employment Equity (2016), people with disabilities are least represented in the South African labour 
market and access remains a challenge. 

Comparison With Other Economic Sectors:   Economic sector performance in the 1st quarter of 2017 
compared to the 1st quarter of 2016 shows that only agriculture (22.2%) and mining (12.8%) recorded 
growth. The biggest losses were wholesale and retail trade (-5.9%), electricity (4.8%) and manufacturing (-
3.7%), transport (-1.6%) and construction (-1.3%).

Persons with severe disabilities, experience difficulty in accessing education, training and employment 
opportunities. Females, with disabilities are more disadvantaged as compared to males when accessing 
higher education. 

People with disabilities increase with age, with more than half (53.2%) of persons above the age of 85+ are 
reported as having a disability. 

The profile of not economically active persons shows that the black African population group have the 
highest prevalence, particularly amongst persons with disabilities (12.5% for those with disabilities and 
10.7% for able-bodied persons). To respond to some of the challenges facing people with disability in the 
sector W&RSETA has identified disability as a sector priority and interventions will be implemented to ensure 
representation and awareness (Statistics South Africa, 2016). 

After growing by 3.1% in the fourth quarter of 2017, the South Africa economy wobbled in the first quarter of 
2018, shrinking by 2, and 2% quarter-on-quarter (seasonally adjusted and annualised). Agriculture, mining 
and manufacturing were the main contributors to the slowdown, with the electricity, construction and trade 
industries also recording negative growth. 

The decline was driven largely by a fall in production of petroleum and chemical products, as well as basic 
iron and steel. The trade, construction and electricity industries also recorded negative growth in the first 
quarter of 2018 compared with the fourth quarter of 2017. 

The 2.2% fall is the largest quarter-on-quarter decline since the first quarter of 2009. In that quarter, the 
economy contracted by 6.1%. After recording four consecutive quarters of robust growth in 2017, the 
agriculture industry lost ground in the first quarter of 2018, contracting by 24.2%, the largest quarter-on-
quarter fall since the second quarter of 2006. Manufacturing also failed to make a positive contribution to 
economic growth, falling by 6.4%. 

Graph 5: Consumer Confidence 2014-2018

Source: Trading Economic (2018)

Source: Trading Economic (2018)
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Trade activity fell by 3.1%, on the back of weaker wholesale, retail and motor trade sales and lower activity 
in catering and accommodation.

Pie-chart 1: The biggest role players in the South African Retail Sector 

Sources: Statistics South Africa. Quarterly Labour Force Survey (QLFS). 2018.

Despite general dealers experiencing lackluster growth of only 1.1% in 2017, they dominated the industry 
in terms of sales value. 

For every R100 that consumers spent at retail stores in 2017, R44 was spent at general dealers, which 
includes supermarkets. 

The second largest contributor was stores specializing in clothing and textiles, contributing R18 for every 
R100 of total sales.

Graph 7: The Wholesale and Retail: Winners and Losers of 2017

The retail trade has contributed to R1 trillion in sale in 2017. The South African consumers have spent more 
compared to 2016 and spending on retail was up by 2.9% in 2017. 

The hardware sub-sector saw sales growth at -0.7%.  The W&RSETA will be undertaking sub-sector 
consultation with stakeholders in collaboration with Essential Hardware to establish training needs and 
challenges. 

Sources: Statistics South Africa. Quarterly Labour Force Survey (QLFS). 2018.
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The Hardware sub-sector is feeling the “pinch”, since it is a non-essential in a weak trading 
environment. It has resulted in competition and lower trading margins in the 1st quarter of 2018. 

Junk status and fragile economic growth increases the cost of borrowing and frightens off foreign 
investment. This is reducing consumer confidence in the economy.

The positive factor is that inflation is within the Reserve Bank threshold at 4.5%. Consumer confidence 
is down due to the economic environment. Unemployment is at an all-time high at 26.7%.

Technology continues to be a major driver in the sector and it reduces prices as people can buy online 
from warehouse to consumer. Online shopping is on the increase.

SA is in a recession with GDP growth at – 2.2% year-on-year in the first quarter of 2018, easing from a 
0.8% expansion in the previous period. It was the weakest growth rate since the second quarter of 
2017.  This has a negative effect on the sector.

There are several foreign retailers in the domestic market. They are putting pressure on local retailers 
to lowers costs and increase quality. 

Retail spending is in decline in 2017 and 2018 with several major retailers closing. The most notable 
big story being Steinhoff. In a weak trading environment and VAT increase, consumers tend to stick to 
essentials. Hence, food sales are expected to hold.

 

What does this mean for wholesale and retail in 2018?

Retail spend continues to 
recover but it remains 
fragile

Inflation

SA Junk Status will impact 
negatively on growth

Retailers are focusing on 
customer and technology 
as enablers in weak 
economy environment

GDP Growth – 2.2%

Outperforms other 
retailers, typical of a 
weak environment

Food

An overtraded clothing 
market results in 
squeezed or flat margins 
and falling volumes

Clothing retailers facing 
increasing foreign 
competitor presence

Consumer confidence 
down

Political /Policy 
uncertainly hurting the 
sector

Sources: Trading Economics (2018); Statistics South Africa. Quarterly Labour Force Survey 
(QLFS). 2018.
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Number of Levy Paying Companies Per Region For 2017/2018

Graph 8: Number of levy-paying companies per province 2017/18

Source: WSP/ATR, 2017/18

Ÿ The highest number of levy paying companies was in Gauteng North (3139), followed by Western 
Cape (2896), Gauteng South (2305) and Kwa-Zulu Natal (2074).

 This is due to the higher concentration of companies in these regions.

 

Ÿ Levies received from Western Cape were the highest, followed by Gauteng South and Gauteng North. 
This is due to the higher concentration of companies in these provinces.

1.6.   EMPLOYER PROFILE 

This section provides an employer profile of the W&R Sector for the period 2017-2018. This section provides an employer profile of the W&R Sector for the period 2017-2018.

1.7 LEVY INCOME TRENDS.   

Levies received per province for 2017/18

Source: WSP/ATR, 2017/18

Graph 9: Levies received per province 2017/18
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Ÿ Western Cape had the highest mandatory grant expenditure followed by Gauteng South and 
Gauteng North.

1.8. EMPLOYEE PROFILE 

The national disability prevalence rate is 7.5% in South Africa. People with disability are more prevalent 
among females compared to males (8.3% and 6.5% respectively).  

The employee profile of the W&R sector illustrates that job growth has been subdued between 2004 and 
2016. 

This is consistent with sluggish growth of the economy. The fortunes of the sector are tied to GDP growth

The profile of not economically active persons shows that the black African population group have the 
highest prevalence, particularly amongst persons with disabilities (12.5% for those with disabilities and 
10.7% for able-bodied persons). To respond to some of the challenges facing people with disability in the 
sector W&RSETA has identified disability as a sector priority and interventions will be implemented to ensure 
representation and awareness (Statistics South Africa, 2016). 

The 2.2% fall is the largest quarter-on-quarter decline since the first quarter of 2009. In that quarter, the 
economy contracted by 6.1%. After recording four consecutive quarters of robust growth in 2017, the 
agriculture industry lost ground in the first quarter of 2018, contracting by 24.2%, the largest quarter-on-
quarter fall since the second quarter of 2006. Manufacturing also failed to make a positive contribution to 
economic growth, falling by 6.4%. 

Comparison With Other Economic Sectors: Economic sector performance in the 1st quarter of 2017 
compared to the 1st quarter of 2016 shows that only agriculture (22.2%) and mining (12.8%) recorded 
growth. The biggest losses were wholesale and retail trade (-5.9%), electricity (4.8%) and manufacturing (-
3.7%), transport (-1.6%) and construction (-1.3%).

People with disabilities increase with age, with more than half (53.2%) of persons above the age of 85+ are 
reported as having a disability. 

The decline was driven largely by a fall in production of petroleum and chemical products, as well as basic 
iron and steel. The trade, construction and electricity industries also recorded negative growth in the first 
quarter of 2018 compared with the fourth quarter of 2017. 

Persons with severe disabilities, experience difficulty in accessing education, training and employment 
opportunities. Females, with disabilities are more disadvantaged as compared to males when accessing 
higher education. 

After growing by 3.1% in the fourth quarter of 2017, the South Africa economy wobbled in the first quarter 
of 2018, shrinking by 2, and 2% quarter-on-quarter (seasonally adjusted and annualised). Agriculture, 
mining and manufacturing were the main contributors to the slowdown, with the electricity, construction 
and trade industries also recording negative growth. 

. 
 

 
Graph

 
10: Mandatory grant expenditure per province for 2017/18

 

 

Source: WSP/ATR, 2017/18
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Graph 11: Employees in W&R trade 2004-2017 ('000)

Ÿ The wholesale and retail sector employed about 3 million people in 2017, which is 21% of the total 
active labour force. 

The graph above reveals the following:

Ÿ In 2004, there were 2.748 million employees compared to 3.247 million employees in 2014. This 
represents an increase of 499 000 (18%) of employees in this period.

Ÿ The sector dipped from 2008 because of the global economic crisis and has not quite recovered 
since. This is a period in which the economy lost jobs.

Ÿ Employment rebounded in the sector in 2012 and has shown slow growth between 2013 and 2014. 
However, between Q4: 2015 and Q1: 2016, employment levels decreased by 119 000. Q1 of 2017 
gained 46 000 jobs.

Ÿ The W&R sector is a major absorber of unskilled and semi-skilled workers. Hence, it is necessary to 
ensure healthy economic growth to provide employment for this unskilled and semi-skilled segment 
of the labour market, which consists of most of the labour force.

           
 
 
 
 
 
 

                               
                                  
 
 
                  
 
 
                   

 

   Graph 12: Employees by formal and informal sector ('000)  
  

 
 

 

Source:
 

StatsSA, Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Quarter 1, 2015/16/17
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Ÿ Informal sector employment experienced a steady decline over the period. Part of the problem is that 
government is not doing enough to assist the informal sector. Policy positions have not been 
supported by implementation.

The graph reveals the following:

Ÿ There were 2.107 million (68%) in formal employment and 1.101 million (32%) in informal 
employment in the sector. 

Ÿ Formal sector employment started to decline from 2014 because of poor economic growth.
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The Graph provides statistics on employment by province.

 

                                                                      
Graph 13: Employees by province ('000) for 2017   
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    Source: StatsSA Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Quarter 1, 2017
 

Ÿ Gauteng has the highest number of employees, followed by KZN and Western Cape.
 
Ÿ As mentioned earlier, the W&RSETA is required to provide support to all regions, particularly smaller 

regions where there is a need to promote employment creation and skills development.

 

                      

  
Graph 14: Employees by gender ('000)

 

 

                 
Source: StatsSA Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Quarter 1, 2017
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The Graph below illustrates the number of employees in the sector by gender between 2012 and 2017:

The Graph reveals the following:

Ÿ Male employment has remained the same since 2014, while females have increased.
 

Ÿ Stakeholder feedback indicated that there is a lack of females in management positions in the W&R 
sector. Skills development interventions need to focus on management training programmes for 
women.

Ÿ The number of females has declined from 2013 to 2016. Between 2012 and 2014, the number of 
males increased, with a decline in 2015/16/17.
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The demographics of formal employment in the W&R sector is a challenge. According to the Commission for Employment Equity the 
racial profile of the sector is as follows:

1.9.   EMPLOYEE DEMOGRAPHICS

The Table above, indicates the following over two decades after the advent of democracy, post 1994:

Ÿ Female representation across the board for top management is 21.6% with 2.1% Africans, 1.5% Coloureds and 2.9% Indians 
and 0.6% foreigners. The corresponding figure for White females is 14.5%. 

Ÿ A similar picture emerges for senior management and professionals.

Ÿ In top management, 6.1% of Africans compared to 73.5% of Whites are represented.

Ÿ In the unskilled category, Africans make up 45.3%, Whites 1.1%, Coloureds 5% and Indians 0.9%. The corresponding figures 
for females are 39.6%, 0.6%, 5.1% and 0.7% respectively.

Ÿ The sector is a major contributor to national employment. The job creation opportunities in the sector, ranging from unskilled to 
top management, are enormous. The sector requires workers who have the skills to create value through their work. It also 
requires elevated levels of training and skills to succeed in an increasingly competitive global market. W&RSETA should play a 
more active role in supporting job creation and skills development efforts.

Ÿ Compared with corresponding figures in last year’s SSP, the W&R sector is not transforming in terms of its race profile. The 
W&RSETA is spending millions every year on senior and middle management training for people from disadvantaged groups. 
Research should be conducted to determine whether the participants of training are being promoted (CEE. 2016. Commission 
for Employment Equity Annual Report 2016-2017).

1.10.   CONCLUSION

From this chapter, the following conclusions can be drawn, with direct implications for skills development for the W&RSETA: 

 

Ÿ Although there is sectorial determination of the sector, many employees are 
casuals, temporary, “permanent” temporary and fixed-term employees 
without social benefits or the full protection of the law. There is a growing 
trend towards formalisation in the sector, with negative consequences for 
labour peace, worker morale and productivity, and investments in skills 
development.

 

Ÿ SA has a two-tiered wholesale and retail sector. South Africa has a 
sophisticated formal wholesale and retail sector with very high levels of 
concentration and small and micro-enterprises in the informal sector.  Both 
these tiers are inter-related and are economically connected. 

Ÿ The sector is particularly sensitive to economic instability in the wider 
economy. Currently, the economy is not performing well, with a bleak 
outlook.

 

Ÿ There is a need for the W&RSETA to actively support the concept of decent 
work and implement a sector programme to improve conditions of 
employment.

Ÿ There are exceptions such as the Steinhoff Group in the furniture retail sector 
who have made major acquisitions in Europe. Growing prosperity among the 
black population provides tremendous opportunities for local businesses to 
meet growing consumer demand. Businesses require a good understanding 
of changing retail markets, which has implications for skills development at 
firm level. In this respect, the SETA should devise customised workshops and 
training programmes to assist businesses.

Ÿ Major retail chains have ventured beyond the borders into sub-Saharan 
Africa, but there is room for further growth in various parts of the world. 
National retail chains are not established in lucrative high-growth markets 
such as China and India because they appear to lack the competitive appetite 
to compete with global giants such as Walmart, Carrefour and Tesco. 
Businesses with cross-border operations require a significant larger pool of 
highly skilled and capable managers from South Africa to work in foreign 
markets. 

Ÿ There is potential to improve the skills base of the sector, particularly at the 
lower and middle management level. 

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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2.1.     INTRODUCTION

This chapter identifies factors driving change in the W&R sector and influencing it to change either positively or negatively. Since there are a multitude of change drivers, the intention is to identify those that are skills-
related and assess its implications for human resource development.  Another issue addressed in this chapter is the alignment of sector skills planning to national strategies and plans such as the National Development 
Plan, New Growth Path, Human Resource Development Strategy for South Africa, Industrial Policy Action Plan 3. 

2.2. KEY QUESTIONS   This chapter will respond to: 

CHAPTER TWO: KEY SKILLS ISSUES

Key Questions

§ What are the implications of these for skills planning in the sector?
§ What research methods have been employed to arrive at findings? 

§ What are the major factors impacting on skills demand and supply in the sector?

§ Which national plans and strategies are aligned to the sector?

DOWNGRADE TO JUNK STATUS 

 

IMPLICATIONS 

 

   . 

Two major credit rating agencies, Standard & Poor (S&P) and Fitch downgraded SA's sovereign rating to junk status - BBB negative and BBB 
respectively. Moody's (3rd rating agency) credit rating for South Africa was last set at Baa2 with a negative watch outlook.

Ÿ This means that SA’s foreign-currency bonds are now ranked below the investment grade, hence the country is subject to moderate credit risk 
and it is inadequate to meet its financial obligations.  The cost of borrowing will increase.

Ÿ South Africans should expect higher prices of goods and services as inflation will kick in due to the depreciation of rand against the dollar. 
Higher interest rates and the cost of debt increases. Possible increases of the repo rate.

Ÿ The downgrading is NOT a skills-related problem, but rather a non-skills related problem that must do with political and policy uncertainty. 
Hence, there is not much the W&RSETA can do by way of skills development.

Ÿ The downgrade has a negative impact on the W&R sector. The cost of production and transportation costs will increase, with lower salary 
increases.

 
Ÿ Businesses such as Pioneers, food and beverages and others that were planning to expand are negatively affected by the downgrade.

Ÿ If the sector retrenches, the skills levy pool of funds will be adversely affected.

Ÿ It will require employees in the sector to become much 
more productive (efficient and effective) in a negative 
business cycle.

Ÿ If retrenchments take place in the sector, there will be a pool of skilled workers seeking employment.
Ÿ Lower rate of Hard-To-Fill vacancies.

2.3.  CHANGE DRIVERS

 

CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS 
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RETAIL CHAIN MOVING INTO TOWNSHIPS   

-
 

 

CHANGES 

 
 

 

CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS 
 

 
 

 

 
IMPLICATIONS FOR SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 

OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS  

 

National supermarkets are saturating townships and peri-urban areas causing a strain on small retailers. There have been calls for informal 
businesses to become formal so they can better compete with the big chains but there are a series of barriers facing them.

This movement brings about changes in the way business is conducted and how consumers and retailers respond to these changes is different.

This movement brings about changes in the way business is conducted and how consumers and retailers respond to these changes is different.

The movement is beneficial to consumers as it provides access to a wide range of products at lower prices. 

Small and independent retailers may be affected negatively because they cannot compete with bigger stores on price, quality and range of 
products.

It may decimate small and independent retailers, as has been the case in the urban areas.

Tellers, packagers, cleaners, securities, sales managers, buyers, merchandisers, sales assistants, bakers, butchers

Ÿ The W&RSETA should make funding available for cluster 
projects – clustering a group of SMMEs in a locality with 
a major retail chain. A prototype of this nature has been 
developed by the old CTFL SETA (now FP&MSETA).

Ÿ All skills required in retail environment (refer to critical 
skills list section 3.7).

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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1

Tackels D,  2014, Are Mobile Apps Reshaping the Reta il Industry? Industry News, Zurich  

Group, 2016, Global Threats Intelligence Report.  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jun/05/internet -use -mobile- phones- africa- predicted- increase- 20- fold 

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS  

 

 

 

CHANGES  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS 

  OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS

 

The wholesale and retail industry are rapidly changing due to technological advancements.

Mobile Applications: Smartphones, tablets and wearable devices present retailers with new opportunities for engagement with customers. 
Retailers can build personal relationships with customers based on their preferences, shopping styles, and mobile interaction.

Online Shopping: Online shopping is growing rapidly in popularity. Companies are increasingly marketing online in order not to be outdone by 
rivals.  

Big Data: Large, complex datasets from multiple sources. Provides information on consumer behaviour and is a strong predictive sales 
indicator. 

Social Media: A platform for retailers to expand marketing to a wider range of consumers. Major platforms are Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn and 
others.

Cyber Crime: Retailers are a target for cybercriminals. Retailers experience nearly three times as many cyber-attacks as those in the finance 
sector.

Mobile phones and internet usage: Africa's claim to be the "mobile continent" is even stronger than previously thought, with researchers 
predicting internet use on mobile phones will increase 20-fold in the next five years. This will double the rate of growth in the rest of the world. 
Retailers are taking advantage of that by increasing the online shopping and marketing .

Software Developer / Web Designer / Web Administrator / ICT Security Specialist / Graphic Designer / Analyst / Researcher / Marketing and Sales Manager

Ÿ ICT, analytics, graphic design, photography, 
programming, cloud computing, web development, data 
mining, statistics, research, forecasting, marketing and 
sales, management, networking, mobile device 
management, cyber security and ICT law
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1  Magel N. (2016 July 11). Three Drivers of Change. Son  Jones   

2  http://www.ethicalconsumer.org/shoppingethically/whybuyethical.aspx  

 3 Rachna, M., 2011, ‘Eco- friendly products and Consumer perceptions’, Vol.1 Issue 5, September, ISSN 2231 5780  

POWER SHIFT TO CONSUMERS  

 

 
 

 
 

 

CHANGES  

 

 

CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS 

OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS 

Environmental Manager / Social Corporate Manager / Public Relations Manager / HR Manager  

 

Consumers today are increasingly empowered by social networking sites. They now have a voice, and often a very loud and powerful one. 

Gone are the days when a bad shopping experience remains isolated to a customer's circle of friends and family. 

Negative reviews are now in the public domain, and easily accessible by anyone.

Eco Friendliness:  Consumers are now concerned with the natural environment; they prefer buying products that are with minimal detrimental impact on the 
natural Environment.

Ethical issues: Apart from saving, consumers also consider ethical issues when buying i.e. Buying from sweatshops; workshop or factory where manual 
workers are employed at very low wages for long hours and under poor condition is considered a vote for worker's exploitation which most consumers are 
against.

Greening:  Businesses are becoming more conscious of protecting the environment. Increased legislation and consumer pressure are driving the demand 
for eco-compliance. Businesses must show that they are environmentally friendly in their business processes and in the products and services they offer.  

Ÿ Customer service, business ethics and 
risk, customer relationship 
management, legal, greening 
advocacy, industrial relations
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4ATKearney,2015, ‘Retail in Africa: Still the next big thing’, The 2015 African retail development index  
5

United nation, 2015, Population Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the 2015 revision. 

 

AFRICAN RETAIL GROWTH  

 

 

  

CHANGES  

- 

 . 

 

CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS  

 

 

  

OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS  

Senior Managers (executives), Sales and Marketing Manager, Advertising and Public Relations Manager, Market Researchers, Supply and Distribution 

Manager, Logistics Manager, Retail Manager (General), Import/Export Specialists, Procurement Specialists, Buyers and Accountants.  

Growing Economy: Sub- Saharan African countries are amongst 10 fastest-growing economies in the world. Wholesale and retail is one of few markets 
with a growth of more than 5% growth.

Population growth: In the past year (2015) the population of the African continent grew by 30 million. By the year 2050, annual increase is expected to 
exceed 42 million people per year and total population will have doubled to 2.4 billion. This comes to 3.5 million more people per month, or 80 
additional people per minute.

Supply chain efficiencies: Mastering supply chain dynamics is critical for growth into Africa. The continent is a high-risk environment and scores, with a 
few exceptions, poorly on “ease of doing business indicators”. Companies need to deliver stock on time and the lowest possible costs.  The optimisation 
of the supply chain is necessary to improve productivity.

Human resource: the retail industry is one of the largest sources of employment in most countries. However, the supply of trained employees who meets 
skills requirements of an international company becomes a challenge.  

Managing risk/reward trade-off: every retailer that has expanded into foreign markets know it very well that globalization adds layers of complexity to 
every aspect of doing business and it creates significant risk exposure.  

Ÿ Supply chain management, buying, logistics, 
warehousing and distribution, import and 
exports, legal and regulatory, business 
development, leadership, diversity 
management, HR and industrial relations, 
finance and accounting, strategic 
management, Customer relations, marketing 
and sales, product development, and 
advertising, risk assessment, conflict 
resolution, political analysis and negotiation, 
language (Portuguese, French, English).

Multinationals are expanding rapidly into Africa and increasing the presence, some more aggressively than others.
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MILLENNIALS   

 

 

.  

 

CHANGES  

 
CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS

 

The millenniums can be defined as the influence of young people entering the sector through employment and training.. 

This change driver has brought about the need for the W&RSETA to develop interventions that address skills development issues 
related to millenniums entering the sector.

The W&RSETA is in consultation with stakeholders to develop sector database for the millenniums. The millenniums on the 
database will be offered skills programmes to prepare them for the labour market. 

Ÿ Time management skills

Ÿ Personal budgeting skills
Ÿ Basic literacy and numeracy skills

Ÿ Customer service skills

Ÿ Computer skills

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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SMME DEVELOPMENT  

 

 

 

 

CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS
 

 
OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS

 

 

The W&R Sector in South is made up of many SMMEs. 

Small enterprise development: SMMEs should build a sustainable business model given that the gestation period for 
success in the retail sector is long. Sustainable product pricing, offering products that imply longevity, expanding 
operations in a calibrated but determined manner. 

Hawkers: Hawkers are a vulnerable group, since many are women with little family support. A major characteristic 
of hawkers is their mobility since they traverse on foot.

Casualization: The entire retail sector is characterised by high casualization – the “permanent temporary worker”. 
Most workers employed by unorganised businesses do not receive healthcare, educational and minimum wages.

Coach / Mentor / SMME specialist

New Training Model: A new training model is required to upgrade the skills of SMMEs, since they cannot leave the business for skills training. Training for SMMEs should include: voucher training schemes; 
toolkits; on-the-job training; industry clusters; mentoring and coaching. An SMME Strategy for skills development is needed.

CHANGES

Ÿ Fiscal management, HR, marketing and sales, communication, negotiation, technical, 
conflict management, buying, pricing, time management, customer relations, ICT, life 
skills, coaching, mentoring
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2.4.   ALIGNMENT WITH NATIONAL STRATEGY AND PLANS

National policies and legislation should inform the W&RSETA's Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan. Below is a table summarising the national policies that guide the operations of the W&RSETA. It 
demonstrates the alignment of the W&RSETA's Strategic Plan to government's national policies and strategies. 

NATIONAL STRATEGIES / POLICIES  IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA  

 

National Skills Accord 

8 commitments to be followed: 

· Expand training using existing facilities. 
· Create internship and placement opportunities.  
· Set ratios for trainees and artisans, as well as across 
· the technical vocations, to improve training. 
· Improve training funding and incentives for companies to train. 
· Set annual targets for training in state-owned enterprises. 
· Improve SETA governance, scal management, and stakeholder involvement.  
· Align training to the New Growth Path and improve SSPs. 
· Improve the role and performance of TVET colleges. 

 

 

The implications are: 

· Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries. 
· Increase the number of accredited training providers. 
· Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges. 

 

Industrial Policy Action Plan II (IPAP II)  

IPAP has identied several growth sectors that address high unemployment. 

 
§ Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries in clothing, textiles, footwear 

and leather goods and automotive.  
§ Develop projects for promoting green industries. 

 

New Growth Path (NGP) 

The New Growth Path identies 5 job drivers: 

· Infrastructure for employment and development. 
· Improving job creation in employment and Development. 
· Seizing the potential of new economies. 
· Investing in social capital. 
· Spatial development. 

 
· Create projects to increase college-to-work transitions. 
· Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries in clothing, textiles, footwear 

and leather goods and automotive.  
· Develop projects for promoting green industries. 

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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2.5.   CONCLUSION

From the multiplicity of factors driving change in the W&R ector, we have identified 6 major change drivers that are likely to change the sector in significant ways in the future. These factors have major implications for S
skills development and the work for the W&RSETA.

 

NATIONAL STRATEGIES / POLICIES  IMPLICATIONS FOR W&RSETA  

 

 

 
National Development Plan 2030 (NDP) 

The National Development Plan 2030 has identied the following 9 key areas to achieve a 

development approach that is sustainable and inclusive: 

· Creating jobs and livelihoods 
· Expanding infrastructure 
· Transitioning to low-carbon economy 
· Transforming urban and rural spaces 
· Improving education and training 
· Providing quality healthcare 
· Building a capable state 
· Fighting corruption and enhancing accountability 
· Transforming society and uniting the nation  

 

The implications are:  

· Build capabilities of W&RSETA staff and Board members. 
· Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries. 
· Increase the number of accredited training providers. 
· Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges. 
· Create projects to increase college-to-work transitions. 
· Develop projects for promoting green industries. 
 

White Paper for Post-School Education and Training (WPPSET) 

· It is a vision for an integrated system of post-school education and training with all 
institutions playing their roles. 

· Set out strategies to improve the capacity of post-school education and training system 
to meet SA’s needs.  

 
· Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries. 
· Increase the number of accredited training providers. 
· Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges. 
 

 

National Skills Development Strategy (NSDSIII) 

· The vision is a skilled and capable workforce that shares in, and contributes to, the 
benets and opportunities of economic expansion and an inclusive growth path. 

· Acts as a strategic guide for skills development and provides direction to skills planning 
and implementation in the SETAs. 

· Sets out the linkages with, and responsibilities of, other education and training 
stakeholders. 

 
 

· Increase research capacity in the SETA. 
· Increase learnerships, apprenticeships, internships and bursaries. 
· Increase the number of accredited training providers. 
· Expand partnerships with TVET Colleges. 
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CHAPTER THREE: OCCUPATIONAL SHORTAGES, SKILLS GAPS AND OCCUPATIONAL SUPPLY

Key Questions

§ What is the extent of occupational skills supply in the sector? What 
is the state of education and training provision? What supply 
problems are firms experiencing?

§ What occupations are HARD-TO-FILL VACANCIES? Why are these 
occupations HTFVs?

§ What are HTFVs and skills gaps in the sector?

Supply

  

Hard-To-Fill Vacancies (HTFVs) and skills gaps

Demand

Ÿ Hard-To-Fill Vacancy (HTFV) lists and critical skills list are provided.

3.1.     INTRODUCTION

Ÿ Occupational shortages (also called Hard-To-Fill Vacancies) and skills 
gaps (also called critical skills) are identified.

This chapter is set out as follows:

Ÿ Skills supply issues are discussed.

Having profiled the sector, employment, and the key issues driving change, 
this chapter focuses on understanding occupation-specific skills mismatches 
in the sector. The issue of skills gaps is also addressed.

3.2.    KEY QUESTIONS

This chapter will respond to:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: DHET SSP  Framework and Requirements 2016/17,  SSP survey template 2017 

  
 

WSP/ATR 

HTFV AND 

Cri�cal Skills 

Lists 

developed 

(highest 

frequencies of 

HTFVs from 

survey and 

ATRs 

respec�vely) 

Literature 
Review 

HTFV 
Survey 

Workshops 

Iden�fy a range of occupa�ons 
in the sector that are poten�al 
cri�cal, HTFV and pivotal skills 

STEP ONE 

Methodology 
used for 

iden�fying 
occupa�onal 

shortages 
and pivotal 

skills list  

Elementary 

occupa�ons not 

requiring formal 

training are 

eliminated 

The occupa�on is 

iden�fied as a 

HTFV in the survey  

 

Highest frequency 

of skills gaps in the 

ATR is iden�fied as 

cri�cal skills 

The occupa�on 
requires a 
minimum of 3 
years formal 
training  

CRITERIA FOR HTFV AND PIVOTAL SKILLS LISTS 

STEP TWO 

Top 10 HTFV 

(highest 

frequencies in 

HTFV Survey 

cons�tutes 

the Pivotal 

Skills List 

 

STEP THREE STEP FOUR 

WSP/ATR 

Diagram 2: The methodology and criteria to compile critical, HTFV and pivotal list is as follows:

Step One:   
The range of possible occupations for the HTFV, pivotal and critical skills lists are identified through workshops, literature reviews and the 
administration of a HTFV survey.

Step Two:   
Four eligibility criteria are used to eliminate occupations: 
    (1)   3 years formal training; 
    (2)   Elementary occupations eliminated; 

Step Three:

The Top 10 HTFV (highest frequencies) become the Pivotal Skills List.
Step Four:

After elimination, the highest frequency of occupations (above the median) are included on the HTFV List. The highest frequency of skills 
gaps mentioned in the ATRs (above the median) are included on the Critical Skills List. 

    (3)   Administer HTFV survey; and 
    (4)   Skills gaps mentioned in ATRs.
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The following table provide the Hard-to fill occupations along with the reasons that have been provided by the 
stakeholders. The table also provide the vacancies in respective sub-sectors as per the WSP/ATR and HTFV survey data 
analysis. 

3.3.    OCCUPATIONAL SHORTAGES (Hard-To-Fill Vacancies)

For the current training year, the following occupations were identified as HTFVs using WSP/ATR data and the HTFV 
survey. 

Table 4: Employees demographics 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

 
              

              

              

              
              

   

  

     
OCCUPATION

 

OFO CODE

 

REQUESTED IN 

 

VACANCIES

 

REASONS

Retail Manager (General)

 

142103

 

5 293

 

305

 

A-B-C

Confectionary Baker

 

681201

 

602

 

67

 

A-B

Stock Clerk / Ofcer

 

432101

 

792

 

 

56

 

B

Retail Supervisor

 

522201

 

5 545

 

316

 

A-B-C

Corporate Services Manager

 

121902

 

17

 

72

 

A-B-C

Service Station Attendant

 

524501

 

8 877

 

6

 

D-G

Dispatching and Receiving Clerk 

 

432102

 

766

 

81

 

D-G

Visual Merchandiser

 

343203

 

1 676

 

149

 

A-B

Blockman

 

681103

 

620

 

67

 

A-B

Sales Representatives (Industrial Products) 

 

243301

 

978

 

61

 

A-B

Retail Buyer

 

332301

 

193

 

105

 

A-B

Accounts Clerk

 

431101

 

638

 

38

 

A-B

Household Goods)

 

332203

 

483

 

140

 

A-B

Sales and Marketing Manager

 

122101

 

217

 

42

 

A-B

Warehouse Manager

 

432104

 

231

 

55

 

A-B

Pharmacy Sales Assistant

 

332208

 

120

 

39

 

A-B-C

Human resource manager

 

121201

 

130

 

69

 

A-B

SHE&Q Practitioner

 

226302

 

42

 

15

 

A-B-C

Forklift Driver

 

734402

 

294

 

102

 

A-B-C

Operations Manager (non-man)

 

134915

 

128

 

55

 

A-B-C

Stock Clerk/ofcer

 

432101

 

792

 

56

 

A-B-C

Supply and distribution manager

 

132401

 

149

 

60

          

A-B-C

Truck Driver (General) 733201 473 27 A-B-C

Service station supervisor none 48 A-B-C

e-commerce manager none 25 A-B-C

e-commerce planner none 11 A-B-C

Customer service manager 122105 179 92 A-B

Dispatching and receiving clerk 432102 766 81 A-B

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18

REASONS FOR VACANCY   

KEY: The key below provides reasons for HTFVs:

Sales Representatives (Personal and

Lack of skills

Lack of experience

Lack of qualications

Poor pay  

Organisational t

Long working hours

CODE

A

B

C

D 

E

F

GTravel long distances

3.4.  HARD-TO-FILL VACANCY (HTFV) SURVEY

3.4.1. Respondents

4. Gauteng (08 June 2018)

9. Port Shepstone, Kwa-Zulu Natal (27 June 2018)

Respondents identified 59 occupations that were HTFV in the sector. The occupations with the 
highest frequency (above the median) were identified as HTFVs. 

A HTFV survey was administered to member companies during the SSP National Consultations. 
The following provinces have been consulted:

2. Cape Town (25 May 2018) 

The HTFV survey was conducted across the provinces at provincial SSP workshops. 
Representatives at these workshops completed the surveys, in groups the majority of the time, 
and these have been analysed to represent the following: 

1. Free State (29 May 2018) 

3. North West (05 June 2018) 

5. Nelspruit, Mpumalanga-(29 June 2018)
6. Polokwane,  Limpopo (19 June 2018)
7. East London & Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape (05 & 06 July 2018) 
8. Durban, Kwa-Zulu Natal  (26 June 2018)

10. Katlehong, Ekurhuleni (20 July 2018)  

PIVOTAL
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3.4.2. Hard-To-Fill Vacancies (HTFVs)

The following 28 occupations were above the median in terms of a “Hard to Fill Vacancy” survey administered during the SSP consultations:

 Pie-chart 2: Reasons for HTFVs 

3.4.3.   Reasons for HTFVs

The three most common reasons for HTFVs were:

The above Table is significant because it provides the reasons for occupational shortages (HTFVs). The 3 
main reasons are lack of experience (28%), lack of qualifications (28%) and lack of skills (27%). 

These reasons are skills-related HTFVs, compared with non-skills related HTFVs. Interestingly, only 5% cited 
poor wages and benefits. Hence, occupational shortages in the sector are largely due to lack of skills 
development.

Lack of Experience

Lack of Qualifications

Lack of Skills

Poor Wages and Benefits

Other

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, Sector Skills Plan Survey 2017/18

Percentages

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)

Table 3:  Hard-to-Fill Vacancies

NO HTF OCCUPATIONS NO OF VACANCIES NO HTF OCCUPATIONS NO OF VACANCIES

1 Customer Services Manager 92 15 Retail Buyer 105

2 Cook 143 16 Accounts Clerk 38

3 Confectionary Baker 67 17 Visual Merchandiser 149

4 Pharmacy Sales Assistant 39 18 Stock Clerk / Ocer 56

5 Retail Supervisor 316 19 Service Station Manager 40

6 Retail Manager (General) 120 20 Plumber 16

7 Sales and Marketing Manager 305 21 Accountant 44

8 Operations Manager (non-manufacturing) 55 22 Supply and Distribution Manager 60

9 Chef 62 23 Call Centre Operator 31

10 Retail Planner 88 24 Plumber 40

11 Blockman 67 25 Warehouse Manager 55

12 Corporate General Manager 72 26 e-Retail Manager 7

13 Sales Representative (Industrial Products) 61 27 Bookkeeper 44

14 Human Resources Manager 69 28 IT Manager 25

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, HTFVs survey 2018/19
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3.5. HARD-TO-FILL VACANCIES (HTFVs) BY PROVINCE

The following is the HTFV list by province:

In the Western Cape, only two positions were at manager level. In the Eastern Cape, 3 manager level 
occupations were identified. 

There were occupations that require short skills training such as cashiers, petrol attendants forklift driver 
and sales assistant.

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop feedback, stakeholder survey-2018

In the KZN, only one position was at manager level. In the Free State, 6 manager level occupations were 
identified. A potential reason is the unwillingness of experienced managers to settle in a smaller province. It 
also indicates that the W&RSETA needs to give greater attention to management training in the North West.

              Table  5 : HTFV list for Western Cape and Eastern Cape  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WESTERN CAPE  EASTERN CAPE  

   

           

Retail Supervisor    

Retail Manager (General)  142103  Retail Supervisor  522201

Retail Buyer  332301  Retail Manager (General)  142103

Sales and Marketing Manager  122101  Bookkeeper  331301

Supply and Distribution Manager  132401  Stock Clerk/Ofcer  432101

Visual Merchandiser  343203  Customer services manager  122105

Corporate General Manager  121901  Forklift Driver  734402

Dispatching and Receiving Clerk  432102  Pharmacy sales assistant  332208

Warehouse Manager      Human Resource Advisor  
Customer services Manager     122105  Sales and Marketing Manager  122101

In the Northern Cape, only two positions were at manager level. In the Free State, 3 manager level 
occupations were identified. There were occupations that require short skills training such as cashiers and 
stock control clerk.
      

In the KZN, only one position was at manager level. In the Free State, 6 manager 
level occupations were identified. A potential reason is the unwillingness of 
experienced managers to settle in a smaller province. It also indicates that the 
W&RSETA needs to give greater attention to management training in the North West.

  

  

Table 6 HTFV list for Northern Cape and Free State

NORTHERN CAPE FREE STATE

OCCUPATION

  

OCCUPATION

 

OFO CODE

 

Retail Manager (General)

 

142103

 

Warehouse Manager

 

132404

 

Retail Supervisor

 

522201

 

Dispatching and receiving clerk

 

432102

 

Retail Buyer

 

332301

 

Supply and Distribution Manager

 

132401

 

Cook

 

512101

 

 Warehouse Manager  132404  

Sales and Marketing Manager

 

122101

 

Sales and Marketing Manager

 

122101

 

Supply and Distribution Manager

 

132401

 

Sales Assistant (General)

 

522301

 

Visual Merchandiser

 

343203

 

Bookkeeper

 

331301

 

Operations Manager

 

134915

 

Accountant

  

241101

 

Dispatching and receiving clerk

 

432102

 

Stock Clerk/Ofcer

 

432101

 

Blockman
 

681103
 

Retail Manager (General)
 

142103

 

Source:
 

WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop feedback, stakeholder survey -2018
 

Source: WSP/ATR 2017 /18, SSP workshop feedback, stakeholder survey-2018
   

 

      

132404 242303

OFO CODE

-Zulu Natal and North West
 

KWA ZULU NATAL NORTH WEST  

OCCUPATION  OCCUPATION OFO CODE  

Retail Manager (General) 142103 Retai l Supervisor  522201  

Retail Supervisor 522201 Retail Manager (General)  142103  

Retail Buyer 332301 Operations Manager  134915  
Cook

 
512101  

Sales Assistant (General)
 

522301
 

Corporate General Manager
 

121901
 

Finance Manager
 

121101
 

Dispatching and receiving
 

clerk
 

432102
 

Corporate General Manager
 

121901
 

Forklift Driver
 

734402
 

Production / Operations Manager 
 
131102

 Human Resource Advisor
 

242303
 

Butcher
 

681103
 Blockman

 

681103

 

Chef

 

343401

 Chef 343401 Visual Merchandiser 343203

522201 Visual Merchandiser 343203

OCCUPATION OFO CODE OCCUPATION OFO CODE OFO CODE

, SSP workshop feedback, stakeholder surveySource: WSP/ATR 2017/18 -2018

: HTFV list for KwaTable 7
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In Limpopo, 1 manager level occupation was identified. The latter province has many small businesses. 

                                                                                                                                                      

 
         

      

 

 

      

 

    

 

 

 

        

         

Table 9 : HTFV list for Limpopo  
LIMPOPO  

 OFO CODE  
142103  
522201

 
512101

 
343401

 
332301

 
432102

 
121901

 734402
 

 
242303

 432101

      

There were occupations that require short skills training such as petrol attendant and checkout 
operator. 

In the Gauteng, three positions were at manager level. In Mpumalanga, 1 manager level occupation 
was identified. The latter province has many small businesses. 

Table 8 : HTFV list for Gauteng and Mpumalanga
 GAUTENG  MPUMALANGA  

OCCUPATION
  

OCCUPATION
 

OFO CODE

Retail Manager (General)
 

142103
 

Retail Manager
 

524501

Retail Supervisor
 

522201
 

Retail Supervisor
 

522201

Sales Assistant (General)
 

522301
 

Customer services Manager
 

122105

Confectionary Baker 

 

681201

 

Confectionary Baker

 

681201

Blockman

 

681103

 

Dispatching and receiving clerk

 

432102

Supply and Distribution Manager

 

132401

 

Forklift Driver

 

734402

Sales and Marketing Manager

 

122101

 

Electrician

 

671101

Retail Pharmacist

 

226203

 

Human Resource Advisor

 

242303

Customer services Manager 122105 Retail Buyer 332301

Sales Representative 332203 Sales Representative 332203

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop feedback, stakeholder survey -2018
     

   
-

 

OFO CODE

OCCUPATION

Retail Manager (General) 
Retail Supervisor

 
Cook

 
Chef

 
Retail Buyer

 
Dispatching and Receiving Clerk

 
Corporate General Manager

 Forklift Driver
 Human Resource Advisor

 Stock Clerk/Ofcer

 

    Table 10 : HTFV list by sub-sector: clothing, textiles & leather

RETAIL: CLOTHING, TEXTILES, LEATHER  

OCCUPATION  OFO CODE 

Retail Manager  142103  

Retail Buyer  332301  

Retail Supervisor  522201  

Visual Merchandiser     343203 

Sales Assistant (General)     522301  

Source: WSP/ATR 2017 /18, SSP workshop 

feedback, stakeholder survey - 2018

 
                                                                                                                            

 

   Table 11: HTFV list -

 

 

  
Table 12: HTFV list - sector: wholesale 

RETAIL: FOOD, BEVERAGE & TOBACCO  

 OFO CODE 

 

 

 

     

 

     

GENERAL WHOLESALE  

OCCUPATION  OFO CODE

Warehouse Manager  

Logistics Manager  

Fleet Manager  

Supply & Distribution Manager  

Finance Manager  

Source: WSP/ATR Analysis, 2015/16, SSP 
workshop Feedback, stakeholder survey-
2018

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP 
workshop Feedback, stakeholder 
survey-2018

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop Feedback, stakeholder survey-2018

OCCUPATION

132404

132402

132405

132401

121101

142103

33230 1

522201

122105

681103

512101
 

Retail Manager  

Retail Buyer  

Retail Supervisor  

Customer Service Manager

Blockman  

Cook  

 

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)

With respect to the top 5 HTFVs by sub-sector below, it is varied. However, retail manager, supervisor and 
buyer are common.

by sub sector: food, beverage & tobacco

by sub
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3.5.1. Critical Skills/ Skills Gaps               

Both HTFVs and critical skills must be identified at the occupational level, with occupational shortages being considered against the occupation itself and critical skills being reflected as specific skills within the 
occupation. 

Critical skills refer to skills gaps within an occupation or 'top up' skills. Training for critical skills usually takes the form of short courses delivered in-house or externally. Such programmes, due to their short duration, do not 
require accreditation and thus does not lead to national qualifications on the NQF.

The following critical skills were identified from WSP/ATR 2018/19, interviews, workshops and the literature:

 

 

  Table
 

15: Critical skills
 

    

 

 

  

MANAGEMENT:   Leadership and management skills / Mentoring and coaching / Planning and project management / Conflict management / Negotiation and persuasion / Business skills / Analytical skills / 
Scenario planning skills /Report-writing skills / Leadership and management skills

OTHER:   Customer relations / Customer service / Communication skills / Telephone etiquette / ABET/numeracy and literacy / Ability to apply knowledge / Access to information / Selling skills / Interpersonal relations 
skills / Problem solving and decision-making skills / Conflict resolution skills / Time management skills / Anger management skills / Listening Skills / Business and general skills training for Shop stewards 

 Table  13: HTFV list for e-Retail  

                                                        

 

 Table 14: HTFV list for fuel retail 
 

                                                        

 

 

 

e -RETAIL  

OCCUPATION  

FUEL RETAIL  

OCCUPATION  OFO CODE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e-Commerce Manager  No OFO 

Codes  e-Commerce Planner  

Web Integrator  

e-Retail Managers  

Call Centre Agent  

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop 
Feedback, stakeholder survey-2018

Source: WSP/ATR 2017/18, SSP workshop Feedback, stakeholder survey-2018

Service Station Manager  142103   

Service Station Site Supervisor  522201  

Administration Manager  121301  

SOFT SKILLS:   Decision making / Interpersonal skills / Emotional intelligence / Assertiveness / Teamwork / People skills such as managing diversity / Communication / Presentation skills / Listening skills /Life skills 
(personal, finance, time management, resilience, stress management) / Decision making / Innovation and creativity 

TECHNICAL: Financial Skills (basic Bookkeeping such as Control and accounting) / Product development / Basic understanding of business  / Pharmacy / IT literacy (PC trained people) / Selling skills / Product 
knowledge / Merchandising, especially visual / Morals/ethics skills / Personal hygiene Food safety / First aid / Care of HIV/AIDS patients, & care of disability) / Numeracy the Green Economy Agenda / Project 
management / Teamwork / Labour law / Labour economics / Case management Production and product knowledge / Knowledge of contracts  / Project management skills / FAIS Act – qualification in development. / 
Consumer Protection Act / Waste management and green legislation.
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Fewer students enrolled for occupational qualifications (1.9% or 13 642) and 'other' qualifications 
(3.2% or 22 468). Majority of enrolments were for Report 191 programmes and fewer enrolments were 
for occupational qualifications throughout the period under review.

The number of students enrolled in TVET colleges reached 705 397 in 2016. During this period, seven 
in ten students enrolled for Report 191 programmes (69.8% or 492 026) and a quarter enrolled for 
NC(V) programmes (25.1% or 177 261). 

 

          Table  17: PSET Enrolment in South Africa 2016/17
 

      

Source: DHET Annual Report 2016/17 & DHET: Statistics for PSET (2016/17)  

INSTITUTION  ENROLMENT  

TVET Colleges 709 535

Universities  975 837  
 

  

Source: DHET: Sta�s�cs for PSET (2016/17), DHET Annual  Report 2016/17 

Qualication Category  2012  2013  2014  2015  2016  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 18:  Number of students  enrolled in TVET colleges, 2012 -   2016  

The most important Skill Gaps by major occupation group as are:

 

Table 16: Skill Gaps by major occupation group
   

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY 

FIRST  

SKILLS GAP  

SECOND  

SKILLS GAP  

THIRD  

SKILLS GAP  

Managers   Leadership   Decision making   Mentoring and Coaching  

Professionals   Leadership   Decision making   Interpersonal   

Technicians & Associate 

Professionals  Communication  Time Management  

 

Interpersonal  

Clerical Support Workers  Time Management Computer skills  Communication  

Service & Sales Workers  Customer service Planning  Product knowledge  

Craft & Related Trades Workers Productivity Time Management  Product Knowledge  

Plant & Machine Operators  Time Management Productivity  Communication  

Elementary Occupations  Communication Numeracy & literacy Productivity  

3.6.1.   Enrolment in Post-School Education and Training Institutions

Enrolment at public HEIs increased by over 16 000 from 2014. The majority of public HEI students (605 480) 
were engaged in contact mode of learning, while 379 732 students were engaged in distance mode of 
learning. 

3.6. SKILLS SUPPLY

This section examines skills supply for Universities and TVET Colleges: 

Over 2.2 million students had enrolled in public and private PSET institutions in 2015. Of these, 50% were 
enrolled in HEIs (public + private), 33% in TVET colleges, 13% in CET colleges and 4% in private colleges. 
Enrolment at public and private HEIs stood at 1.1 million in 2015, with public HEIs enrolling 985 212 (87.0%) 
of all Higher Education Institution students in the country. The Higher Education target as provided for in the 
National Development Plan (NDP) is 1.6 million by 2030.

TVET colleges enrolled 737 880 students in 2015, an increase of over 35 000 students from 2014.  The White 
Paper indicates that headcount enrolment in TVET colleges will increase to 1 million by 2015 and 2.5 million by 
2030. Over 70% of TVET college students (519 464) had enrolled in N1 – N6 programmes in 2015, compared 
to 165 459 students who had enrolled in NC(V) programmes.

In 2015, CET colleges enrolled a total of 283 602 students, the majority of whom were enrolled for Adult 
Education and Training (AET) programmes. The NDP target for enrolment at CET colleges is 1 million by 2030. 
This shows that more work needs to be done to achieve the planned 2030 target.

In higher education, the number of students enrolled and graduating for business and management 
qualifications, which are related to the W&R sector are as follows:

In 2016, there were 26 public Higher Education Institutions, 123 registered private Higher Education 
Institutions 50 Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET), 279 registered private colleges 
and 9 Community Education and Training (CET) colleges. 

Enrolment at public and private HEIs reached 1.1 million in 2016, with public HEIs enrolling 975 837 
students and private HEIs 167 408 students. The target set out in the National Development Plan (NDP) 
2 is 1.6 million enrolments by 2030.

Enrolment in TVET colleges reached 705 397 in 2016. This figure is based on a count of students 
enrolled in the TVET colleges for each registration cycle. The NDP indicated that headcount enrolment 
in TVET colleges should increase to 1 million by 2015 and 2.5 million by 2030.

NC(V)  140 575  154 960  166 433  165 459  177 261

Report 191 (N1 - N6)  359 624  442 287  486 933  519 464  492 026

Occupational Qualications  62 359  19 000  19 825  20 533  13 642

Other  95 132  23 371  29 192  32 424  22 468

Total  657 690  639 618  702 383  737 880  705 397

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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A total of 111 460 students completed key exit levels (N3, N6 and NC(V) Level 4) in TVET    
colleges in 2016, translating to a completion rate of 62.2%. 

Higher completion rates were recorded for N6 (66.1%), followed by N3 (65.8%) and lower 
for NC(V) Level 4 (41.7%).

The table shows that in TVET colleges in 2016, 30 741 students registered for the NC(V) 
Level 4 qualication examinations of which the majority of students were female. 

In 2016, the number of students who wrote examinations for NC(V) Level 4 programmes 
was 28 104. 

The enrolments and graduates for the W&RSETA for 2017/18 were as follows:

3.6.3. W&RSETA Supported Programmes

          Table 19: TVET College registration and completion in N6  

QUALIFICATION  ENROLMENT  COMPLETION  Completion 

rate  

N6 Hospitality and Catering  1 766  1 151  66.4%  

N6 Marketing Management  5 718  2 850  51.3%  

N6 Financial Management  9 955  6 722  68.9%  

N6 Business Management  13 573  7 520  56.9%  
      

 Source:  DHET: Statistics for PSET (2016/17) 

Table 20: TVET college NCV Level 4 registration and completion 2016

  

Information Technology & Computer Studies
 

1 525  313  22.3%  

Finance, Economics and Accounting  2 292  800  38.0%  

Management  1 328  670  54.9%  

Marketing  1 533  529  37.8%  

Ofce Administration  8 548  3 808  48.4%  

Source: DHET: Statistics for PSET (2016/17)  

    Table 21: W&RSETA enrolments and certication (2017/18 )  

INSTITUTIONAL TYPE
 SKILLS  

PROGRAMMES  

INTERN 

SHIPS 

Recognition of Prior 

Learning (RPL)  

APPRENTICE 

SHIPS 

TOTAL 

Number of workers enrolled for programmes        n/a 68 n/a 

Number of workers certied for programmes  n/a 292  n/a 

Number of unemployed learners enrolled for programmes
 

105
 

n/a
 

n/a
 

Number of unemployed learners certied for programmes
 

459
 

n/a
 

n/a
 

Number of Apprenticeship registered
 

n/a
 

n/a
 

360
 

Number of Apprenticeship completions
 

n/a
 

n/a
 

33
 

  
Source:

 
W&RSETA Annual Report (2017/18 )

 

  

    

Programme  Total 

Registered  

Total 

Completed  

Completion 

rate  

NC(V) Level 4 Programme

2 916 

1 182 

2 707
 

1 522
 

360
 

33
 

657 

613 

123
 

354
 

n/a
 

n/a
 

LEARNER  

SHIPS 

2191 

569 

2479
 

709
 

n/a
 

n/a
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The number of workers that enrolled for programmes was 2912. The number of completions was 1 182. The number of unemployed learners that enrolled for programmes was 2 707. The number of completions was 

3.6.4.    Annual Training Reports

1 522.   The W&RSETA registered 360 apprenticeships with 33 completions in the same year.

A total of 1 635 693 employees in the sector received training in various occupational classes. 

Pie-chart 3: Beneciaries of training per occupational class for 2017/18

Source: W&R WSP/ATR 2017/18

The largest numbers of trainees were in the service and sales workers category. 

MANAGERS

PROFESSIONALS

TECHNICIANS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS

CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS

SERVICE AND SALES WORKERS

SKILLED AGRICULTURAL FORESTRY, FISHERY, GRAFT 
AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS

PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS AND ASSEMBLERS

ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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Number of people trained per province  
Eastern Cape

Freestate

Gauteng

KwaZulu-Natal

Limpopo

Mpumalanga

North West

Northern Cape

Western Cape

  Pie-chart 4: Beneciaries of training by province 2017/18

 Source: W&R WSP/ATR 2017/18

Ÿ Most training occurred in Gauteng due to the highest concentration of wholesale and retail industries in this province.

Currently, the Post-School Education and Training (PSET) system comprises:

Ÿ 252 private FET colleges (registered with the Department).

Ÿ Community Education and Training (CET) colleges.
Ÿ 50 Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) colleges;

Of these, there are 606 accredited training providers that offer W&RSETA qualications on the NQF. 

Ÿ 124 private HEIs; and 

3.7.  STATE OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Ÿ 26 public Higher Education Institutions (HEIs);

There is no shortage of training providers (supply-side) to service the W&R sector. 
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Ÿ Most universities and TVET colleges offer general programmes in areas such as business, 
management, nance, accounting, marketing, human resources, and so on. In view of the enormous 
size of the sector in terms of employers and employees, there is a business case for establishment 
schools or departments of wholesale and retail in these institutions. These institutions will then be able 
to offer wholesale and retail specic programmes.

However, the following major education and training challenges exist, which impacts directly on the 
productivity of the sector:

3.8.    PIVOTAL LIST

Ÿ There is a need for the W&RSETA to provide workshops for teachers’ country-wide on career 
opportunities in the sector to equip them to guide learners in their career choices and subjects.

Based on the research activities (literature review, surveys, WSP/ATR analysis, online recruiting data, 
interviews and workshops), the following pivotal and occupational shortages were identied.

Ÿ The sector has a very large proportion of contract, temporary and casual workers, which are out of the 
training loop.

Ÿ The W&RSETA sponsors university chairs at several universities to conduct research on the sector. There 
is a need for these chairs to conduct applied business research that can be used for skills planning in the 
W&R sector. There is also a need for action research that can be used in enterprises.

Ÿ At senior management level, there is a need to offer an MBA programme specialising in wholesale and 
retail.

Ÿ The NCV and NATED courses in business and management is in urgent need of curriculum revision.

Ÿ There is a need for a bigger focus on training entrepreneurs in the informal sector and in micro-
enterprises. 

The top 10 pivotal skills in the sector:

 

Interventions:  The interventions are informed by feedback received by workshop participants and 
approved by the Board.

Ranking: The Pivotal Occupations are ranked in descending order in terms of the highest number of 
HTFVs.

Quantities indicated in the SETA PIVOTAL list: The quantities were informed by additional questions 
inserted into the WSP template: What occupations are HTFVs? How many did you require in the previous 12 
months?

The method to establish the PIVOTAL list was as follows (refer to research design and methods in earlier 
section):

Methods to identify occupations in the PIVOTAL list: The following methods were used – literature 
review, workshops, HTFV survey and WSP/ATR analysis.

Main ndings that informed the PIVOTAL list: Occupations that were most consistently identied in these 4 
studies were included in the PIVOTAL list. This occurred through a process of elimination of occupations.

Consultative Processes:  Ten workshops were held – one in each province and an SMME workshop in the 
Eastern Cape. The PIVOTAL List was discussed at these workshops.

Outcomes: The outcome is demand-led skills planning by the W&RSETA.

bmission 2016/17

 

  Table 22: Pivotal list 

OCCUPATION  OFO CODE NO. REQUIRED  

1.Sales Assistant (General)  

2.Retail Manager (General)  

3.Retail Supervisor  

4.Confectionary Baker  

5.Retail Pharmacist  

6.Blockman  

7.Sales & Marketing Manager  

8.SHEQ Practitioner       

9.Sales Representative  

10.Retail Buyer  

Source: WSP ATR su  

522301  3305  

1177  

389  

375  

363  

320  

245  

171  

164  

112  

142103  

522201  

681201  

226302  

681103  

122101  

226203  

332203  

322301  

 

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)

          

      

3.9.    SME Top 10 Skills Gaps

  
Table 23 :  SSP SME Survey results on training demands

 

 

 

Skills Gaps  

Customer Service  

Financial Management 

Stock Management  

Marketing  

Pricing and Selling  

Numeracy and Literacy 

Business Management 

Communication  

Computer literacy  

Product knowledge   
                        

 SSP SME Survey 2017/18
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It is interesting to note that most training is being done at the lower levels of the occupational class structure. This is due to most of the workers in the sector being at the lower end of the occupational structure.

3.10.    CONCLUSION

Chapter Three is primarily focused on the identication of critical and hard-to-ll vacancies in the W&R sector. The primary methods used to determine HTFVs and critical skills are interviews with key informants, regional 
workshops with stakeholders, literature reviews and analysis of WSP/ATRs.

A primary means for identifying and anticipating skills training are workplace skills plans (WSPs) and annual training reports (ATRs). These are submitted by member companies to qualify for mandatory grant rebates 
from the skills development levies paid to the South African Revenue Services. The WSPs and ATRs provide a representative sample of the training planned for the next 12 months and training that occurred in the previous 
12 months.
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4.1.     INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to assess the effectiveness of existing SETA partnerships in the sector with reference to TVET College partnerships. The chapter should identify problems with partnerships and 
propose new partnerships. This chapter also highlight the W&RSETA research chair partnerships.

This chapter will respond to:

4.2.     KEY QUESTIONS

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3. RESEARCH PARTNERSHIPS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Key Questions

  

 

 

 

’

 
 

-

 

 

 

About the Partnership
 

-   

 

 

Successes  

-

  

 
 

 

Lessons and Way Forward

 

What new partnerships are needed for the sector? Why?
What should be done to strengthen partnerships?

What is the model of the SETA’s most successful partnership?

Which partnerships are working well and poorly? Why? 

The main purpose of the establishment of Wholesale & Retail Leadership Chair is to contribute towards Research & Qualications development at higher level (NQF 5 -10) through collaboration between 
the industry and institutions of higher learning and most important establish Wholesale and Retail centres of excellence. The research partnerships are with Durban University of Technology (DUT) and 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT).  

Ÿ A cost-benet analysis (impact study) of this project should be undertaken.
Ÿ Capacity building through partnership with previously disadvantage Universities.  

Ÿ Increased research out-put through the implementation of the W&RSETA research agenda.
Ÿ The extension of scope for W&RSETA qualications.
Ÿ Improved data sources for the development and update of the SSP.   

CHAPTER FOUR: SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS
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About the Partnership

The following is an existing partnership to up skill retail managers:

4.4.      RETAIL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (RMDP)

Successes

RMDP:   The RMDP addresses the challenge of up skilling junior managers / supervisors and 
team leaders to develop a pipeline of future leaders in the W&R sector. The shortage of skilled 
middle managers culminated in Retail Management Development Programme (RMDP).

Ÿ Training of 711 junior managers / supervisors and team leaders. 
Ÿ 150 women trained.

Ÿ The programme should be offered to a bigger pool of junior and middle managers.
Ÿ A cost-benet analysis (impact study) of this project should be undertaken.

Lessons and Way Forward
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About the Partnership

4.5.     TVET SIMULATION CENTRES 

The following is an existing partnership to offer simulated learning in TVET Colleges:

Successes

These centres, established at the College of Cape Town (Western Cape), Gert Sibande (Mpumalanga) 
and Vuselela (North-West) TVET colleges, will provide practical experience on retail practices to ensure 
that colleges produce suitably qualied and experienced graduates.

TVET College / Retail Simulations Centres:   This project is aimed at capacitating colleges to deliver 
W&RSETA programmes with a two-pronged purpose of fostering collaboration between institutions and 
the sector and to produce graduates that meet the needs of the industry. 

Ÿ

Ÿ These innovations contribute to improved prospects of employment for the graduates and 
promote the creation of self-employment opportunities.

Ÿ

Ÿ Makro and Spar Lowveld have collaborated with the W&RSETA to equip the centres with the 
merchandise required for the simulated learning environments at the College of Cape Town 
and Gert Sibande TVET College respectively. The involvement of the Sector will go a long way to 
secure the workplace experience that is required by graduates and possible employment on 
completion of programmes.  The colleges will deliver four learnerships on W&R Operations, 
Chain Store, Helpdesk and Merchandiser.

Ÿ During October 2014 - February 2015, the W&RSETA launched three retail simulation centres 
in three provinces across the country.

Ÿ There is a need to roll-out the centres to other SMMEs.
Ÿ There is a need for job/work attachments.

Ÿ Co-operatives should also be included in training in simulation centres.

Lessons and Way Forward
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Lessons and Way Forward
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About the Partnership

The following is an existing partnership to give managers international exposure to best practices:

4.6      INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (ILDP)

Successes

§ The W&RSETA's agship learning programme, the ILDP, in its sixth year has benetted 
employees from various Wholesale and Retail companies who are positioning retail as a career 
of choice. This project is aimed at accelerating the development of talented and high potential 
senior / executive managers who have been identied to assume the next level of leadership 
within their companies.

§ ILDP exposes leaders to best practices in Wholesale and Retail through exposure to best practice 
and global companies, thought leadership as well as leading local and international faculty on 
the functional areas of retail and leadership.

Ÿ The ILDP has recorded a total of 45 promotions, including to senior and director 
levels within the Sector. 

Ÿ A total of 198 senior managers and executives have completed the ILDP. 

Ÿ Since completing the programme, many ILDP graduates have been provided with 
additional responsibilities within their companies to prepare them for the next level 
of leadership. 

Ÿ A cost-benet analysis (impact study) of this programme should be undertaken.

Lessons and Way Forward

Reasons for Success of ILDP

Ÿ The W&RSETA develops partnerships with many international and local training providers 
in the eld of retail management.

Ÿ The programme has a strong experiential learning component. 

Ÿ The programme exposes participants to international best practices.
Ÿ There are strong networking opportunities for participants.

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

About the Partnership

Community Retail Development Programme (CRDP):  The W&RSETA in partnership with the Tshwane 
Community Business Forum trained 400 entrepreneurs and capacitate 20 unemployed graduates in the 
Tshwane Municipality. The informal, small, micro businesses and cooperatives that benet from this 
intervention range from youth-owned, women-owned businesses as well as businesses owned by 
disabled people. The project is aimed at ensuring the growth and sustainability of these small businesses 
to encourage their competitiveness and that they contribute to local economic growth through creating 
employment, reducing poverty and advancing social cohesion in the Tshwane townships.

Rural Community Development:  The SETA initiates various projects to benet unemployed youths, 
graduates, small businesses and cooperatives. In the Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga, the SETA 
collaborated with the Jalamba and KwaNdebele Royal Mgibe II traditional councils to implement 
learning programmes that will equip young people with existing businesses with skills that will contribute 
to the upliftment of their communities. 

The Rural Areas and Traditional Councils Project:  This project beneted 515 learners from the 
Rharhabe Royal Kingdom (Eastern Cape), Batlokoa Traditional Council (Free State), Kwandebele Royal 
Mgibe II (Mpumalanga), Jalamba Traditional Council (Eastern Cape) and Mhlontlo Local. Municipality 
(Eastern Cape) through skills development. The learners were registered on the W&RSETA Informal 
Small Business Practice NQF Level 3 qualication over a 12-month period.  465 beneciaries are 
already operating their own informal businesses ranging from hair and beauty salons, piggery, poultry, 
catering, brick-making and selling, to fresh produce, food preparation and selling, selling of second 
hand clothes, and airtime vending.

Rural and Cooperatives Development:   The W&RSETA develops partnerships with rural and previously 
underprivileged communities. This priority is high on the agenda of government. The aim is to equip 
rural communities to become active participants of the economy through sustainable job creation and to 
retain young people in their communities. A decision was taken to accelerate the development of 
cooperatives.

4.7      RURAL, COOPERATIVES AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

The following is an existing partnership to promote co-operatives in rural areas:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Successes

Ÿ Thousands of people, especially youth, in marginalised communities have been trained to gain 
access into the formal economy.

Ÿ There should be proper monitoring and evaluation of these projects, as well as impact studies.
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Trade Union Capacity

Career Guidance

Green Skills

The following are new partnerships:

4.8    NEW PARTNERSHIPS

Ÿ There should be a project to build capacity of employees in trade unions along similar lines of the 
ILDP and RMDP but focused on pertinent labour issues. 

Ÿ This programme should go beyond shop stewards training.
Ÿ Partnership should be forged between the international trade union movements and members 

should be exposed to their practices.

Ÿ Partnerships should be forced with provincial education 
departments to inform teachers of career opportunities in the 
W&R sector.

Ÿ This should also be extended to TVET Colleges.

Ÿ The SETA should partner with organisations involved in promoting green skills.
Ÿ There should be a focus on green skills in the sector.

Ÿ Qualications developed by the W&RSETA should be inclusive of Green Skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Training for People with Disabilities

Ÿ Much more should be done by rms, training providers and the SETA in training of 
people with disabilities.

Ÿ More learners who have disabilities should be supported by the SETA.
Ÿ The SETA should forge partnerships with organisations promoting the employment 

of people with disabilities in the workplace.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Partnerships with Universities

W&RSETA Bursaries 

Ÿ To enhance the W&RSETA Research capacity, Research partnerships with HETs are recommended. 
Ÿ 4 Local Universities to be were identied through the HET Forums for partnerships through an 

MOU. 
Ÿ 2 International Universities earmarked for Partnerships facilitated by the Retail Chairs DUT and  

CPUT 

Ÿ Revise the W&RSETA Bursary delivery model. 
Ÿ Review the W&RSETA Bursary policy to include Private and Public educational institutions
Ÿ Identify subsectors with a similar value chain contributing to the W&RSETA for inclusion in Bursary 

allocation as a top up to W&R Scarce and critical skills lists. 

 

 
 

 

 

Stakeholder Engagement

Ÿ The W&RSETA appears to have lost its way in recent years with stakeholder engagement. As a 
result, there were many complaints by stakeholders at the SSP workshops on poor service 
delivery, delayed and non-payment of grants and poor communication.

Ÿ The W&RSETA should develop a stakeholder engagement strategy to ensure regular 
communication with stakeholders

  
 

 

 

Ÿ The township and rural areas informal traders should be trained and strategy for engagement be developed.

Ÿ Conduct research to identify best approaches and strategies to be used to support small businesses.

Ÿ Collaboration: The formation of trader association should be encouraged to promote to promote 
collaboration. 

Ÿ Registration:  Awareness campaigns to educate small business owners of advantages of business 
registration. 

Ÿ W&RSETA to increase accessibility and visibility in the township and rural areas. 

4.9.  CONCLUSION

The existing partnerships appear to be working very well. However, there should be better 
monitoring, evaluation and impact assessments of these partnerships. New partnerships relating to 
trade unions, green skills, career guidance and the people with disabilities should be forged.

W&RSETA SME Business Development and Support Partnerships
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Ÿ

Ÿ Building organisational and individual capacities of trade union movement cadres at all levels, along a similar prototype as the ILDP and RMDP.

Ÿ A project on training and employment of the disabled for entry into the sector.

Ÿ

Ÿ A green skills project aligned to the sector focussing on awareness, supply chain efciencies, critical and occupational shortages.

§ The SETA has initiated several very successful projects: ILDP and RMDP (agship projects to build the managerial skills base); business simulation centres (forge partnerships with TVETs and enable entry into the 
sector for TVET students); and a range of programmes geared towards the SMME sector (rural, community, cooperative and traditional leader projects).

Ÿ The challenge for the SETA is to improve monitoring, evaluation and impact assessment of these projects to determine a return-on-investment.

Ÿ The following new projects should be initiated going forward:
Ÿ

Ÿ Career guidance and counselling project to inform teachers and TVET staff on career opportunities in the sector.

Ÿ Reintroduction of a robust plan of action on stakeholder engagement on a regular basis such as “how to” workshops that were a regular event in the past.
Ÿ Research partnership to be established with 4 local Universities and 2 International partnerships. 

Chapter Four: Partnerships

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are a multitude of recommended actions needed in the sector. In this section, we identify 6 key skills priorities that the W&RSETA should consider. These align both to national priorities and sectoral needs, 
and link clearly to skills issues and skills gaps identied:

5.4.     RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

SMMEs, cooperatives, and informal traders have tremendous potential to create jobs and grow the sector. It is critical that these enterprises are supported with 
skills development. New training models are needed to meet the training needs of SMMEs

Ÿ Rural and township development Mentorship
SSP SME and Research reports recommendations

New Training Delivery Models: SMMEs cannot take leave to attend training since they are the business. It is recommended that new training models should be implemented such as coaching, mentoring, on-site 
training and “each one teach one”. Support SMEs through a voucher programme.

Ÿ Skills: Resources should be allocated to undertaking training needs for small businesses. 
Ÿ Awareness campaigns for small business owners in collaboration with local business associations. 

Research: Conduct training needs research on SMME and cooperatives in the sector. Develop a SMME and cooperatives strategy for the sector.

Ÿ Conduct research to identify best approaches and strategies to be used to support small businesses. To increase accessibility and visibility in the township and rural areas. 

SMME AND COOPERATIVES DEVELOPMENT

ACTIONS

1
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5.1.     INTRODUCTION

This chapter consolidates the ndings of previous chapters and reects on priority actions for the 
sector.  

5.2.     KEY QUESTIONS

This chapter will respond to:

The previous chapters provided the information and analysis and thus enable a response in the 
form of recommended actions that are realistic, consistent and achievable. The purpose of this 
chapter is to provide a set of priority actions and not a detailed strategic or operational plan.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ÿ What are the skills priorities for the sector? 
Ÿ What measures should be initiated to support national strategies and plans? 

Ÿ What the key ndings of previous chapters?

5.3.      KEY FINDINGS FROM PREVIOUS CHAPTERS

This sector draws insights from previous chapters on skills priorities. 

Ÿ The sector is a major contributor to employment. The job creation opportunities range 
from low level to advanced skills.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ Blacks constitute most of the workforce but are under-represented at management 
levels. This is more acute for females. 

Ÿ SA has a two-tiered wholesale and retail sector - a sophisticated sector with very high 
levels of concentration and unsophisticated retail sector dominating the small and 
informal sectors. 

Ÿ SMMEs make up most levy-paying enterprises but are under-represented in terms of skills 
development initiatives. Informal retailers have a great need for skills development.

Ÿ There is also under-representation of people with disabilities in the sector.

Key Questions

Chapter One: Sector Prole

Chapter Two: Key Skills Issues

The key skills issues in the sector are:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     

     

 

 

     

 

     

 

     

 

Ÿ SME development 
Ÿ Technology 

Ÿ Youth focused skills development initiatives 

The W&RSETA will be prioritizing skills development interventions that respond to the following key skills issue for the 
sector:

CHAPTER FIVE: SKILLS PRIORITY ACTIONS

 

 
Pivotal list:   

Sales Assistant (General) / Retail Buyer / Butcher / Confectionary Baker/ Retail Manager (General) / Sales & 
Marketing Manager / Retail Supervisor / Visual Merchandiser/ Ofce Administrator /Sales Representative

Ÿ SSP SME to 10 skills gaps
Ÿ National HTFV List 

The following are key outputs from chapter 3 as per the data sources used:

Ÿ Pivotal List 

Chapter Three: Skills Mismatches
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The retail sector provides signicant temporary employment opportunities for the youth. School-leavers and graduates are employed as packers, cashiers and 
clerks. The challenge is to convert these into permanent employment and encourage career development in the sector. This will encourage students to join the 
sector, rather than view it as a “second option”.

Provision of Workplace Experience & Work Readiness Opportunities: The W&RSETA should increase funding for workplace placement and internships.  Companies should be incentivised with grants for taking on 
learners.

Ÿ A collaborative and integrated approach to Workplace Integrated Learning (WIL). 

Bursaries: Due to the announcement of free education, it imperative for the W&RSETA to review and enhance the delivery model for bursaries. Target achievement in the bursary unit is very critical to cover the crisis of 
educational funding and to shorten the gap of scarce and critical skills. 

Career guidance: The SETA should create a compelling case for the youth to join the sector. This requires the development of career guides, career pathways, and career guidance support for teachers in schools. The 
level of awareness of opportunities in the sector should be highlighted. Career paths are mapped to qualications in all sectors and sub-sectors, and communicated effectively, contributing to improved relevance of 
training and greater mobility and progression.

Capacity development:  The W&RSETA should work with TVETs and HETs to offer courses specic to the sector, particularly in retailing. These should be aligned to the occupational shortages identied in the SSP.

Ÿ Align youth unemployment programmes with artisan and apprenticeship for the sector. 

Ÿ Review the W&RSETA Bursary policy to include Private and Public educational institutions.

Ÿ Bursary disbursement must be aligned to the educational institution time lines. 

Ÿ Revise the W&RSETA Bursary delivery model. 

Ÿ Develop proper planning mechanisms which enhance implementation. 

Rural Youth Development: The SETA should expand its existing projects for youth in rural areas to enable entry into the formal economy.

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

ACTIONS

2

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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Stakeholder partnerships are increasingly becoming the adopted approach to meeting industry needs for skilled workers and workers' need for better jobs.  Partnerships 
address current and emerging occupational needs and skill gaps. It offers a mechanism to focus scarce resources on industries that are major job providers in an area, as 
well as to focus comprehensively on the workforce skills, from entry level to advanced, required in the economy. Partnerships provide a means for the W&RSETA to engage 
directly with industry across traditional boundaries better aligning training programmes and resources. 

Despite a very progressive legislation and a clear commitment from the government, many people with disabilities (PWD) still do not access the same opportunities of 
leading an independent life as abled people do. Access to employment is low among people with disabilities. Therefore, improving access to mainstream training and 
access to employment are priorities to ensure that people with disabilities can fully participate in society. 

Ÿ Develop a call centre to ensure that stakeholder queries are addressed timeously.
Ÿ Initiate regional forums in all regions to keep stakeholders abreast of SETA activities to promote skills development. These workshops should be held 2 to 3 times a year.

Ÿ Conduct an annual stakeholder satisfaction survey internally and externally.
Ÿ Conduct “how to” workshops at regional forums.

Ÿ The Retail business strategy will be taken into consideration when developing and updating the SSP. This will assist with economic growth for the country.  

Ÿ Companies should be encouraged to employ graduates who have disabilities.

Ÿ A voucher and bursary scheme should be implemented for PWD to access training in the sector.
Ÿ An internship programme should be started to assist PWD.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

4

5

SECTOR SKILLS PLAN (SSP)
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The identication of critical and occupational shortages is a key deliverable of the SSP. This is necessary to ensure that the work of the SETA responds to the changing, 
demand-side needs of the sector. It also ensures that an investment in skills development is effective and efcient since priority skills are addressed. The identication of 
occupational shortages is also necessary to inform the DHET's National List of Occupations in High Demand.

Research initiatives: Instead of sector skills planning being a once-off event nearer the due date, it should be 
institutionalised as an all-year activity in the SETA. A recommendation that should be integrated into the 
W&RSETA Research Strategy is shown below:

HARD-TO-FILL VACANCIES (HTFVs) AND CRITICAL SKILLS

ACTIONS

 

Continuation of OCCUPATIONAL SHORTAGES provision: Learnerships, apprenticeships, 
internships, and bursaries in the sector for occupational shortages should be intensied based on 
the outcoms of the research ndings.

Responsiveness of TVET to OCCUPATIONAL SHORTAGES: The W&RSETA should assist TVET 
Colleges to develop and offer wholesale and retail qualications (e.g. levels 4 and 5).

Green skills:  Businesses are becoming more conscious of protecting the environment. Increased 
legislation and consumer pressure are driving the demand for eco-compliance. Businesses now 
must show that they are environmentally friendly in their business processes and in the products 
and services they offer.  

Some companies are subscribing to the green agenda by making it a key competitiveness factor in 
their business strategy. The W&RSETA should take cognisance of this emerging issue and its impact 
on skills development of existing and new employees.

Some actions include:

Greening skills programs, learnerships and apprenticeships; toolkits for businesses to go “green”; 
code of conduct for sustainable practices; “green” projects; promoting “green” occupations and 
jobs; awareness campaigns.

3
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There is a need to build institutional and individual capacities in trade unions. Individual capacities should be developed at all levels from general secretary to union 
members.

There is a need for the W&RSETA to engage with national strategies and plans. Currently, it is working through the NSDS 3 and the White Paper, but there appears to be a 
lack of engagement with the NDP and IPAP. The Integrated Development Plans (IDP) for Durban, Tshwane, Johannesburg and Cape Town will be analysed and aligned 
with W&R sector mandate and priorities.   

Ÿ This programme should go beyond shop stewards training.
Ÿ There should be a project to build capacity of employees in trade unions along similar lines of the ILDP and RMDP but focused on pertinent labour issues. 

Ÿ Partnership should be forged between the international trade union movements and members should be exposed to their practices.

Ÿ The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) for municipalities will be part of the W&RSETA strategy to respond to the National imperatives.   

Ÿ It should develop a programme of action to align the work of the SETA to NDP and IPAP in consultation with these entities.
Ÿ Intergraded Development Plan (IDP) Priorities aligned to the sector.  

Ÿ The SETA should align retail business strategy, National imperatives with sector mandate.   The out-put of this intervention should be special projects which are funded by the W&RSETA. 

Ÿ The SETA should convene a workshop to unpack NDP and IPAP. The outcomes of the workshop should be a set of actions to support these initiatives.
Ÿ It should convene a meeting with the Dti (IPAP) and National Planning Commission (NDP) to engage them on the outcomes of the workshop.

TRADE UNION CAPACITY-BUILDING

MEASURES TO SUPPORT NATIONAL STRATEGIES AND PLANS

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

6

7
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Ÿ HTFVs and critical skills
Ÿ Stakeholder engagement

Ÿ Youth unemployment
Ÿ SMME and cooperatives development

We have conned interventions to a limited number of major skills priorities that can make a difference to skills formation in the sector. The surveys and interviews data analysis will provide more action items for 
the sector and strengthen alignment to sector skills priorities. 

This chapter constitutes a summation of the ndings of the previous chapters. It concludes with the identication of seven key skills priorities that should inform skills planning in the W&RSETA which includes:

Ÿ Training and employment of the disabled

Ÿ Measures to support national strategies and plans

5.5.      CONCLUSION

Ÿ Trade union capacity-building

Statistic South Africa. 2015-2016: Prole of persons with disabilities in South Africa. Published by Statics South Africa. Available: http://www.statssa.gov.za/ 

W&RSETA. 2017: Annual Training Report 2017/18. Available:  http://www.wrseta.org.za/ 

Available: http://www.dhet.gov.za/SitePages/Resources.aspx 
Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET). 2016/17: Annual Report 2016/17. 
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